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ABSTRACT

The aim of the studies reported under this contract was to

elucidate the various mechanisms by which the budgets of energy, angular

momentum and mass for the stratospheric region are satisfied. In this

respect the objectives coincided with the purpose of work done simul--

taneously under AEC support. Similar studies for the atmospheric regions

from the surface up to 100 mb have been reported in detail in previous

Final Reports (Studies of the Atmospheric General Circulation I, II and

III, 1954, 1957, and 1959 under contracts AF19(122)-153, AF19(604)-

1000, and AF19(604)2242) and it will be recalled that a general finding

was that large-scale quasi-horizontal eddy processes proved to be the

principal agents in the transfer of angular momentum, in the generation

of mean zonal kinetic energy and in the transfer of heat energy. Prior to

the International Geophysical Year many of the workers who discussed the

stratospheric general circulation invoked mean meridional motions in an

essentially quiescent region to satisfy what were thought to be the require-

ments for transfer. Thus there appeared to be a basic difference in the

predominating motion systems in the two regions and the cause was

generally ascribed to the large static stability of the stratosphere as com-

pared with the troposphere. The object in the present studies was to

make diagnostic calculations of terms in the energy and momentum budgets

of the stratosphere using the techniques previously applied to the troposphere
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and with as large a data sample as possible. The International Geophy-

sical Year was selected for study because a special effort was made

throughout that time to attain high altitudes with the wind and temperature

sensors and all data were carefully checked and published by the World

Meteorological Organization.

The report opens with an examination by Professor Starr of

the possible role of the vertical advection of kinetic energy in the stratos-

pheric energy budget; the paper raised questions that we sought to answer

from the observations reported in the following papers.

The second paper, by Barnes, is a detailed study of the energy

budget of the northern hemisphere stratosphere during the first six months

of the IGY. Barnes' paper includes a description of the data-processing

techniques used in all of the studies herein. All the terms in the budget

which can be evaluated from wind and temperature observations are

considered. Terms including diabatic heating could not of course be

evaluated on a day-to-day basis but for some of them estimates have

been included which apply to long periods. It appears from Barnes'

work that both Reynolds' stresses and Coriolis forces acting on mean

meridional motions are of importance in tie energy budget. Many of the

terms in the energy budget are estimated from data for the first

time; in this respect it should be noted that diabatic effects are thought to

be smaller in the lower stratosphere than elsewhere in the atmosphere but

nevertheless as Barnes shows they cannot be ignored.
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The third paper, by Dickinson, examines the stratospheric

angular momentum budget for the first year of the IGY period. In this

case quasi-horizontal eddies seem to be of paramount importance and the

mean meridional motions necessary to accomplish a balanced budget depend

very strongly on the values selected for the vertical eddy diffusion coeffi-

cient. If these are assumed to be large ( - 106cm2sec-1) then significant

mean meridional motions are involved but for small values (,3- 10cm 2sec-1)

the mean motions are extremely small ( < several cm see-

The fourth paper, by Oort, examines the mean meridional motions

obtained directly from the wind observations. There appears to be a continua-

tion up'wards of the three-cell structure found in the troposphere with equator-

ward flow throughout the year in middle latitudes. The finding is contrary to

the early speculation, mentioned previously, concerning the direction of

mean meridional motions in the stratosphere. The equatorward mean motions

in middle latitudes are about 30 cm sec-l and would iimply correspondingly

large coefficients of vertical eddy transfer in Dickinson's analysis. There

is a possibility that the observations are biased by the presence of a zero

wave number tidal component which is in the same direction at both times

used (00 and 12Z). This point is being pursued further; it could be resolved

if there were sufficient stations reporting at 06 and 18Z but such is not the

case.
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The fifth and sixth papers, by Newell, are concerned with trace

substances. They illustrate an application of the stratospheric data and

provide some indirect information on the mass budget of the stratosphere.

It is of considerable importance to determine the way in which stratospheric

motions influence the distribution of trace substances 'such as ozone and

water vapour as these distributions play a large part in the radiative heat

budget of the region. An approximate ozone budget is constructed whose

main component involves the transfer by quasi-horizontal large-scale* eddies.

The manner in which these eddies can produce a spring maximum in both

ozone and fission-product radioactivity, as well as a middle-latitude maximum

in the latter, is also discussed. Trace substance information appears to

support low values of the diffusion coefficient discussed above and hence in-

directly is further evidence in favour of small-magnitude mean meridional

motions.

The papers in the appendix while not presenting climatological results

are nevertheless pertinent to the information discussed herein. Barnes' paper

is an out-growth of his analysis work with the IGY data and discusses a topic

which is normally avoided, namely the meaning and treatment of the components

of the wind vector L. and V in the vicinity of the singularity points at the earths,

poles. White and Nolan's paper is a case study of the energy conversion process

in the stratosphere. It compliments the climatological information presented

by Barnes.
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The papers included herein treat particular aspects of the data.

It is planned to publish the processed data in tnto in a series of three

atlases, each covering a six-month portion of the IGY. The first of these,

authored by Dr. Takio Murakami, appeared in March 1962 and the

others are in preparation under AEC sponsorship. This basic information

will be of value for a number of further studies; in fact we have only

scratched the surface as far as the interpretation of the results is

concerned.

It is possible to make comparisons between these data and the

hydrodynamic model experiments and one example is discussed in Oort's

paper. The diagnostic results can also be used in numerical models. Both

of these approaches can help towards the goal of an ultimate understanding

of the physical reasons for the observed circulation. The data may also be

of use in interpreting studies of the circulation of other planetary atmospheres

where observations are only available from the higher levels.

Thus although the present report completes our formal submission

of work done under the contract we shall continue to use the data as a basis

for a variety of further studies (many of which are already in progress under

AEC sponsorship) giving due acknowledgement to the contract where appro-

priate. One specific example is a further study of the ozone question.

Reginald E. Newell
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Questions Concerning the Energy of Stratospheric Motions'

By

V. P. Starr

Summary. In this article the theoretical conclusion is reached that the
vertical transport of kinetic energy in the atmosphere from one horizontal
layer to another is effected solely by an area integral over the internal bound-
ary, of the kinetic energy per unit volume multiplied by the vertical velocity.
Speculations are made as to whether the kinetic energy in stratospheric levels
is maintained against friction through such a vertical transport from other
levels, or whether the needed supply is derived from convective sources in situ.

Zusammenfassung. Auf Grund theoretischer {Yberlegungen wird der SchluO
gezogen, daB der Vcrtikaltransport kinetischer Energie in der Atrnosphare
von einer horizontalen Schicht zu einer anderen einzig durch ein Flachen-
integral tiber die Grenzfldche bestimmt wird, dessen Integrand das Produkt
aus kinetischer Energie pro Volumeinheit und der Vertikalgeschwindigkeit
ist. Es werden tGberlegungen angestellt, ob die kinetische Energie in
Stratosphdrenschichten gegenilber der Reibung durch einen solchen Vertikal-
transport aufrechterhalten werden kann oder ob der ben6tigte Nachschub
von konvektiven Quellen in der Schicht selbst stammt.

R~sum&. Se fondant sur des consid6rations th6oriques, l'auteur arrive 4
]a conclusion que le transport vertical d'6nergie cinltique dans l'atmosph6re,
d'une couche horizontale 4 une autre, est uniquement d6termin6e par une
int6grale de surface 6tendue h la surface limite et dont l'int6grande est 6gale
au produit de l'6nergie cin6tique par unit6 de volume par la vitesse verticale.
I1 discute la question de savoir si 1'6nergie cin6tique d'une couche strato-
sphdrique, en raison du frottement, est maintenue par un tel transport ver-
tical ou si l'6nergie d'entretien provient de sources convectives de la couche
elle-m6me.

1The research reported in this paper has been made possible through
the support of the Geophysics Research Directorate of the U. S. Air Force
under contract AF 19(604).5223.

Arch. Met. Oeoph. 131okl. A. Bd. 12, H. 1
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V.P. STARR:

1. Introduction

Meteorologists, when writing about the phenomena of the stratosphere
are often wont to speculate concerning such things as the energy sources
for the motions in the higher regions of the atmosphere. These ponderings
are usually, and perhaps understandably, rather vague and diffuse-what
with the lack of proper observational information and of a suitable
theoretical framework within which observations might give expression
to significant over-all physical facts. But more and more soundings
reaching high altitudes are now being made on a routine basis, and it
seems to me that the formulation of precise questions, grounded in the
most reliable principles of physics, is the primary business of the research
worker in this field who wishes eventually to secure some degree of
rational understanding. The principles of physics might be such statements
as those of the conservation of mass, of momentum and of energy, etc.
The problem requiring resourcefulness is to formulate them in such a
fashion as to make possible the observational study of the manner of
their fulfilment, and to arrive thereby at some nontrivial physical con-
clusions pertaining to the real atmosphere. The eventual accumulation
of such deductions should then lead, ideally at least, to the synthesis of
quantitative models of various types (see, e. g., STARR [2]). What follows
is an attempt to take one simple step along such a road.

2. Physical and Mathematical Considerations

7 We shall begin by considering the entire atmosphere as being divided
into two horizontal layers by a closed constant level surface located at
some appropriate fixed geodynamic height above sea level. Assuming
that this constant elevation is plausibly chosen, we may for the purpose
of our discussion name the entire upper region the "stratosphere," and
the lower one the "troposphere." We realize, of course, that certain
liberties are thus taken with standard terminology, although it may later
prove that something less drastic is also amenable to precise treatment.

A number of years ago the writer had occasion to discuss the mechanical
energy equation for the horizontal components of motion in the atmos-
phere (STARR [1]). Let us write this equation for the stratosphere in
the form

d f P-2-da fp= fP-2- Vds + fpdiv ghdr -- D (1)

Here u, v are the eastward and northward components of particle velocity,
p is density, p pressure, t time, dr a volume element, ds an element of
surface of the volume taken, V, the inward normal component of particle

velocity across the boundary surface, VYh is the horizontal wind vector
and D is the total rate of frictional dissipation of kinetic energy in the
volume. The genesis of eq. (1) from the equations of motion for the
horizontal directions and the general continuity equation is rather obvious

-2-



The Energy of Stratospheric Motions

and will not be repeated here, It contains the statement for our problem
that the amount of kinetic energy of horizontal motions in the stratosphere
may change (left-hand side) as a result of advection of such energy across
the boundaries of the stiratosphere (first term on right), or as a result
of sources of kinetic energy in the volume of the stratosphere (second
term), or as a result of work done against friction (third term).

In the long term average the total kinetic energy in the stratosphere
neither increases nor decreases, except for possible minute effects which
reflect a changing climatic regime. On the other hand the dissipation
must continuously be degrading the energy of stratospheric motions.
Hence if A denotes the advection of kinetic energy into the stratosphere
and S denotes the source term we may write that for the long term mean

D = A + S (2)

that is, the dissipation must be made good either by an advection effect
or by a generation of kinetic energy in situ. Our entire conception of the
operation of the stratospheric circulation depends crucially upon the
elucidation of how this equation or some equivalent of it is satisfied in
actuality.

Let us examine first the advective effect A for the stratosphere.
The upper surface may be eliminated because only negligible amounts
of kinetic energy are exchanged with outer space (meteors and the like).
This leaves only the horizontal internal boundary to be reckoned with.
It follows therefore that A may be written as follows,

A f u-+2-pwda (3)

where da is an element of area of the internal boundary and w is the
upward component of particle velocity. In the average we may, with a
high degree of precision, write that

f pwda = 0 (4)

from continuity considerations. Comparison of (4) with (3) now leads
us to the purely mathematical conclusion that if A is to be non-zero,
then there must exist a correlation between (u2 + v?)/2 on the one hand
and p w on the other. Thus if A were to be positive, p w would have to
be positive by and large over those regions where ýu2 + v2)/2 is relatively
large.

It is to be specifically stressed at this point that, due to the physical
circumstances at any constant level in the atmosphere, the exchange
of kinetic energy in the vertical takes place through the simple action
specified by eq. (3), without any other significant transport mechanism.

The second term on the right side of eq. (1) which was designated
as S in eq. (2) has been discussed previously by the writer in the reference
given and also in other connections. It is a volume integral which may
be written with sufficient accuracy for our problem in the form
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V.P. STARR:

S f [ f p div Vh d a] dz (5)

in which da is again anl element of horizontal area and dz is an element
of vertical distance. Since we know that

f div V, d-- (6)=

we may reason about the eqs. (5) and (6) in the same manner as we did
in regard to (3) and (4). We see that in order for S to have a non-zero
value the pressure and the divergence should, at least at sorme level be
correlated in a spacewise sense.

In our problem the value of the expression (5) for S is difficult to
estimate from general information or from data, unless perhaps its form
is first changed in order to eliminate the necessity of measuring the hori-

a zontal divergence. Let ut,, try to do this. We may first write that

f pdiv Vhda = -f Vh" Ahpdca (7)

since the erms formally representing the difference between these ex-
pressions integrate to zero for our region. We now define

dp _ p ap•--d-- t a-- + Vh. Vh P + W -ýZ (8)

whereupon it is seen that

S -f- d, - f pd+ J -W d-r. (9)

The second integral on the right vanishes since the long term average
of the pressure is nearly constant. So also does the third integral which,
on hydrostatic principles, is nothing more than the rate of change of the
total potential energy of the air in the region (or essentially its total
vertical momentum multiplied by the acceleration of gravity).

Only the first term now remains. By use of the thermodynamic co-
ordinate p in the place of the geometrical vertical coordinate z, hydro-
statically, we have

Po

-f w d -= -f fw oc•da dp. (10)
0

In (10) a is the specific volume, p0 is the pressure at the internal boundary
and do- here again stands for an element of horizontal area but now
following a given pressure surface. The last term is the same quantity
as has been used, for example, by WHITE and SALTZMAN [5] to measure
the generation of kinetic energy in the troposphere.

For a given closed isobaric surface in the stratosphere it may be
shown that

fwod = . (11)
This follows directly through an integration of the continuity equation
in the form

-4-



The Energy of Stratospheric Motions

S+ V.-Vh'= 0 (12)

where the divergence of the wind is measured along an isobaric surface.
From considerations which have recurred previously in this discussion,
a comparison of the inner integral of the last term in (10) with eq. (11)
shows that a given closed isobaric surface in the stratosphere can make
a non-zero contribution to S, if and only if there exists a spacewise cor-
relation of ow and a over the area of the isobaric surface. The fact that
a few isobaric surfaces are not closed, but intersect the base of the stratos-
phere probably does not interfere much with this mode of thinking
about the significance of the wo a integral.

We observe that a correlation of a with (o as here discussed is a con-
venient means for the specification of a basic convective process. Thus
if the negative values of o are predominantly associated with large values
of a, there exists a positive generation of kinetic energy. This presumably
would signify a preponderance of rising motions of warmer air and a cor-
responding sinking of equal masses of colder air. It appears that for
this form of S there is present some chance of a successful observational
assessment of the energy producing action in the stratosphere.

3. Discussion of Conditions in the Real Atmosphere

I must confess that at least at present adequate stratospheric mea-
surements of either A or of S are not at my disposal. Some small begin-
nings in 4,his direction are, however, being made. WHITE and NOLAN [4]
have been interested in measuring S, while certain other workers have,
at my suggestion, become interested in appraising the observational pos-
sibilities of measuring A.

In a general sense the classicai view has been that at least the lower
stratosphere is a passive region wherein any tendency toward direct con-
vective action is suppressed by the large hydrostatic stability present.
If this is a dominant characteristic, then S should be zero or negative
making the portion of the atmosphere above, let us say, 16 km a region
of forced motion on the average. Such a view is strengthened by the cir-
cumstance that there exists a countergradient northward flow of heat at
these levels (see, e. g., WHITE [4]).

If the notion of an inert, passive stratosphere corresponds to real
fact, then we are at once brought to the concept that the continuance
of motions in that region is to be explained by a vertical transport from
other convectively more active layers above or below, through the action
of a process represented by an integral like A. In that case although
it cannot be gainsaid that still higher layers might contain sources of
kinetic energy which could be transported downward, still the first con-
sideration might be given to the hypothesis that the needed supply
originates in the troposphere and is fed upward across levels such as
16 km or thereabouts.

-5-



V. P. STARR:

4. Some General Comments

Due to the pivotal nature of the matters dealt with in the preceding
discussions, several additional sidelights are not without justification.
The following ones present themselves to the writer.

(a) Although our data still leave much to be desired, the time is
coming shortly, if indeed it is not already here, when the evaluation of
processes such as those dealt with in this paper should be given a high
priority in meteorological research endeavors. Even though finally con-
clusive results may not appear immediately from such efforts, the partial
insights gained would still be of no small importance, and should en-
courage thinking of an adequate scope and suitable perspective. We have
seen somewhat comparable sequences of events during the past decade
or two concerning other matters pertaining to the mechanics of the
general circulation.

(b) In the manipulations the frictional term D is simply the work
done by the fluid against frictional stresses arising from the viscosity of
the fluid. No particular mathematical form for this action is assumed
here, nor is any assumption made concerning the disposal of the energy
involved-it may either remain in the fluid in the form of heat, potential
energy etc., or it may be communicated to contiguous fluid masses by
the frictional action itself. An example of the latter effect is the frictional
transmission of kinetic energy from the lower atmosphere to the oceans
which therefore gain energy thereby. This can of course happen only
because the sea surface moves in response to the surface stresses which
can therefore perform work upon the water.

It is an open question whether a similar action might not take place
at the top of the troposphere, so that the stratosphere is dragged around
by friction in the same manner as the oceans. Much here depends on
what we might conceive as comprizing friction. If we limit the term to
mean only molecular viscosity, then the drag due to it is no doubt much
too small to cause concern and all other adtions would be included in A.
More usually meteorologists include as friction all rather small scale eddy
effects such as those found in the so-called friction layer near the ground.
With such a convention the frictional drag across levels such as 16 km
would probably still be quite small, on the average. Any action from
eddies of appreciable size would again be included in A.

The interpretation of the entire quantity A as a sort of gross friction
is not very helpful, if for no other reason simply because we do not know
even the sign of the viscosity coefficient which would be involved. Besides,
we desire to know the details of the vertical velocity distribution and of
its correlation with the kinetic energy.

(c) The primary convective actions in the troposphere take place at
appreciable elevations above the earth's surface. In any event they do
.not take place in their entirety within the confines of the friction layer.
Yet it is true that a disproportionately large fraction of the total dis-
sipation of kinetic energy does take place in this bottom layer. It there-

-6-



The Fnergy of Stratospheric Motions

fore follows that an integral of the form A acting across moderate eleva-
tions within and above the friction layer must represent an extremely
important link in the total workings of the general circulation. The ad-
visability of the detailed .study of this anticipated phenomenon is mani-
fest. Plans are being made currently to investigate it from data.

(d) It may be noted that the material treated is primarily of a mechani-
cal nature. No equation of state has been used, and hence the conclusions
are not dependent upon any such particular equation for the atmosphere
which be assumed.

(e) 'Eq. (1) requires no assumption in regard to the presence or ab-
sence of hydrostatic balance, although the further manipulations of S do
depend upon this condition being present. Likewise the validity of eq. (1)
is in no way contingent upon the smallness of the vertical velocities in
the atmosphere, although this latter is generally the case.

(f) As was stated in the discussion of 1948 by the writer, transports
of kinetic energy horizontally across, let us say, vertical boundaries
within the atmosphere may be effected through the work done by pres-
sure forces in virtue of normal velocity components. Such a term arises
in addition to the advective term in such a case.

Such a pressure-work term is absent in our equations for the trans-
port of kinetic energy across horizontal surfaces. A pertinent consideration
in this connection is that in our present case the pressure-work term would
be capable of transferring kinetic energy of vertical motion only. Even
for this certain departures. from hydrostatic balance would enter. This
explains its absence from our discussions in this paper which deals with
the kinetic energy of horizontal motions only.

(g) It must be realized, however, that when the foregoing analysis
is performed in pressure coordinates instead of geometric ones, the
simplicity and directness of the results are to some degree lost. Thus
an additional boundary term involving the product c and the geo-
potential appears. In view of this fact one may question the adequacy
of the approximation made -when a constant pressure surface is arbi-
trarily substituted for the constant level bottom boundary.
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Kinetic and Potential Energy Between 100 mb and 10 mb

During the First Six Months of the IGY (1) (2)

by

Arnold Appleton Barnes, Jr.

ABSTRACT

Using the x,y,p coordinate system, the integral equations of the
time rate of change of (1) total kinetic energy, (2) potential Plus internal
energy and (3) zonal kinetic energy for the stratosphere over the northern
hemisphere are given in a form suitable for numerical approximation of the
individual integrals. The method of approximation separates each integral
into a mean term contribution and contributions due to the eddy terms. Obser-
vations at 100,50, 30 and 10 millibars from 211 northern hemisphere stations
for the periods July through September 1957 and October through December 1957
were used to evaluate the terms.

The large hemispheric increase of total kinetic energy of the stratos-
phere observed from October through December 1957 was not due to vertical
advection of kinetic energy but rather to conversion of potential plus internal
energy into kinetic energy.

(1) The material in this article appeared as part of the author's doctoral
thesis (Barnes, 1962). 0

(2) Present affiliation: Meteorological Research Laboratory, Geophysics
Research Directorate, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories,Bedford, Mass.
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For the period July through December 1957 in the stratosphere,
the eddy kinetic energy did not provide sufficient energy to maintain
the zonal kinetic energy. Evidence is presented indicating that the
meridional circulation, working through the Coriolis transformation terms,
was responsible for converting potential to zonal kinetic energy to
maintain the observed level of zonal kinetic energy.

Diabatic motions in the lower stratosphere are as important
as the a~diabatic vertical motions when considering the mean meridional
circulation. Temporal variations of the net radiation are very important
in determining the diabatic motions.
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I. Introduction.

The purpose of this paper is to give an empirical description

of the mechanical energy balance of the stratosphere over the northern

hemisphere for the first six months of the International Geophysical

Year (IGY), viz. July 1957 through December 1957.

One of the most successful ways of studying the atmosphere has

been the statistical reduction of the observed upper-air data over a large

area and a long time period. V.P. Starr and his colleagues have used

this technique for the study of the water vapor balance, the energy

balance and the angular momentum balance of the atmosphere over the northern

hemisphere.

Because of the lack of data, these studies, until very recently,

have been confined to the troposphere. The special effort put forth by

the countries participating in the MGY upper-air program produced enough

data over the northern hemisphere to allow us to investigate the strato-

sphere by those same methods which have been so successful in the lower

reaches of our atmosphere. It is felt that the IGY coverage and amount

of data at and above 100 mb is the best that will be available for some

time to come. Special efforts were made to obtain stratospheric data

from 'areas of sparse coverage, but, because of thd philosophy behind such

studies, extrapolation and interpolation of data were not used except in

the analysis of various maps in the final stages of the study.

For the study of the atmosphere, certain integral equations

were derived (see Chapter II). These integrals were then evaluated by
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finite difference methods using the raw data.

Using the coordinate system, the 'time rate of charge

of the kinetic energy of the atmosphere north of a latitude 4 and

between two pressure layers .k and may be expressed as

E. 4, v

where E This equation is derived and discussed in

detail in Chapter II.

Similarly, the time rate of change of the sum of the potential

and internal energy of the same region mpy be expressed as

t~ ~a dft~)Lc~+

By finite difference methods, we evaluated the time averages

of all of the double integrals of equations (1.1) and (1.2). The method

used allowed us to separate the contributions of some of the integrals

into mean terms, standing eddies and transient eddies.
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The triple integral

LOO (1.3)

which appears in both of the above equations was also evaluated. This

term represents a conversion betwaen kinetic energy and

potential plus internal energy in the polar cap.

It appears unlikely that the time average of the terms on the

LHS of (1.1) and (1.2) would disappear entirely during the six month

period of the study. Estimate of theme two terms were made using synoptic

maps at the beginning and end of the period. The values of the last terms

of equations (1.1) and (1.2) could not be evalua~ted for our study.

There have been some previous studies of the energy balance of

the stratosphere, but all have been sketchy and incomplete.

White (1954) showed that there was countergradient northward flow of

heat in the lower stratosphere. We have verified this result at the 100 ab

level using our more complete data. White and Nolan (1959) investigated

the term (1.3) in the stratosphere over North America for a five day

period. The results suggested the possibility that, on the average, the

observed kinetic energy of stratospheric motions may not be replenished

by this term (1.3). This transformation term was investigated over the

whole northern hemisphere for the six month period. We also evaluated

the other terms of (1.1) to determine from whence came the major part of

the kinetic energy of the stratosphere.

Since the start of the collection and processing of the data
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in the spring of 1959, there have been three other studies at M.I.T. touching

on the energy balance of the stratosphere. These three studies drew on

two months of data processed for Major C. Jensen by the National Weather

Records Center in Ashville, N.C. Approximately 80 of these stations

reported at the 100 mb and 50 mb levels during the two months January

1958 and April 1958. *In our study we have over 200 stations reporting

at these levels giving us much better coverage and detail over the whole

hemisphere. As has been pointed out by Hering (1959), the stratospheric

flow seems to deviate from its norm for much longer time periods than

the tropospheric flow. This means that averages over very long intervals

of time have to be taken to approach the true time mean of the various

quantities investigated. It is hoped that the averages derived from this.

study will give something close to the true picture rather than a snap-

shot over a possibly unrepresentative time period.

Jensen.(1960) measured the term (1.3) for the layer 100 mb to

50 mb in January and April 1958, but the results contradict those obtained

by White and Noldn mentioned above. With the aid of the better temporal

and special coverage we have evaluated this integral.

Working at the 150 mb level and using Jensen's data, Hansrote

and Lambert (1960) evaluated the terms and

_C') between 20ON and 800 N for the month of April

1958. In their study it was necessary to use a layer from 200 to 100 mb

to compute the term CJ . Since the tropopause is found in this layer,

their results cannot necessarily be considered as representative of tne

stratosphere, especially with the jet stream just below the tropopause.
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The severe clear air turbulence associated with the jet stream would lead

one to believe that the term - dX' •- X(f would be large in

the vicinity of the jet stream, since this term represents the depletion

of kinetic energy due to internal "friction" forces.

Roberts (1960) investigated the term

using Jensen's data for the month of January 1958. For the 250 and 150

mb layers the eddy terms extract kinetic energy from the mass above,

while at the 75 mb layer the total kinetic energy of the higher region

is increased by the standing and transient eddies of this term. The mean

term of this integral was not computed because of difficulties of meas-

uring the mean Ci9 over the region.

Since we use the % coordinate system throughout

this work, we define the word "vertical" to mean along the pressure gradient

(Eliassen(1949)). Thus the vertical advection of a quantity means the advec-

tion of said quantity across a surface of constant pressure. Unless.explicitly

stated otherwise, the word "vertical" shall have the above meaning through-

out this work. In the same manner "horizontal" shall mean "along a pressure

surface".
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II Derivation of the Energy Equationsfor the Stratosphere.

In this section we shall derive the necessary integral equations

which will form the bases of our study of the energy balance of the strato-

sphere.

In the • , , coordinate system, X is taken as linear distance

with the positive direction towards the east, Y is taken as linear distance

with the positive direction towards the north and f , the pressure, is

taken with the positive direction downwards.

During the IGY the largest amounts of upper air data readily

available at uniform reference levels were reported at constant pressure

levels. For this reason the equations used below were derived in the X

Sf coordinate system so that the data could be used directly

without being converted to the I , , coordinate system, where • is

upward linear distance.

The horizontal equations of motion in the X , • ,f system

may be written in the following vector form:

_+ x + # T t F o (2.1)

where = horizontal component of the velocity of an air parcel

on the pressure surface.

unit vertical vector.

V( ) =del operator along the pressure surface.

4J geopotential at the pressure surface.

Sdeceleration due to frictional forces and other forces

not included in the other terms.
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The first term, is the acceleration of the horizontal component

of the velocity of an air parcel. The second term + 1K Xf , is the

acceleration due to the Coriolis force. The third term, 1 I , is the

acceleration due to gravity. • may be considered as a frictional force.

A discussion of this term is contained in Chapter XVI.

Now if we take the dot product of \/ý with equation (2.1)

we obtain.

If we define E -- ( t ) , use the relationV,'1• XVP 0

and expand the total derivative, (2.2) may be written

F(2.3)

where ( ) is the three-dimensional del operator. Adding W -i • to

\\ / V W and subtracting.from the rest of the LHS of equation (2.3),

~ ~ V~.I 7=o(2.4)

In the • , , coordinate system, the continuity equation

may be written as V 0 or a

Now

V.CE+ W)V =V-V* )- (E+4'N.v-V.V(E nv)

which means that (2.4) may be expressed as

S+ G- (2.5)
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Let us now consider the atmosphere north of the latitude olxcle

and between the two pressure levels and f4 (. f

The rate of change of kinetic energy in this polarcap is

where A is the longtitude and the latitude, both measured in radians,

and Q is the radius of the. earth, so that dx = 0 C and

Taking the triple integral of (2.5) after multiplying through by Y

where the acceleration of gravity, we find that the rate of change of

kinetic energy is given by

d± dt (2.6).

In order to simplify the equation, we make the assumption that

is a constant. Application of the divergence theorem to the first j.ntegral

on the RHS of (2.6) gives:

where subscript L designates the lower surface, T , and (A designates

the upper surface, f The first integral on the RHS of (2.7) is the

transport of kinetic energy northward across the vertical boundary at latitude
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The second and third terms are the transports of kinetic energy across the

lower and upper boundary surfaces. The last three integrals of (2.7)

represent the total work done on the polar cap at the boundaries.

Of the two remaining terms on the RHS of (2.6), the last

represents the dissipation of kinetic energy due to frictional and other

forces.

Thus far we have used only the horizontal equations of motion

and the hydrostatic equation for the atmosphere. If we again use the

hydrostatic assumption in the form 0( and if we consider that

the atmosphere satisfies the equation of state for a perfect gas, the

remaining term of (2.6) may be written in the alternate forms

This same term appears, but with opposite sign, in the equation for the

rate of change of potential plus internal energy:

Equation (2.6) can now be rewritten as

-9(2.9)



The method of obtaining numerical values for the integrals will be

described in the following chapters.

Equation (2.8) will now be derived. Define the internal and

potential energy by:

0 = internal energy per unit mass.

S= potential energy per unit mass.

Let = geopotential at the bottom of the layer considered.

Then qP' -

Let us consider a small column in the atmosphere with unit

cross-section in the horizontal and with top and bottom at the pressure

surfaces and . Then the potential energy is given by

~L

- (2.10)

Now , so using the equation of state and the hydrostatic equation,

- , we obtain

Recombination of the first two terms on the RHS gives

The time rate of change of the potential energy in a polar

cap is then given by

at L
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The time rate of change of the internal energy of the same

polar cap is given by

Tt at ~j 1 j (2.12)

Adding equations (2.11) and (2.12) and using the relation

(W L )dV/ - +

Using the first law of thermodynamics for a unit mass of dry air, this

last term may be rewritten.
C dT

Expanding O and rearranging

C T = -V.CfT'V+c,)( +

Integrating over the polar cap and using the divergence theorem,

~ -oVc 
(2.13)

Hence we get for the final equation of the time rate of change of

the potential plus internal energy

+TVý ( + 2.1d

4..

As with equatio (2.9), numerical values of thie integrals will be

obtained as described in the fbllowing chapters.
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III Numerical Method of Approximating the Integrals.

We shall apply the technique of Starr & Whito (1952b) for

obtaining values of the integrals. Using the fLi~owing notation where

S is a dummy quantity, -is time, is pressure, • is longitude and is

latitude:

Time average, denoted by superior bar=

ZSnal (3.1)

Zonal average,'denoted by brackets=

[STr~ (3.2)

Meridional average, denoted by braces=

Vertical average, denoted by parenthesis=

=-I ý (3.4)

Deviation from the time average, denoted by a prime=

S (3.5)

Deviation from the zonal average, denoted by an asterisk=

(3.6)

Deviation from the meridional average, denoted by double prime=

Deviation from the vertical average, denoted by triple prime-

S- (3) 3.8)

As Starr & White (1952b, 1954) and others have shown, for two quantities

Xand ý we have the following expansion
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But we also see that

(3.10)

Thus integrals like (3.11) can be. broken down into a number of parts as

shown by (3.9). The order of integration. in (3.10) is immaterial, but is

the essence of the expansion of (3.9).

Each term of equation (3.9) will be explained in detail.

(•L.• •) = the mear time average of the total mean

interaction of the two-quantities through the

volume and time.,

* . contribution dt, to the product of the volume

mean4 of the two quantities.

. contribution of the standing eddies in the

vertical. This quantity is the covariance of

the I[E7• and in the vertical.

contribution of the standing eddies due to

meridional circulations. This term is the

pressure average at each level of the

covariance of the quantities U and L' .

ULT •contribution of the standing zonal eddies.

This quantity is the pressure and meridional

average of the covariance of • and

[ J) contribution of th transient eddies. This

quantity is the pressure, meridional and lati-

tudinal average of the covariance of • and
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The procedure for obtaining the terms of (3.9) has been explained

before by Starr and White (1952b, 1954), Jensen (1960) and others.

Time means of the quantities were first taken to give T and

for each station at each level. Time covariance, X , were likewise

computed. For each level and for each of these quantities a northern

hemisphere map was plotted. After analyzing, grid point values were taken

at each 10 of longitude and each 50 of latitude from 80 N to the equator.

These values were then used to obtain latitudinal averages ie.,[i],[LJand

Latitudinal covariances also gave us r*VI

Meridional averages (3,3) were taken of the above quantities giving

""I , 'II ~J ,�l n f" Meridional spacial covariances

also gave us

Vertical averages (3.4) then gave us all of the terms on the RHS

of equation (3.9) except the second. The "pressure eddies" of "vertical

eddies" were not calculated since there were at most only four pairs of

values available to compute the vertical covariance and therefore no

confidence could be placed in the statistics.

This gives an outline of the numerical procedure used to evaluate

the integrals. For additional details the reader is referred to papers

mentioned in this chapter.
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IV Method for Computing CO

As seen in a previous section the quantity CO• F plays a major

role in the energy equation. Since CJ is not one of the values measured,

it is necessary to compute it from the quantities which are observed.

Starting with the first luw of thermodynamics we obtain, in the

pressure coordinate system,

_P To V_ 7--C IT-C (4.1)

Solving for 0J and using the equation of state to express o( in terms of

and

CJ -- _ (4.2)

Since Pt is not measured on a daily basis, we are not able to

evaluate the second term on the RHS of equation (4.2). Therefore we shall

evaluate only the first term on the RHS, the adiabatic vertical motions

which we denote by )C . Thus

we t.RT ?1(4.3)

We• Is evaluated as a mean quantity between two pre~sure layers

over a given time interval by approximating the differentials by finite

differences.

Let A to . be the time interval and , the

pressure interval. Subscript "1' denotes the lower (higher pressure) layer

and subscript "2" denotes the upper layer. A primed quantity denotes the
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quantity at the end of the time period, while an umprimed quantity denotes

the quantity at the beginning of the time period. Each of the terms on

the RHS of (4.3) will be expressed in this notation.

ý__ is the mean rate of change of the mean temperature of the

pressure layer Aj

-- - •T t = .T , + T , - T , - T .

BT is the change of the time mean temperature with respect to

pressure.

is the lapse of temperature with respect to pressure under

C?I
adiabatic conditions. IHere is the mean pressure for the layer AT and

is the mean of the temperature over the layer 4P and the time At.

R __T: -_R--r, +T, +T,'-T+ )l/(? -F)=-E . T, +T' ÷T, +T

C7, P. - I• a C? ip,'- 2P, + -?J

Thus we see that these three terms may be approximated by the

observed data.

Since individual daily maps were not drawn it was necessary to

find other means of measuring the term\ , Using the data at

a given station, the geostrophic thermal wind between two pressure levels

was used.

If •', -(v- /), +7-k¢(T T and the thermal wind

VT - then.V.4)
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Let V. • + and '/ - . ~ - then

%-.- (•-,• (4 • • and •VM: .= C ,A )•

' ,Vp-1-K 'L..-r -Z'4

if we approximate by thr.ough the
layer 6-? .Since •& is computed over a time interval we will take

the average Np* V•,T= •(• )t•#->4 •#•g/')

Combining the finite difference forms we obtain th• difference

equation for C&

""wherT ,'' )= ,) -V
f wanguar velocity of t ye'earths rotation and = latitude of

the station.

Because of thie dun es inmtu temperature measuring elements

of the radiosondes, a twenty-four hour time period was used for calculating

The wisdom of this choice was later born outhwhen Major Jensen's

(1960) vertical motions were calculated. His highest layer and our

lowest alayer were the same, and we had a number of the same

stations for the same months. The twelve hour values of t usually
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alternated in sign, but the average of two successive twelve hour values

was almost exactly equal to our twenty-four hour values of 4)• The

discrepancies were due to round off errors and different methods of computing

the term V'VT.
A personal communication from Dr. T. Murakami indicated that a

twenty-four hour time. period is a better time period to use than twelve

ho~rs,

As mentioned before the diabatic part of equation (4.2) cannot

be measured on d daily basis., This term is discussed in Chapters VIII and

XVI.

A primed quantity in thig chapter has'denoted the quantity at the

end of the time period. This definition is used only in this chapter and

should not be confused with the definition given in Chapter III and used

"in all other chapters..
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V Data Used in the Study.

Since the atmosphere is its own best model we have used the data

from actual soundings to evaluate the integrals. The equations were

derived in the L, 1, ý coordinate system because the observations were taken

with pressure as one of the basic measurements. The heights of the pressure

surfaces were derived from the temperature and pressure observations, and

hence also have inaccuracies due to computational, observational and

instrumental errors.

Our object was to obtain as many stations as possible over the

northern hemisphere, which reported dailyivalues of the height of the

pressure surface, the temperature and the wind at 100, 50, 30 and 10 mb.

These four levels were standard reporting levels in the stratosphere for

the WMO stations during the IGY. Only actual data were used. There were

no extrapolations and no substitutions of alternate stations.

Tnis work was started in January 1959 with the expectation of early

receipt of the IGY microcards. Repeated delays in the production of the

microcards forced us to begin by using other data sources. The decision

was made to use those data sources Which were available for a study of the

first six months of the IGY and to await the receipt of the microcards before

beginning the study of the year 1958.

A hemispheric network of stations was chosen so as to give good

and fairly complete coverage. Only stations reporting winds, temperatures

and heights were considered. Of these, those which reported two or more

times a day were given preference. Because of the large number of these

preferred stations in certain areas, some were eliminated on the grounds of

lower frequency of observations in the stratosphere.
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The U.S. Weather Bureau Daily Upper Air Bulletin (DUAB) supplied

the needed data over North America and for the U.S. Air Force station

bases throughout the world. For the IGY, 100 50, 30 and 10mb surfaces

were the WMO mandatory levels in the stratosphere, but the DUAB used 25 mb

in place of 30 mb. Additional data from U.S. military bases throughout the

world were obtained on microfilm from the National Weather Record Center

in Ashville, North Carolina. The microfilm provided data at the WMO manda-

tory levels. Microcards containing a Majority of the remaining selected

stations arrived before station data from the above sources were completely

compiled and processed.

Data from the People's Republic of China were not available

through the WMO since the People's Republic of China did not participate

in the International Geophysical Year. However, data had been obtained by

radiointercept and were made available through the National Weather Record

Center, Ashville, North Carolina. The Chinese data above 100 mb were all

but useless for our purposes.

In areas of poor coverage it was necessary to use stations with

only one run a day and stations with rather meager stratospheric data.

A few stations in North Africa and India used 100, 60 and 20 mb

as mandatory levels and took observations at06Z and 18Z instead of OZ and

12Z, the standard observation times.

No stations on the South American continent north of the equator

were available before the end of the computation stage. Even though there

were a surprising number of rawinsonde stations in North Africa, only

seven reported stratospheric data frequently enough to be used. It was
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also difficult to find good stations in Asia south of 25 North. The

Russian stations were good up to 30 mb, 10 mb reports being almost non-

existent. The lack of good stratospheric reporting stations in

northernmost Russia made the analysis of the polar regions difficult. The

complete absence of reports from Mexico and to the west in the Pacific made

this region as difficult to analyze as the Central Atlajntic Ocean,

Two hundred and eleven stations listed in Table 5.1 by

International Index number and shown in Plate I were used. Over the

People's Republic of China the station numbers are those used by the

People's Republic of China. All other station numbers are WMO index

numbers.

No extrapolations were made because there is always the possiblity

that these extrapolations might bias the statistics. On the other hand we

are fully aware that soundings are usually terminated at lower levels when

the wind speed is very large or when the air is very cold. Since the

stations were selected on a basis of good performance at 100 mb and 50 mb,

any bias due to the above two factors should be small. Above 50 mb we

probably have a bias due to lighter winds and warmer temperatures at lower

levels.
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Table 5.1. Stations used in this study.

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGTITUDE

02-077 Stockholm 59.4N 18.OE

03-005 Lerwick 60.1N 01.2W

03-171 Leuchars 56.4N 02.9W

03-322 Fazakerly 53.6N 02.9W

03-496 Hemsby 52.7N 01,7E

03-774 Crawley 51.1N 00.2W

03-808 Camborne 50.2N 05.3W

04-018 Keflavik 64.ON 22.6W

04-202 Thzile 76.5N 68.8W

04-270 Narssarssuaq 61,2N 45.4W

04-310 Nord 81.6N 16.7W

06-180 Copenhagen 55.6N 12.7E

06-610 Payerne 46.8N 07.OE

07-170 Chaumont 48.1N 05.OE

08-509 Lajes 38.8N 27.1W

10-610 Bitburg 50.ON 06.5E

10-739 Stuttgart 48.6N 09.2E

11-035 Wienhoke 48.3N 16.4E

16-080 Milano 45.5N 09.3E

16-239 Rome 41.8N 12.6E

16-320 Brindisi 40.7N 18.OE

17-606 Nicosia 35.2N 33.3E
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGTITUDE

22-113 Murmansk 69.ON 33.1E

22-522 Kem-Port 65.0N 34.8E

22-550 Arkhangelsk 64.6N 40.5E

23-472 . Turukhansk 65.8N 88.0E

23-955 . Aleksandrovskoe 60.4N 77.9E

24-266 Verkhoyansk 67.6N 133.4E

... 24-641 . Vi.liuysk 63.8N 121.§E

• " 24-688 Oimyakon 63.3N 143.2E

24-817 * Erbogatchen 61.3N 108.0E

24..959. Yakutsk* 62.1N 129.8E

.25-563 Anadyr 64.8N 177.6E

25-703 Sejmtchan 62.9N 152.4E

25-954 ' Korf/Tilic hiki 60.4N 166.0E

.26-063 Leningrad 60.ON 30.3E

26-702 Kaliningrad 54.7N 20.6E

26-850 Minsk 53.9N 27.5E

27-037 Vologda 59.3N 39.9E

27-196 Kirov 58.6N 49.6E

27-612 Moscow 55.8N 37.6E

28-440 Sverdlovsk 56.8N 60.6E

28-698 Omsk 54.9N 73.4E

28-900 Kwibishev 53.2N 50.5E

28-952 Kustanay 53.2N 63.6E

29-574 Krasnoiarsk 56.ON 92.9E
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGTITUDE

29-634 Novosibirsk 55.0N 82.9E

30-230 Kirensk 57.8N 108.1E

30-554 Troitskiy Priisk 54.6N 113.1E

30-758 Thita 52.0M 113.1E

30-935 Kra5o.y Tchikoi 50.4N 108.8E

31-004 Aldan 58.6N 125.4E

31-168 Aian 56.5N 138.2E

31,510 Blagoveshchensk 50.3N 127.5E

31-735 Khabarovsk 48.5N 135.2E

31-960 Vladivostok- 43.1N 131.9E

32-061 Aleksandrovsk 50.9N 142.2E

32-150 B'Elsn 46.9N 142.7E

32-540 Petropalovsk-Ksmchatsky 53.ON 158.8E

33-345 Kyev 50.4N 30.4E

33-393 Lvov 49.8N 24.0E

33-837 Odessa 46.5N 30.6E

33-946 Simferopol 45.0N 34.0E

34-300 Kharkov 49.9N 36.3E

34-560 Voroponovo 48.7N 44.4E

35-229 Aktiubinsk 50.3N 57.2E

35-394 Karaganda 49.8N 73.1E

35-700 Gurev 47.1N 51.9E

35-746 Aralskoyemore 46.8N 61.7E

35-796 Balkahash 46.9N 75.0E
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

36-177 Semipalatinsk 50.4N 80.2E

36-870 Alma-Ata 43.2N 76.9E

37-549 Tbilisi 41.7N 45.0E

38-457 Tashkent 41.3N 69.3E

38-880 Ashkhabad 38.0N 58.3E

40-427 Bahrain 26.3N 50.6E

40-597 Aden 12.8N 45.OE

40-648 Habbaniya 33.4N 43.6E

42-182 New Delhi 28.6N 77.2E

43-279 Madras 13.0N 80.2E

43-.466 Colombo 6.9N 79.9E

45-004 Hong Kong 22.3N 144.2E

46-697 Taoyuan 25.0N 121.2E

47-132 Mosulpo 33.2N 126.2E

47-412 Sapporo 43.0N 141.3E

47-600 Wajima 37.4N 136.9E

47-646 Tateno 36.0N 140.1E

47-778 Shionomisah 33.4N 135.8E

47-909 Naze 28.4N 129.5E

47-931 Okinawa 26.4N 127.8E

47-963 Torishima 30.5N 140.3E

48-455 Bangkok 13.7N 100.5E

50-838 Wulanhot 46.2N 122.OE
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

51-828 Hotien 37.1N 79.9E

52-418 Tunhwang 40.1N 94.8E

52-818 Karmu 36.2N 94.6E

54-102 Hsilinhot 43.8N 116.1E

55-591 Lhasa 29.7N 91.OE

57-036 Sian 34.2N 108.9E

57-816 Kweiyang 26.6N 106.7E

58-367 Shanghai 31.2N 121.4E

60-119 Port Lyautey 34.3N 06.6W

61-642 Dakar 14.7N 17.4W

62-011 Tripoli 32.9N 13.3E

62-053 Benina 32.1N 20.3E

62-721 Khartoum 15.6N 32.6E

64-910 Douala 4.0N 9.7E

65-578 Abidjan 5.2N 3.9W

70-026 harrow 71.3N 156.8W

70-086 Barter Island 70.1N 143.7W

70-200 Nome 64.5N 165.4W

70-219 Bethel 60.8N 161.7W

70-231 McGrath 63.0N 155.6W

70-261 Fairbanks 64.8N 147.9W

70-308 St Paul Island 57.2N 170.2W

70-316 Cold Bay 55.2N 162.7W
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

70-350 Kodiak 57.8N 152.5W

70-361 Yakutat 59.5N 139.7W

70-398 Annette Island 55.ON 131.6W

70'409 Attu 52.8N 173.2E

70-454 Adak, 51.9N 176.6W

72-201 Key West .24.6N 81.8W

72-208. Charleston, S.C. 32.9N 80.0W

72-211 Tampa 28.ON 82.5W

72-235 Jackson' . 32.3N 90.2W

72-250 Brownsville 25.9N 97.5W

72-259 Fort Worth 32.8N 97.0W

72-.261 Del Rio. 29.3N 100.9W

72-265 Midland 32.9N 102.2W

72-270 El Paso 31.8N 106.4W

72-274 Tuscon 32.1N 111.0W

72-290 San Diego 32.7N 117.2W

72-308 Norfolk 36.9N 76.2W

72-327 Nashville 36.1N 86.7W

72-386 Las Vegas 36.1N 115.2W

72-405 Washington, D.C. 38.8N 77.0W

72-456 Topeka 39.1N 95.6W

72-469 Denver 39.8N 104.9W

72-.493 Oakland 37.7N 122.2W
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

72-518 Albany 42.8N 73.8W

72-537 Detroit 42.4N 83.0W

72-572 Salt Lake City 40.8N 112.0W

72.597 Medford 42.4N 122.9W

72-645 Green Bay 44.5N 88.1W

72-655 St. Cloud 45.6N 94.2W

72,662 Rapid City 44.2N 103.0W

72-712 Caribou 46.9N 68.0W

72-734 Sault Ste. Marie 46.5N 84.4W

72-747 International Falls 78.6N 93.4W

72-764 Bismark 46.8N 100.8W

72-768 Glasgow 48.2N 106.6W

72-785 Spokane 47.6N 117.5W

72-798 Tatoosh Island 48.4N 124.7W

72-815 Harmon 48.5N 58.6W

72-816 Goose Bay 53.3N 60.4W

72-836 Moosonee 51.3N 80.6W

72-848 Trout Lake 53.8N 89.9W

72-879 Edmonton 53.6N 113.5W

72-896 Prince George 53.9N 122.7W

72-906 Fort Chimo 58.1N 68.4W

72-913 Churchill 58.8N 94.1W

72-917 Eureka 80.ON 85.9W
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

72-924 Resolute Bay 74.7N 95.0W

72-926 Baker Lake 64.3N 96.0W

72-934 Fort Smith 60.ON 112.0W

72-938 Coppermine 67.8N 115.1W

72-945 Fort Nelson 58.8N 122.6W

74-043 Norman Wells 65.3N 126.8W

74-051 Sachs Harbor 72.ON 124.7W

74-074 Isachsen 78-8N 103.5W

74-082 Alert 82.5N 62.3W

76-644 Merida 21.ON 89.5W

78-016 Kindley 32.4N 64.7W

78-063 Gold Rock Creek 26.6N 78.3W

78-118 Turks Island 21.5N 71.1W

78-397 Kingston 17.9N 76.8W

78-501 Swan Island 17.4N 83.9W

78-526 San Juan 18.5N 66.1W

78-663 San Salvador 13.7N 89.1W

78-806 Albrook 9.ON 79.6W

78-866 Juliana Airfield 18.ON 63.1W

78-967 Trinidad 10.7N 61.6W

78988 Willemstad 12.2N 69.0W

80-001 St. Andrews 12.5N 81.7W

91-066 Midway 28.2N 177.4W

91-115 Iwo Jima 24.8N 141.3W
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Table 5.1 (continued)

INDEX NUMBER NAME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

91-131 Marcus Island 24.3N 154.0E

91-165 Lihue 22.ON 159.4W

91-217 Guam 13.6N 144.8E

91-245 Wake Island 19.3N 166.7E

91-250 Eniwetok 11.3N 162.3E

91-275 Johnson Island 16.7N 169.5W

91-285 Hilo 19.7N 155.1W

91-334 Truk 7.5N 151.8E

91-348 Ponape 7.ON 158.2E

91-366 Kwajalein 8.7N 167.7E

91-376 Majuro 7.1N 171.4E

91-408 Koror 7.4N 134.5E

91-413 Yap 9.5N 138.1E

91-489 Christmas Island 2.ON 157.4W

91-700 Canton Island 2.8S 171.7W

98-327 Clark 15.2N 120.6E

Arctic "A" 83 N 168 W

NP-6 85 N 179 W

4YB Ship Atlantic B 56.5N 51.0W

4YC Ship Atlantic C 52.8N 35.5W

4YD Ship Atlantic D 44.ON 41.0W

4YE Ship Atlantic E 35.ON 48.0W

4YN Ship Pacific N 30 N 140 W

4YP Ship Racific P 50 N 145 W

4YV Ship Pacific V 34 N 164 E
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Plate 1. Stations, by international index number, used as source for

stratospheric data.
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VI Methods of Reducing the Data.

The amount of data handling was large enough to require a high-

speed computer. An analysis of the computational problems and of the

availability of, and initial processing of, the data showed that for

our purposes the LGP-30 High-Speed Computer (Royal-McBee Co.) was

'the best computer.available at the time. The LGP-30 and peripheral

equipment were delivered in the.spring of 1959.

Punched paper tapes were used as input. Each tape contained one

month of data from one station for-either'the OOZ of 12Z observation

time. The. proofread tapes were first used to obtain monthly averages

of the heights, temperatures, westerly components and southerly

components of the winds at the four levels. Standard deviations of

the items were also computed. Inspection of these quantities pointed out

the gross mistakes in the data. This program proved a most effective

filter for detecting erroneous data.

The decision to use three-month periods in this study was

determined to some extent by the internal memory of the LGP-30. 'The

use of monthly periods was ruled out because of the large number of maps

which would be necessary'.

For each station three months of data for one time (either OOZ or

12Z) were run through the Stratospheric Flux Program ( SFP ). Table 6.1

lists the various quantities computed by the SFP and gives an example of

the printout from the computer. As explained in the previous chapter,

observations were available at 25mb instead of 30 mb for some stations,

hence the statistics of these stations were computed for the 25 mb level.
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Observations of total amounts of ozone were available on a daily

basis for about thirty stations. Studies of ozone using these data have

been reported on by R.E. Newell (1961). For the remaining stations the

solar index k was used instead of ozone. Some stations reportedP

wind speed in knots rather than meters per second, so the units

of U and V are knots xlO-I for these stations.

From the data tapes other programs computed station values for

the Q, , ,T CC,' N',C'C" and V'C." maps.

The time means of- the individual quantities and the covariances

were obtained from various computer programs and the data tapes. These

values were then plotted on northern hemisphere maps. After the maps were

analyzed, grid point values were taken at every ten degrees of longitude

and every five degrees of latitude from 80°N to the equator. The grid

point values were put onto punched paper tape so that latitudinal means

could be obtained and spacial correlations between the grid point values

of two maps could be computed by the high-speed computer.

The number of reporting stations on some of the higher level maps

was too small to permit analysis of the maps. Using the "buckshot"method,

values were obtained from these maps. The buckshot method consists of

taking the average of all of the values within a given latitude belt.

This average is then taken as the mean for the latitude belt. This assumes

that the stations are randomly scattered, eliminating any bias. Both grid

point method and the buckshot method were used on one of the higher level

maps where the analysis was rather free but not difficult. The agreement

between the values produced by the two methods was satisfactory showing that
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Table 6.1 Sample wind, temperaturo, and pressure-height statistics at
100, 50, 30 and 10 mb pressure levels.

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS

1. L Pressure level (100, 50, 30, 10 mb)
*

2. I Item: oo ozone statistics
oh ozone-pressure height
ot " -temperature
ou -zonal wind
ov --meridional wind
hh pressure height
ht " " -temperature
hu " -zonal wind

hv " -meridional wind
tt temperature
tu " -zonal wind
tv " -meridional wind
uv meridional-zonal wind

Units: o cm x l0-3

h meters x 10
t °C x (-10-1)
u meters sec-

1 
x 10-1

v meters sec-
1 

x 10-1

3. N lumber of observations

4. X Mean of first item under item column.
x=J > y. units of X

S. Y Mean of second item under item column.

YZ units of Y

6. SX Standard deviation of first item under item column.

SX =/~X.r)units of X

7. SY Standard deviation of second item under item column.
SY =I units of Y

8. CXY Covar.ance of the first and second items under item column.
CXY = - units of XY

9. RXY Correlation coefficient between the first and second item

under item column.

RXY = _X_ _ units x l10

(Isy)(Sy)
Note: The decimal point is always immediately to the right of numbers.

(example: -0740 = -0740.)

*The solar index k was used instead of ozone for those stations which
did not take observations of total ozone.
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L I N 7 Y SX SY CXY RXY
100mb oo 0092 0021 0012

oh 0086 0022 o661 0012 0010 0000009 066
ot 0085 0022 0709 0012 0030 0000076 191
ou 0084 0022 0080 0012 0101 0000397 305
ov 0084 0022 -0036 0012 0073 -0000108 -114
hh 0086 o661 OO10
ht 0085 o661 0709 0010 0030 ooooo62 189
hu 0084 0661 0080 0010 0101 -0000532 -491
hv 0084 o661 -0036 0010 0073 0000043 054
tt 0085 0709 0030
tu 0084 0710 0080 0030 0101 -0000374 -119
tv 0084 0710 -0036 0030 0073 0000231 100
uv 0084 0080 -0036 0101 0073 -0000961 -128

50rob oo 0083 0022 0012
oh 0083 0022 1082 0012 0010 0000001 007
ot 0083 0022 0584 0012 0021 -0000049 -177
ou 0082 0022 -0046 0012 0091 0000320 269
ov 0082 0022 0010 0012 0035 -0000061 -131
hh 0083 1082 0010
ht 0083 1082 0584 0010 0021 -0000073 -316
hu 0082 1082 -0046 0010 0091 -0000294 -297
hv 0082 1082 0010 0010 0035 0000041 1o6
tt oo83 0584 0021
tu 0082 0584 -0046 0021 0091 -0000958 -477
tv 0082 0584 0010 0021 0035 -0000151 -192
uv 0082 -0046 0010 0091 0035 -0000205 -o62

25mb oo 0073 0023 0013
oh 0073 0023 1408 0013 0013 0000010 059
ot 0073 0023 0516 0013 0020 -0000025 -090
ou 0073 0023 -0094 0013 0053 0000167 233
ov 0073 0023 0012 0013 0036 -0000013 -027
hh 0073 14o8 0013
ht 0073 1408 O516 0013 0020 -0000199 -0724
hu 0073 1408 -0094 0013 0053 -0000206 -294
hv 0073 1408 0012 0013 0036 0000069 145
tt 0073 0516 0020
tu 0073 0516 -0094 0020 0053 0000008 007
tv 0073 0516 0012 0020 0036 -0000072 -095
uv 0073 -0094 0012 0053 0036 -0000703 -364

10mb 00 0030 0027 0013
oh 0030 0027 2134 0013 0018 -0000018 -070
ot 0030 0027 0419 0013 0034 0000008 017
ou 0030 0027 -0090 0013 0068 0000154 162
ov 0030 0027 0021 0013 0023 -0000090 -279
hh 0030 2134 0018
ht 0030 2134 0419 0018 0034 -0000552 -0860
hu 0030 2134 -0090 0018 0068 -0000446 -354
hv 0030 2134 0021 0018 0023 0000087 203
tt 0030 041.9 0034
tu 0030 0419 -0090 0034 0068 0000887 373
tv 0030 0419 0021 0034 0023 -0000103 -127
uv 0030 -0090 0021 0068 0023 0000226 143

mosulpo seasonal July-sept 57 00z solar 9 20 60 r.a.b.
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the buckshot method does have some validity for ouf work.

The author is grateful to Dr. T~kio Murakami for analyzing maps

of the quantities T H J VI and L'V'

In analyzing the other maps the author did not make an effort

to strive for consistency between the OOZ maps and the 12Z maps. The

maps were analyzed independently so as to give an indiction of the

variations due to analysis and due to diurnal effects. An attempt was

made to reanalyze two maps to obtain better agreement between OOZ and 12Z

latitudinal means. This could not be done without violating large

amounts of data on one map or the other.

The Stratosphere Flux Program was written by Prof. E. Lorenz,

Dr. Robert M. White and the author. The program for obtaining the monthly

statistics, programs for obtaining 0e and the WOL statistics, programs

for obtaining wind statistics and programs for obtaining the required

statistics from the grid point tapes were written by the author. All of

the programs were written in fixed point to reduce the time required on

the computer. Special input programs were devised by the author to

pinpoint errors in the input tapes.
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VII Discussion of Maps of Time - Mean Quantities.

The adiabatic part of the vertical motion computed using

two layers was assigned to the intermediate level. Thus the 100 mb

and 50 mb data were used to obtain a mean adiabatic vertical motion

which was assigned to the 75 mb level. The similarity of the patterns

of the OOZ and 12Z maps and of the statistics derived from these maps

show that the mean values are above the noise level. The dissimilarities

could be due to diurnal effects in the adiabatic vertical motion. The

reduced number of soundings reaching higher levels was the cause of

greater disagreement between the 00Z and 12Z maps.

The adiabatic vertical motions are much larger during the winter

period.

In Chapter VIII we show that the major features of the

maps of the mean adiabatic vertical motions represent the major feature

of the mean true vertical motion, sSo certain comments can be

made regarding the actual vertical motion. Most of the activity

seems to take place in higher latitudes during the winter period with

considerable upward motion over Alaska and North Atlantic and sinking

motion over Canada and the White Sea. The division over the Kuril Islands

of strong sinking motion to the south and rising motion to the north is

probably associated with the jet stream.

A break down of the quantity C , the mean square horizontal

wind speed, into its L and V components gives

(7.1)

But we have t-lt S(U5Z and yIZ = (V•L s
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- TQ *7~-$(U f- CV)(7.2)

Investigation of the individual terms shows that V «<

so V could be dropped in any computation of CL from wquation (7.2).

The standard deviations ofU and Y are comparable and they

cannot be dropped in relation to the term L

Since grid point values of S(U) and S(V) were not available,

the '$)Swere computed directly from the data. When the grid point values

of S(• and S(V) become available it is suggested that - be computed

by the use of equation (7.2) and that these values of La be compared

with those obtained by our method.

The maps of *-L were used to obtain the kinetic energy of the

horizontal winds. The kinetic energy of the vertical wind is negligible

compared to the horizontal part. This can easily be shown by including

and W•L in equation (7.1) and then considering orders of magnitude of

the terms.. • is non-negative since there are no complex values

of the wind speed. It will be noted that - is positive everywhere on

the maps since, even if both U and V are zero for the period, the

standard deviations are not zero.

Direct observations of the wind speed at 75 mb and 40 mb were

not readily available. Values at 75 mb were obtained by taking the average

of the 100 mb and 50 mb wind speeds. 40 mb wind speeds were taken as the

average of the 50 mb and 30 mb speeds. It was recognized that this was only one

of the many arbitrary ways of interpolating for the speeds.

The presence of the jets which seems to come from the southern

hemisphere into south western Africa and then across North Africa is not
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clearly documented. Even though there were obly a few reporting stations

in North Africa, as seen in Plate 1, the seven stations did indicate the

presence of this jet. Tiros pictures have shown evidtence of a jet stream

across the Red Sea.

Observations taken at the 10 mb level show that the jet seems

to increase and move further towards the pole than at 30 mb. The 10 mb

data were not available over Russia.

The mean heights around the latitude circle of the 100, 50

and 30 mb surfaces for the first of July, last of September and last

of December 1957 are shown in Figure 7.1. These heights were obtained

from maps published by the U.S. Weather Bureau. The greatest changes

take place in the northern latitudes at all three levels. During the

first part of July we find mean westerlies at 100 mb and mean easterlies

at 50 and 30 mb. By the end of September the westerlies have become

stronger at 100 mb and have made their appearance at northern latitudes

at 50 mb whereas at 30 mb the westerlies appear only north of 600 N.

By the end of December at 100 mb we find stronger mean westerlies, as

at the 50 and 30 mb levels. The slope of the mean height profile with

latitude indicates that the westerlies increase with height and become

stronger towards the pole with height. This is also confirmed by

inspection of the daily Weather Bureau maps. The 3 month mean maps of

the heights of the 100 mb, 50 mb and 30 mb surfaces have been published

by Dr. Murakami, (1962). These maps indicate the same features as

mentioned above, however the Weather Bureau maps make the changes more

striking since they depict daily conditions rather than mean conditions
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for the three month periods.

The changes in the temperatures at these levels are shown in

Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. At 100 mb we find a definite cobling north

of 45 0N while there are indications of a warming from approximately

450N to 20ON as we progress from July through December. At the 50 mb

level we find that there is definite cooling north of 40 N whereas there

is first a warming from July through September and then a cooling

from the end of September through the end of December from 400N

through 150N.

Again at 30 mb we find cooltng from the north pole to 35°N

from July through December. Between 35 0N and 5°N there is a warming

from July through September followed by a cooling from the end of Sep-

tember through December just as found at the 50 mb level.
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VIII Methods of Obtaining Mean Meridional Velocities

An indirect method of obtaining the mean horizontal meridional

motion is by using the mean vertical meridional motion and the continuity

equation. The method and an application of the method to our data are

discussed.

The total rate of change of temperature of a moving particle

can be expressed as

C~T T~,?T+~.7r R~ Lc-
Ny 17 T iw-, (8.1)

Solving for CL) we obtain

C= 4. (8.2)

where

QT+
(8.3)

and (8.4)

In Chapter IV we have given ou method for calculating '4 , the

adiabatic part of the vertical motion. Daily evaluation of 4) is not

possible at the present time because of the lack of instruments which are

capable of measuring 4-5 in the stratosphere. Estimates of the mean

heating rates have been made by Ohring (1958), Murgatroyd and Goody (1958)
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and others. However, these estimates are not sufficient to compute

on a daily basis and, as we shall show, they do not allow us to compute

Using the continuity equation we find that the mean horizontal

meridional velocities can be obtained from

[~ v-6 - Eb--L -,v -a6 1#-4-4 ) (8.5)

Starting at our northern most latitude, we let LN2 0 = 0 and successively

obtained values of IV] every 50 down to the equator. Thus we have that

part of the actual [r]s due to the adiabatic motion.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the latitudinal distribution of [Wc]

and the sV]•o s computed from the L'-1] S. The [we] values have purposely

been plotted upside down to give the appearance of upward and downward

motion past pressure surfaces in the stratosphere.

The individual up, maps were drawn independehtly and Figures

8.1 and 8.2 show that, except at high latitudes for the period October

through December at 75 mb, the OOZ and 12Z values are fairly close which

lends some confidence to the computed values. The values of L-W]I

at 75 mb for the period October through December were rechecked, and

it was found that, using the ZU3 values, the analysis could not be

altered sufficiently to give as good agreement between the October

through December OOZ and 12Z values as between the OOZ and 12Z values

at the other level and for the other three month period.
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Summarizing, the mean motions obtained by this method under the

adiabatic assumption are easily computed, and the similarity of the OOZ

and 12Z values indicates that the signal has been separated from the noise

by using three month averages. The omission of the diabatic motion is

the greatest drawback, and, as we shall show next, the diabatic motions

are as important.as the adiabatic motions in the determination of the

actual mean meridional motions.

Table 8.1 list the three month mean horizontal meridional

velocities obtained from the observed winds. It should be noticed that

the maximum average velocities are over one half meter per second. Such

large mean horizontal meridional motions over a three month period are

extremely difficult to reconcile with the observed changes in the angular

momentum distribution. Also notice should be made of the fact that the

agreement between the COZ and 12Z values is very poor indicating that

not enough data have been used to separate the signal from the noise.

The last column of table 8.1 lists the six month average of

the observed horizontal meridional velocities using both the OOZ and 12Z

data. The comparison with Jensen's (1960) circulation for January 1958 is good

north of 30 N, but our data show that the indirect cell extends to 30°N

with the direct cell further to the south for the period July through

December 1957. Jensen's data extended just from 20°N to the North Pole,

Thus it appears that we have obtained the major features )f the horizontal

meridional circulation at 50 mb by reducing six months of actual wind, data.

Table 8.2 lists the mean horizontal meridional velocities

obtained from the computed adiabatic vertical velocities by use of the
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Table 8.1

Mean 50 mb meridional winds computed from the actual wind data. Units

cm per second. Positive values indicate northward motion.

July - September October - December Six month
average

Lat. 00Z 12Z 00Z 12Z

80°N 64 34 -21 19 24
48 21 13 12 23

70 35 11 49 21 29
3 1 48 21 18

60 -9 -7 18 -12 -3
-l 0 -34 -5 -10

50 -0 7 -60 -8 -15
-9 -2 -39 -31 -20

40 -14 0 -29 -39 -21
-21 4 -3 -30 -13

30 -11 21 -3 -17 -3
-5 29 -12 10 5

20 7 26 -17 22 9
23 23 -14 18 13

10 28 19 -9 4 10

18 9 1 -8 5
0 10 5 13 -13 4
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Table 8.2

Mean 50 mb meridional motions computed from the adiabatic motions. Units

cm per second. Positive values indicate northward motion.

July - September October - December Six month Diabatic
average motions

Lat. OOZ 12Z OOZ 12Z

80ON -2 -2 -16 -0 -5 29
-4 -4 -23 2 -7 31

70 -8 -8 -23 9 -7 36
-12 -13 -19 17 -7 25

60 -16 -16 -14 22 -6 4
-21 -20 -11 22 -7 -2

50 -25 -21 -11 20 -9 -6
-27 -21 -10 16 -10 -10

40 -26 -19 -10 9 -11 -9
-24 -16 -12 5 -12 -1

30 -21 -11 -15 3 -11 8
-16 -6 -18 3 -9 15

20 -10 0 -19 3 -6 16
-3 8 -19 5 -2 15

10 3 16 -17 7 2 9
7 22 -14 8 6 -1

0 7 25 -12 9 7 -4
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continuity equation. First, we notice that the maximum values are about

1/4 of a meter per second which is close to theoretical estimates of

values of the mean horizontal meridional velocities in the stratosphere.

Because of the accumulation of errors in the adiabatically computed

due to the ihtegration of the t;] values, we should direct our attention

to the shape of the curves of the meridional distribution of the V as

well as the actual magnitudes. The July through September period shows

divergence at 50 mb north of roughly 45°M with convergence to the south

for both OOZ and 12Z. The early winter period shows for both OOZ and

12Z convergence north of 55°N and south of 25
0

N with divergence in be-

tween.

The last column of table 8.2 gives the six month average hori-

zontal meridional velocities at 50 mb due to diabatic effects. Equation

(8.2) and the continuity equation can be used to show that tv IC= I-VI J
where 7/1 is the mean horizontal meridional component of the actual

wind, tVI is the mean horizontal meridional motion obtained from the

mean vertical meridional adiabatic motions by the continuity equation,

and the I ] Q is the mean horizontal meridional motcon obtained from

the mean vertical meridional diabatic motions and the continuity

equation. We notice that these mean horizontal meridional diabatic motions

are roughly in the same direction as those obtained by Murgatroyd and Singleton

(1961), but are much smaller in magnitude. Also we notice that the

diabatic and adiabatic motions are of comparable size but often have

the opposite directions.

We conclude from this that, in the mean, the diabatic heating

is very important in the lower stratosphere and cannot be disregarded.

This result is not surprising when we remember that the atmosphere is
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a heat engine which is run by radiation from the sun, and therefore we

should expect the diabatic effects to be detectable in the mean motions.

Before continuing, a few remarks should be made about

total radiation absorbed minus the total radiation emitted. The

use of the total derivative sign is deceiving since the partial derivatives

in the expansion of the total derivatives have no physical meaning. The

symbol should be replaced by a single symbol to avoid the misleading

connotations. However, the symbol is well entrenched in the literature

so there is not much hope for the suggested change.

Recently Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) attempted to evaluate

[z] using computed heating rates and observed temperature distri-

butions. They use a relaxation method employing the continuity equation

and only the mean terms from equation (8.1). They assume that the eddy

terms may be disregarded.

Rewritting (8.1) and taking the time and latitude means gives

---- ] I- t" , LE a

-+ -I+~ V
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Since the term L 0

+ T- +,6 Ir
+~ v~j ~t8.7)

Using calculated heating rates for #[ , Murgatroyd

and Singleton used only the first four terms on the RHS of equation (8.7)

plus the continuity equation to compute the meridional motion. White

(1954) found that there is a countergradient heat flux in the lower stra-

tosphere and we have reconfirmed his results. This flux of heat cannot

be disregarded, and therefore Murgatroyd and Singleton were not justified

in throwing out the terms of eddy heat flux. Murgatroyd and Singleton

have tried to force a Hadley regime on the atmosphere where the evidence

points to a combination of Hadley ragime and a Rossby regime. Also

their mean velocities seem to be too large co satisfy the angular

momentum balance.

If it were possible to compute the mean diabatic vertical

velocities then we could obtain the actual mean ineridional circulation

from

-=t +t~
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since we already have the

From (8.4) we obtain

j]I~j 9f "!

-J C? i.d4C'~~ t RT- er
L Cff ff(8.8)

The terms in P-7 may be computed from our data,

but only mean values of the radiation and estimates of the time and

space variations are available. Because of the variations in water

vapor, ozone and carbon dioxide in the stratosphere and the change in the

elevation of the sun in polar regions, we may assume that large absolute

values of .. ±q at a given station are an order of magnitude larger than

large absolute values of . We also assume that large

absolute values of 2are at most an order of magnitude larger

than large absolute values.of

In the stratosphere e is small compared to .Lz so,

f o r t h e m e a n t e r m ,[ L -- 3.(

For our data we find that is the same order of magnitude as

so

C qIt I

Hence
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R? 1 f7. - M ?___

disregarding third order and higher terms, this being permissible since

V S-

;Do
From (8.10)

RI .T 7- -. -t8.2

Thus

.&r _ !ýr - LTJILý- SC -0-If (17.1 +T*)?- L-Tj T rN

Equation (8.8) now can be written

3 -, [ aI (.3

Using T '2. So I.. goo taking

maximum values (i.e., perfect correlation) of the last two terms of

(8.13) we obtain

(8.14)
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indicating that the eddy terms cannot be disregarded unless the correlations

are very small or zero.

From Murgatroyd and Singleton we obtain a maximum value of

I equivalent to a heating rate of l°K per day at 75 mb. This

gives a value of 15 xlO- millibars per socond for the first term on the

RIIS of equation (8.13). This is slightly larger than the magnitudes of

[0 . On the other hand table 8..2 indicates that the•°0;] a are

the same magnitude as the [C] a. Thus either the values of

from Murgatroyd and Singleton are too large or the first term on the

RHS of (8.8) is balanced by the transient eddy term.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show that, for adiabatic motions, we have

rising motion in the polar regions and sinking in equatorial regions.

The indications from table 8.2 are that the mean meridional diabatic

vertical motions and the mean meridional adiabatic vertical motions tend

largely to oppose each other, leaving the true mean meridional vertical

motions. Thus we would expect on these grounds to find mean diabatic

sinking motion in polar regions from July through December 1957.

Returning to equation (8.8) we may obtain the equation,

In the lower stratosphere we find that the term C

RT o?7•
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is almost constant from the pole to the equator,, For long time periods

the mean term [ _•.?has a magnitude of about one tenth of the large

I 'Et I
values of tý ,] in the lower stratosphere from Murgatroyd and

Singleton's data. Hence we are left with the conclusion that the

transient eddy term is the most important term for computing the mean

diabetic vertical motion over the northern hemisphere for a longctiame

period in the lower stratosphere.

For our purposes, we conclude that the adiabatic vertical

motion alone can.not replace the actual vertical motion in evaluation

of meridional eddy terms and mean terms of our integrals containing C.

Employing equation (8.4) and an instantaneous, large value of

corresponding to 5°K per day we obtain 5 x 10 millibars

per second as a large value of WO in the lower stratosphere. Large

values of (A), were about 8 x 10- 4. Thus, unless the correlation of

the diabatic vertical motion with the other quantities is especially

high, we may use the adiabatic vertical motions for the actual vertical

motions to obtain representative vilues of transient eddy terms of

integrals containing W. Even though the magnitude of the large time

averages of LJC is smaller than the magnitude of the large individual

(j ,it is still larger than the magnitude of large C.) so we

have used the adiabatic vertical motions to evaluate the standing zonal

eddy terms in .
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Sunbaary

The 50 mb values of rvI computed by Taking time and lati-

tudinal means of the observed south to north component of the wind were

found to be unreliable for three month periods but seem to be significant

for the six month period.

An order of magnitude study shows that large magnitude individual

values of C and of _q are greaterthan large magnitude values of coa

and LJ respectively, but values of and [W have comparable mag-

nitudes. Under the assumption that the time and zonal correlations of Wq

with the height, temperature and wind are not as large as the correlations

of L-IC with these quantities, we take the time covariances and zonal

covariances with W. to be representative of the covariances with W

the actual vertical velocities.

The diabatic effects are not easily dettrmined, but the time

variaPions of are as important as the moridinnal variations of [IP
in determing the meridional circulation. Residual motions show that

the meridional circulations due to diabatic effects are of the same

magnitude as adiabatic effect and cannot be disregarded Hence meri-

dional terms calculated using the mean adiabatic vertical motion are

not considered as representative of the atmosphere at these levels.
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IX Approximation of the Quantities 4-

2-ý q )- 1d and

The integral

has been evaluated at three levels; 100 mb, 50 mb, and 30 mb using

maps published by the Weather Bureau. Figure 7.1 in Chapter VII shows

the mean heights for the lat±tudes at the beginning and end of the two

periods. These values were used to evaluate this integral. Table 9.1

gives the values for the integral at the three levels for each period.

-2 -l
The units are ergs ca sec . Since this integral is a boundary in-

tegral which applies both at the top and the bottom of the layer con-

sidered, the difference between the top and bottom values must be used

in the evaluation of the change of the potential plus internal energy,

equation (9.2). The last three columns of Table 9.1 give the values

which are used for evaluating equation (2.14) for the three layers.

indicated.

The integral (9.1) represents the change of potential energy

of the layer considered due to the movement of the layer as a whole.

It does not include changes of potential energy due to the internal

redistribution of mass within the layer. Negative values indicate a

lowering of the pressure surfaces. As one would expect the potential
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Table 9.1

Values of•x d at three levels, and

contribution of ittd )A to the time rate of change

of potential plus internal energy for 3 layers over the northern

-2 -1
hemisphere. Units are ergs cm sec

July - September Oct. - December 1957

Level

100 mb -1.77 -330

50 mb -112 -201

30 mb -76 -148

Layer

100 mb - 50 mb -65 -129

50 mb - 30 mb -36 -53

100 - 30 mb -101 -182
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energy of the layer decreases during both periods as the upper and

lower pressure surfaces move downward.

Using the above information plus the information on the rate

of change of temperature for the two periods, obtained from the Weather

Bureau maps ( see figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 ), it was possible to compute

values for the LHS of equation (2.14),

(9.2)

Table 9.2 gives the rate of change of potential energy, the

rate of change of internal energy and the rate of change of potential

plus internal energy for the layers and periods indicated. The integrals

wore evaluated by using linear interpolation between the levels of obser-

vation.

The values for the actual rate of change of kinetic energy

during the periods,

E d (9.3)

are given in Table 9.3 (see equation 2.9). These values were obtained

by computing the guostrophic wind components from the grid-point height

values taken from the ddily Weather Bureau maps. Since the geostrophic

assumption is not valid in the equatorial regions, only the area from

10 0N to 85°N was to be used to evaluate this integral. The values in ergs
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-2 -1

cm sec for this area were taken as the values of (9.2). It is real-

ized that there may be very strong winds in the equatorial regions which

may be very important in determining the kinetic energy over the northern

hemisphere. The Weather Bureau maps went down to only 50N and it was diff-

icult to ascertain the kinetic energy in the inner tropical region

using the observed winds.

The Weather Bureau maps in these higher levels depend heavily

on continuity, particularly because of the small number of observations.

It was decided not to plot daily maps to obtain the wind speeds to eva-

luate this integral. Because of the sparsity of observations, 3 to 5 day

mean maps would be necessary to obtain any sort of picture of the

equatorial flow. The clustering of stations over land masses would decrease

the reliability of the values obtained from such maps.

The decrease in kinetic energy from July to September is also

indicated by the flattening of the height curves from the first of July to

the end of September, Figure 7.1. These figures indicate an increase in

kinetic energy for the period October-December which is noted in Table 9.3

Using the values of [CLF] ý computations were made

which gave close agreement with the values in Table 9.3. It is realized

that the day to day fluctuations of kinetic energy as computed from daily

maps are large, hence values of (9.2) are subject to error due to our

method of computation.
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Table 9.3

Values of JfEJ- 00 for three layers.

-2 -1
Units are ergs cm sec

July - September October - December 1957

100 - 50 mb -. 36 +13.93

50 - 30 mb -1.14 +4.62

100 -- 30 mb -1.50 +18.55
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X Approximations of the Quantities ando( dx ý x

As previously described each integral evaluated is separated into

three or four terms. The first term is the transient eddy effect, and the

second the zonal standing eddy effect. Values of these two terms are

given for all of the approximated integrals. Values of the meridional

standing eddy term and the mean term are given for some of the approximated

integrals, but are not given for other integrals where the values were

felt to be unrepresentative. Where applicable, reasons for exclusion

of these latter two terms are included in the discussion of the individual

integral. Values of the pressure eddy term were not calculated since, at

most, only a few pressure levels were available for the volume integrals.

Vertical boundary terms at the equator do not contain meridional eddies,

and"horizontal" boundary terms do not contain pressure eddy terms.

The integrals

and

(10.2)

will be discussed together since they are functions of the surface integral

-(10.3)
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As shown in Chapter IV, the vertical motion can be divided into an

adiabatic part and a diabatic part. Only the adiabatic part can be calculated

from the observations. Using estimatiorsof the diabatic vertical motion

derived from available diabatic heating rates (Murgatroyd & Singleton, 1961)

we have concluded that the adiabatic vertical motion cannot be used, to

determine the mean motion or the meridional motion over the northern

hemisphere. Hence values of the mean terms and meridional eddies

calculated using the adiabatic vertical motion are not considered to be

representative of the actual atmosphere. Between 100 mb and 30 mb, below

the region of ozone heating, we do believe that the individual, outstanding

features of the adiabatic vertical motion field represent the individual,

outstanding features of the true vertical motion field. For this reason

we have taken the values of the transient and standing zonal eddies,

calculated using the adiabatic vertical motions, as representatives of the

actual transient and standing zonal eddies over the northern hemisphere.

The mean term of (10.3) presents an additional problem. The

maan value of T is around 2000K while the departures of T used in calculating

the eddies are of the order of 5°. The mean values and departures of C

have equivalent magnitudes. Considering the above and remembering that the

correlation coefficient of U) and T in the eddy terms is less than one,

we see that the mean terms are the largest contributors to the integrals

(10.1) and (10.2) over the hemisphere,

If we had considered the whole sphere, then the mean term would

be identically zero since

(10.4)
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for any pressure level in the stratosphere.

Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961.) obtained meridional circula-

tions in and above the stratosphere using net radiation values. Their

lower stratospheric motions are almost the opposite of our adiabatic

motions, but the magnitudes are about the same. Since both meridional

models do not seem to fit with the required angular momentum balance,

it is apparent that the true picture lies some place in between.

The adiabatic term

(10.5)

can be considered as a transformation term between kinetic energy and

potential plus internal energy due to adiabatic processes. However we

must keep in mind that the internal energy is being constantly changed

by diabatic processes in the actual atmosphere. Hence this is only the

adiabatic redistribution of energy between the two forms.

The diabatic term

(10.6)

measures a redistribution of energy between the two forms due to diabatic

processes. Further discussions of diabatic terms are contained in Chapter XVI
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Maps not reproduced here provided the values for the transient eddy part

of the integrals. The similarities in the gross details of the O0Z and

12Z maps are reflected in the v&kues of the transient eddies as seen in

tables (10.1) and (10.2) where the upper values are for OOz and the

lower for 12M. The values for the layer from 50 mb to 30 mb ( 40 mb

level) are small and the change of sign from 0Z to 12Z indicates that the

true value is probably not significantly different from zero.

En the average from 100 mb to 50 mb the adiabatic transient

eddies and zonal eddies seem to convert kinetic energy into potential

plus internal, while from 50 mb to 10 mb the transfer seems to be in the

opposite direction for both periods. The magnitudes of these values and

values of dxd (Table 9.3) indicates that the

eddy terms of (10.1) cannot be disregarded in the equation for the rate

of change of total kinetic energy.

On the other hand the values for

(Table 9.2) indicates that the transient eddy and zonal eddy terms in

(10.1) and (10.2) (given in Tables 10.1 and 10.2) are only minor consi-

deration in the equation for the time rate of change of potential plus

internal energy.

The meridional eddy values and the mean term values are given

but these represent only the adiabatic part and we feel that they do not

represent the true *alues for the atmosphere.
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Table 10.2

Va lues of using the adiabatic

part of CO

-2 -l
Units are ergs cm sec

July- September 1957 October-December 1957

75 mb 40 mb 20 ,b 75 mb 45 mb 20 mb

Transient OOZ 18 4 26 15
15 -1

Eddies 12Z 37 -13 22 16

Zonal OOZ 19 1 45 -18
-18 -440

Eddies 12Z 11 -5 31 -27

Meridional OOZ -207 8 -133 +26
-18 -76

Eddies 12Z -231 +3 -96 12

Mean 005 1202 +71 -1853 -664
2330 +2910

Term 12Z 1857 -1190 -870 -1992
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XI Approximation of

Values of the surface integral

using the adiabatic were computed, and, as previously found by Roberts

(1960), Jensen (1960) and others for the tropospheric regions, the vertical

advection of kinetic energy is an order of magnitude smaller than the

vertical advection of potential energy.

We assumed that values of the integral

E (11.2)

the advection of kinetic energy due to the diabatic part of the vertical

motion, were no larger in magnitude than the values of the integral (11.1).

If Charney's (1948) scale analysis is valid for the longer, planetary

waves found in the stratosphere, then we would expect that the sumjof the

values of (11.1) and (11.2) would be an order of magnitude smaller than

the integral

(11.3)

which is also found in equation (2.9), the rate of change of the kinetic
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energy. Thus the vertical advection of kinetic energy can be dis-

regarded in equation (2.9) since the values are smaller then the val--

ues for both (11.3) and (9.3).

The integral (11.3) is discussed in Chapter XV. The mean term

of (11.3) is zero when the integration is over the sphere since

when the integration is over the sphere.

Even though there was very little similarity between OOZ and

12z maps of Co C for the same level.and same period, there was one

very interesting feature which showed up upon analyzing the maps. On

all but two of these maps there were centers of strong covariance.

These centers were in most cases due to an individual station, the

implication being that. there were data errors. The data had already

been well screened and no obvious errors could be found. Nolan and

White (1959) and others obtained, but disregarded, such values. We

found too many to disregard.

Two possible causes are suggested, but, since the integral

(11.1) turned out to be not important in this study neither possible

cause was investigatedthoroughly in the present study.

The first possible cause could be due to the fact that the

wind speed figures predominately in computing 0 (see Chapter IV) . Thus

'Cr, might be expected to be very sensitive to errors when the

wind speed is very large.
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The second possible cause was suggested to the author by a

standard hydrodynamical experiment in a density channel. If jlightly

denser colored water is allowed to flow under clear, lighter water

along a sloping bottom of a vessel as shown in Figure 11.1

____ stationary water

dense, colored *

fluidinterface A

FIGURE 11.1

it is found that, above a critical shear across the interface A,

instabilities occur along the interface causing plumes of colored water

to rise up into the clear water. The strong centers of covariance on te

C. I Cal maps have both negative and positiye signs indicating strong

transient eddy transports of kinetic energy in both directions.

Hence we suggest the possibility that we have occasionally taken mea-

surements in such plumes occuring in the stratosphere. Vertical

velocities of over 12 ft. per second in the stratosphere as recorded by

U-2 aircraft (NASA, 1958) lend credence to this theory. However, a study

of shearing instability in the stratosphere should be made and then

applied to the individual cases. This is left as a topic for further

research since the results are of minor importance to this study.
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Table 11.1

Values o using the adiabatic part

-2 -1
of LO Units are ergs cm see

July - September October - December 1957

75 mb 40 mb 20 mb 75 mb 40 mb 20 mb

Transient .47 .04 -. 49 .28
-. 61 1.88

Eddies .01 -. 03 -1.20 1.90

Zonal -. 24 -. 06 .45 -. 73
-1 .06 -. 71

Eddies .15 .15 -2.18 -. 99

Meridional .80 -. 18 -. 28 -2.11
.64 -. 70

Eddies .85 -. 18 -. 49 -1.53

Mean .44 -. 01 -1.32 -. 46
1.39 -. 39

Term .59 -. 26 -1.16 -. 79
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XII Approximation of the Qantity. E OC

This term appears as a boundary integral, in equation (2.9)

and represents the flux of horizontal kinetic energy across the

equatorial boundary into the considered mass.

~VE if 4 (12.1)

The zonal standing eddies were evaluated from the mean maps of-- and C'.

Values for the mean term of (12.1) were obtained by using the equatorial

[V] values (computed from the adiabatic I-6,]fand the continuity

equation) and the equatorial values of EJ obtained from the 7 maps.

Table 12.1 gives our results for the transient eddy, zonal

standing eddy and mean term components of (12.1).

We notice from Table 12.1 that the zonal eddy contributions

were an order of magnitude smaller than the transient eddy contributions,

and that the transient eddy values changed sign in three of the four

cases. This suggest that there was a large random element in the values

df VI which indeed was noticed when analyzing these maps.

This large amount of noise was probably due to the fact that,

since V is also a function of , values of VICU were extremely

sensitive to errors in C . Since the fields of both 7 and

were smoothed by the averaging and analyzing 'processes, the zonal

standing eddy values did not contain as much noise.
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Even though these values are large compared to those for the

rate of change of the total kinetic energy, as shown in Table 15.3,

we believe that the integral (12.1) is of minor importance in equation

(2.9) when applied to the stratosphere over the northern hemisphere.

If the whole sphere were considered, this integral would vanish.

Table 12.1

Values of )V E • Units are ergs cm2 sec-.

July-September October-December 1957

100-50 mb 50-39 mb 100-50 mb 50-30 mb

Transient 3.4 1.6 -5.5 -3.4 90Z

Eddies -4.3 .2 3.6 1.6 12Z

Zonal .48 .06 -. 04 .01 OEZ

Eddies -. 12 -. 16 .J, -. 03 12Z

Mean .7 .10 -. 8 -. 19 OOZ

Term 1.3 -. 13 -. 2 -. 16 12Z
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XIII Approximation of ýV (13.1)

Because of differing types of instruments used, we would expect

that there might be a larger variation in space than in time for the quan-

tity ýP and indeed this is what was found. This in turn has an effect

on the spacial correlation, giving spurious, large values for the zonal

standing eddies of (13.1) as seen in Table 13.1.

The term (13.1) is found in the equation for the rate of change

of kinetic energy. Following Starr's (1951, b) derivation and interpre-

tation of the various terms in the Xj ý) coordinate system, we may

consider (13.1) as a work term representing the work done on the mass at

the equatorial boundary.

The values for transient and standing eddies along the equator

are given in Table 13.1. Even though the sum of the transient and zonal

standing eddies is comparable to the rate of change of the total kinetic

energy, it is felt that the large values of the zonal eddies are not

representative and that the eddy terms of (13.1) may be disregarded when

considering the rate of change of the total kinetic energy.

The mean terms as computed from the data are heavily dependent

on the total magnitude of the height. Thus any errors in[yJat the

equator are greatly magnitied. Since we have very little confidence in

the values of LV1 at the equator, we have not given any values for

the mean terms.

Since the [VIS and thejCJs are related through the con-

tinuity equation, we would expect to find a partial compensation of the

mean term of (13.1) and the mean term of the integral
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(13.2)

in the equation for the rate of change of kinetic energy.

From Table 13.1 we conclude that the eddy terms of (13.1) may

be disregarded in evaluating the rate of change of the total kinetic

energy of the stratosphere over the northern hemisphere. The mean terms

cannot be accurately calculated, but should to some extent be compensated

by the mean terms of (13.2).

When considering the whole sphere, the boundary term (13.1)

would not appear, and the mean term of (13.2) would be zero since, over

the sphere,
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XIV Approximation of ! (14.1)

This equatorial boundary integral was evaluated using the

actual temperatures and V components of the wind as taken from the

soundings. The integral represents the advection of potential plus inter-

nal energy across the equator and appears in the equation for the time

rate of change of potential plus internal energy.

The curves of the latitude means of [E-v- J for OOZ and 12Z

were quite similar indicating that the similarity between the O0Z and

12Z maps is real.

Values for the transient eddies and zonal standing eddies

are given in Table 14.1.

Even though the values change from plus to minus between OOZ

and 12Z at the equator, the magnitude of the eddy contribution is small

compared to the time rate of change of the potential plus internal

energy. Hence we conclude that the eddy terms of (14.1) evaluated at the

equator may be disregarded in the equation for the rate of change of

potential plus internal energy.

Values of the mean terms of (14.1) are not given because of

the large errors in [V] at the equator which are exaggerated by the

total value (rather than a deviation) of the temperature.

Also, reasoning similar to that used in Chapter XIII indicates

that the mean term is mostly cancelled by the mean term of

(14.2)
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If we had integrated over the whole sphere, the boundary

integral (14.1) would not appear and the mean term of (14.2) would

be zero since

for the whole sphere at each pressure level.
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Table 14.1.

Values of I S TV Units are

-2 -1
ergs cm sec

July - September October - December 1957

100 -50 50-30 30-10 100-50 50-30 30-10

Transient -5.0 2.5 39.7 21.6 7.6 21.1 00Z

Eddies +10.2 -0.6 35.1 -14.0 -14.3 12.5 12Z

Zonal 15.4 -5.0 -57 62.6 -9.9 -143 00Z

Eddies -1.5 1.3 -52 9.1 -4.8 -139 12Z
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XY Approximation of -ý dxd (15.1)

This integral appears as a boundary integral in the equation

for the rate of change of kinetic energy. By deriving the equation for

the rate of change of potential plus internal energy in a slightly different

manner, it can be shown that the integral appears in that equation too

(see Jensen (1960)). The physical interpretation of this term is still

very much in question (Pfeffer (1957)). Jensen (1960) interprets it as

a measure of part of the transformation between kinetic and potential plus

internal energy. A parallel derivation of this term in the 'X Y•

coordinate system show that this is part of what Starr (1951,b) refers to

as the term representing the work on the boundary of the volume under

consideration. This term is not zero only because the boundary pressure

surfaces are not everywhere parallel to the geppotential surfaces. Over

the whole sphere for any pressure surface in the stratosphere the surface

integral of Q.) is identically zero. Thus the mean term of (15.1) is

zero over the sphere which means that any contributions of (15.1) are due

to non-zero correlations of C, and

The only W a available were the adiabatic ones. Investigation

of the diabatic W. s indicated that the transient and zonal eddies in C'

could be approximated by replacing CJ by WC , the adiabatic part.

However, this cannot be done for the meridional eddies and mean terms

in Q) due in part to the relative large dependence of WC

onli~titude.

Values for the transient eddy and zonal eddy part of the inte-

gral (15.1) using the adiabatic vertical motion are given in Table 15.1.
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Where two values are given the upper is for OOZ and the lower Is for 12Z.

The variations in the values are a re~lection of the inaccuracies in

measuring both EO, and H . Unfortunately, (15.1) turns out to be one

of the most important terms in equation (2.9) when we consider the

magnitudes of the various terms.

There is very little similarity between the OOZ and 12Z maps of

the transient eddy term except over the U.S. during the period July

through September 1957 at 75 mb. This dissimilarity is thought to be

caused by the large errors in the heights; the height being an integral

of the temperature from the earth's surface to the pressure level considered.

The fact that the individual CL values at 40 mb are generally smaller

than at 75 mb causes the 40 mb covariance maps of C011P to have smaller

values than the 75 mb maps C& N I . However, the coverage of large

areas of one sign at 40 mb gives mean values of J£...9-4J I as large as

at 75 mb.

Summing the eddy contributions for both periods indicates that

the eddies transfer potential energy upward across both the 75 mb and 40

mb levels. The values at 20 mb are very suspect, but point to a downward

flux of potential energy. 20 mb values were obtained by the buckshot

method because of the small number of consecutive observations reaching

10 mb.
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Table 15.1

Values of f using adiabatic

vertical motions for cO

-2 -i
Units are ergs cm sec

Jury-September 1957 October-December 1957

75 mb 40 mb 20 mb 75 mb 40 mb 20 mb

Transient 17.74 13.73 -25.12 38.30
-2 -19

Eddies -1.26 -6.30 14.99 7.30

Zonal -. 34 2.18 -2.24 -20.12
-6.10 -48

Eddies 4.23 -3.12 4.27 -17.80
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XVI The integrals ~5 ~ ~ and

Using the adiabatic vertical motions to evaluate the equation

for the rate of change of potential plus internal energy, it can be shown

(see Chapter XVIII) that the diabatic terms containing c. or

cancel out. Since we have measured only the adiabatic vertical motions,

the term

c~ (16.1)

does not enter into the evaluation of our reduced equation.

On the other hand, the energy which drives the atmosphere

first appears as diabatic heating.

From Murgatroyd and Singleton's (1961) articlewe obtained the

fallowing hemispheric heating rates.

Tableld.1 Mean hemispheric stratospheric heating rates.

Summer 100 mb +.18°C/day

50 mb +.20°C/day

Winter 100 mb +.15
0

C/day

50 mb +.07 C/day

If we assume that 4 f.-1 can be equated to a heating rate of

.1 C/day we obtain the average values of the integral (16.1) for the

listed levels for the northern hemisphere.
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Table 16.2 Values of t) h I for a heating rate of .10C/day.

-2 -l
100-50 mb 591 ergs cm sec

50-30 mb 236

30-10 mb 236

Under the above assumptions we may also estimate values of

the mean term of the integral V

____ (16.2)

Comparison of values in Table 16.2 with the mean term of

the integral

x (16.3)

shows that both are the same order of magnitude (see Table 10.1).

Theoretical and observational evidence indicates that the

diabatic and adiabatic vertical motions act against one another, so it

seems that the values are of the right order.

Evaluation of the integral

8(16.4)
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of equation (2.9) is very difficult. First it is necessary to discover

the physical meaning of the term. We started with the horizontal

equation of motion

The vector I is usually called the horizontal friction force. It would

be more appropriate to consider it as the sum of all of the remaining

terms which belong in the equation but which are not explicitly given.

The integral (16.4) measures the dissipation of kinetic energy due to

tidal effects as well as the dissipation due to hydromagnetic effects.

Molecular frictional dissipation of kinetic energy would also be measured

as a part of (16.4). However, it is usually considered that this latter

energy reappears as heat, so we would expect this to be a transformation

from kinetic energy to potential energy. This transformation term is

included in the integral (16.1).

On the micro-scale we have dissipation of kinetic energy by

what is called molecular friction. Meso-scale dissipation of the kinetic

energy of the atmosphere can not be explained using only molecular

friction. Generally, meso-scale dissipation is taken to include all

rather small scale eddy effects (such as those found in the friction-

layer) which deplete the energy of the atmosphere on this scale.

Similarly we might expect to find that, on the macro-scale, the dissi-

pation is again different than on the micro and meso-scales.

We would expect that, internally, there would be dissipation
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of kinetic energy in the volume. On the other hand, if the stratosphere

is dragged along by the troposphere, one might find an increase of kinetic

energy due to the frictional stresses at the boundaries.

Values of the dissipation term for these layers could be given

but they would be based on certain assumptions whose validity is

questioned. The jump from meso-scale to macro-scale may give values

as different as the jump from micro to meso-scale. Also the system

is open, so frictional stresses could bring about an increase of kinetic

energy (Starr, 1960).

We wish to summarize by saying that, for the dissipation more

than the radiation, these integrals represent our present inability

to express in a precise mathematical form (which could be easily used,

and which would be amenable to calculation) certain pbysical properties

concerning the energy of the atmosphere.
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XVII Kinetic Energy of the Mean Zonal Wind

In this chapter we shall consider the equation bor the time

rate of change of the kinetic energy of the mean zonal wind. We shall

evaluate some of the terms in this equation and draw some conclusions

about the transfer of kinetic energy to the mean zonal motion.

The equation for zonal momentum in the A , coordinate

system may be written as:

QV~ C,410) Co + (17.1)

Taking the mean around a latitude circle, equation (17.1) becomes.

d I .] -([+ U4.) U v] +(17.2)

d t - '4 ; - --C. do9

If equation (17.2ý is multiplied by , the time mean is taken and

integration over the northern hemisphere between two pressure levels is

considered, then the rate of change of kinetic energy of the mean zonal

motion for this layer may be written as:

-(17.4)
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+4'Lv¼ F--- (17.11)

(17.13)

It should be noted, that in this chapter parenthesis, ( ), and

braces, , are used only to separate parts of the equations

and are not meridional and pressure means.

The integrals (17.4) through (17.10) were evaluated using

our data. The integrals (17.11), (17.12) and (17.13) could not be

evaluated from our data.

Evaluation of (17.3) was made by use of the geostrophic wind

equation. Using daily maps of the height of the 100, 50 and 30 mb

maps [prepared and published by the U.S. Weather Bureau (1960) , mean

heights were obtained for each 50 of latitude for the maps at the be-

ginning and end of both periods thus Allowing the geostrophic [U] to

be computed for each 50 interval.

Since direct measurements of [ILk V$j were not made, use

of the identity

(AV '] V. [-7-- -

(17.14)
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and the empirical fact (Starr & White, 1952b) that ILA], V]' is

an order of magnitude smaller than £U* V - suggested

approximating (17.4) by the sum of the two integrals

c~4 (17.15)

and

Since the order of integration is immaterial, the order of

the space mean and latitude mean may be interchanged, e.g.

TheU7 s were computed from the adiabatic vertical motions and

from the actual winds. Integral (17.6) was evaluated using both sets of

values. The noise level was very high. Integral (17.5) was evaluated

using the adiabaticLV]s with indications that the term is of mtnor impor-

tance. For this reason, the actual r•j s were not used to evaluate

this integral. Also the actuali•V a contained too much noise.

The term

(17.7)

Contained in integral (17.11) could not be evaluatedfrom oar data. A

study by Starr and White (1952b) indicates that ZU 'V]' and

may cancel each other in the stratosphere. We assume that the remaining

terms of (17.11) , (17.12) and (17.13) are small and may be disregarded.

The term (17.7) was treated in a manner similar to that used to
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obtain values for (17.4).

No good comparison has been made of these four terms. We

have computed only the first term on the RHS. The second term

is being computed by other members of the Planetary Circulations

Project. Preliminary indications (Loisel and Molla, 1961) are that

the second term of the RHS is more important than the first, however

we have values of only

L J (17.18)

using the adiabatic vertical motions.

Table 17.1 gives the values of the integrals in units of

17 -lI -lI10 ergs sec mbb . The text number of the integral appears in

the first column. The next three columns are for the 100, 50 and

30 mb levels respectively for the period July through September 1957.

Integrals containing Co were computed for the two layers 100 to 50 mb

and 50 to 30 mb, so the values were placed appropriately in the table.

The last columns are for the period October through December 1957

in the same form as described above. Where both the OOZ and 12Z values

were obtained the 12Z values are underneath the 00Z values. Adiabatic

ýV values were not available at 100 mb. This is indicated by M

in the table.

The largest values are associated with the integral (17.6)

but this integral probably is balanced by (17.17) which was not
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measured. Thus all we-can say is that we can not disregard these two

terms.

Apart from these "Coriolis" terms we find that the major

contributions to the rate of change of the mean zonal kinetic energy

are given by the terms (17.15) and (17.16) which approximate (17.4),

the Reynold's stress term. These two terms are larger than any of

the remaining terms.

Under the assumption that the unmeasured terms (except for

(17.17)) are unimportant we conclude that the Reynold's stress terms

and the Coriolis terms are the important terms in the equation for the

rate of change of zonil kinetic energy in the stratosphere.

These conclusions seem to jibe with Phillips' (1956) finding for

the upper level of his theoretical model of the general circulation.

Theoretically and observationally the short wave disturbances

dampen with height in the stratosphere. On the other hand the transient

eddies play a more important role than the standing zonal eddies

in the stratosphere. This once again points up the fact that there

is not a one-to-one correspondence between long and short waves and

standing zonal and transient eddies.
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XVIII Conclusions

A. Rate of change of kinetic energy.

We rewrite equation (2.9) as

jffSE!!*AJ - ýEV + V 4

+

(18 .1)

The first eight terms have been evaluated from the data. The next

five depend on radiation and the last term is the friction term. Since

the radiation and friction are not known well enough, these terms could

not be evaluated. The radiation terms do not cancel out as they do

in the equation for the time rate of change of potential plus internal

energy.

The individual integrals of (18.1) are listed below along

with our findings.

. d (Chapter IX) For all

three layers there was a slight decrease foom July through September

and a net increase of kinetic energy from then to the end of December.

2. F- V (Chapter XII) The
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mean seasonal advection of kinetic energy across the equator in the lower

stratosphere was small when compared with the mean seasonal time rate

of change of kifietic energy in the stratosphere over the northern

hemisphere. This integral is not important and vanishes when the

whole sphere is considered.

3. V~ (Chapter XIII) The

eddy terms are not important, but the mean term may be.

4. (IiR) X41 0.4 RN(•) dX0 (Chapter XI) The ver-

tical advection ofkinetic energy could account for the decrease of

total kinetic energy from July through September as computed using the

adiabatic vertical motion, but the October through December increase

of kinetic energy of the stratosphere must have been due to some other

process. Since WC. is a function of the wind (through ' 7 "T

and O is not, one might expect the diabatic integral to be of less

importance than the adiabatic one.

5. I 3 44• and 5I (Chapter XV There

were difficulties in evaluating the adiabatic integral, but undoubtedly

these terms are very important and cannot be disregraded.

6. \V. . F (Chapter XVI) At the

present time this term cannot be evaluated, but it probably acts to

decrease the kinetic energy of the stratosphere.

7. jjjic and W Qq0J)J ? x (Chapter X) Using

adiabatic vertical motions, the transient and zonal standing eddies gave

a conversion from kinetic to potential energy in both summer and winter

in the lower stratosphere. Above about 40 mb the net conversion by transient

and zonal eddies was in the opposite direction. The diabatic motions are

important for the meridional eddy and mean terms, tending to cancel the
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adiabatic contributions to these terms. Hence we do not know the true

role of these terms in the rate of change of kinetic energy.

For the northern hemisphere the seasonal rate of change of

total kinetic energy depended almost entirely on the terms in the last

three numbered sections. This means that the large hemispheric increase

of total kinetic energy observed in the eatly winter was not due to

the vertical advection of kinetic energy.

B. Rate of change of potential plus internal energy.

From Chapter II we have

d4- - J
41 if 'fl 1?d (18.2)

Using the first law of thermodynamics to obtain

we get

(18.3)

Since we have calculated the adiabatic vertical motion we have that

(18.4)

Substituting in (18.2) we find that all terms on the RHS can be evaluated

with our data. !
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Notice that no diabatic terms (i.e. containing )Q or •) appear

in (18.5). Theiry and 7] values will not satisfy the continuity

equation unless - for all latitudes which means that the

[ values must be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the

•] values. Chapter VIII indicates that this is not true.

Since the radiation terms cancel one another, we do not expect

to learn much about radiation in the stratosphere using tile equation for

the rate of change of potential plus internal energy and adiabatic

vertical motions.

Listed below are the various terms of (18.5) along with con-

clusions from previous chapters.

1. (Chapters IX) There

is a net decrease of potential plus internal energy at all levels in the

northern hemisphere stratosphere during both periods. This is due to

a net lowering of the pressure surfaces and decrease of the mean tem-

perature.

2. 9--)if'' (Chapter XIV) This

boundary term is evaluated at the equator. The eddy terms are not

important contributors to the time rate of change but the mean term is.

Unfortunately, evaluation of the mean term was not considered reliable

with our data. This integral does not appear if we integrate over the

enti,'e sphere.

3. ___ý) 7 (Chapter X) The

meridional eddy term and mean term are important, but the other eddy

terms do not contribute significantly.
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4 (Chapter IX) This

is a very important term. The major change of potential energy was

due to the change of the mean height of the lower stratosphere rather

then redistribtuion of mass within the lower stratosphere.

fo telaer. (Chapter X) Except

for the layer from 30 to 10 mb, the eddy terms did not contribute

significantly. On the other hand, the mean terms were very important

and cannot be disregarded in our equation for the rate of change of

potential plus internal energy.

The remaining three terms are all functions of 9 and

are all zero under the adiabatic assumption. However, as indicated

above, this does not mean that one is measuring the rate of change of

potential plus internal energy in an adiabatic atmosphere. In an

adiabatic atmosphere,d= 0 , and the kinetic energy goes to zero

with time. This does not happen in the real atmosphere from which we

are taking measurements.

Using adiabatic vertical motions, the rate of change of potential

plus internal energy appears to be a small difference among large terms.

These large terms all stem from the integral d. ZJ • Thus

this method of separating Ci , as in equation t18.4),does

not seem to be a good way of evaluating this term.

C. Rate of change of the zonal kinetic energy.

From Chapter XVII we see that the kinetic energy of the 1957

stratospheric zonal winds was derived primarily from two sburces, the
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ReynoldJ'L strQss terms and the Coriolis' transformation terms. At 100 mb

for both periods the eddy stress terms (17.15) and (17.10) provided more

than enough kinetic energy. Not all the terms were evaluated, but the

indications were that the meridional circulation acted to deplete the

kinetic energy of the 100 mb zonal winds through the Coriolis terms,

(17.6) and (17.17). During the period July through September 1957 at

50 and 30 mb, depletion of zonal kinetic energy by thc Coriolis terms was

necessary to give the observed change of zonal kinetic energy. The

Coriolis term must have operated in the opposite direction to increase the

zonal kinetic energy at 50 and 30 mb for the October through December period

to give the observed changes. These conclusions, derived from the actual

data, were indicated in a two level numerical model investigated by Phillips

(1956). This is related to the fact that the zonal flow changes from

easterly to westerly. We have assumed that the vertical eddy term

actually can be disregarded. Preliminary evidence indicates that it can

be disregarded for our purposes.

.Thus, for the northern hemisphere lower stratosphere (below

roughly 75 mb), we found a conversion of eddy kinetic energy into zonal

kinetic energy and zonal kinetic into potential plus internal energy.

During the July through September period the total kinetic energy of this

layer remained almost constant. Therefore the large amount of zonal

kinetic energy supplied by the eddy kinetic energy through the Reynolds

stress must have been dissipated bý the meridional circulation through
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the Coriolis terms. This means that the eddy kinetic energy became

potential plus internal energy while the zonal kinetic energy acted

as an almost unchanged intermediate form of energy.

On the other hand, in the lower stratosphere from October to

December 1957, the zonal kinetic energy increased rapidly at the

expense of the eddy kinetic energy but with a small conversion to

potential plus internal energy.

Above this level, in the upper stratosphere (75 mb to 30 mb),

the Reynolds' stress decreased the zonal kinetic energy during the

summer and increased it during the early winter. To obtain the observed

change in zonal kinetic energy the meridional circulation must have

brought about a decrease in the zonal kinetic energy (when acting

through the Coriolis term) during the summer and an increase during the

early winter.

We conclude that the eddy kinetic energy is one of the major

sources of zonal kinetic energy, but another source must exist. The

evidence points to potential energy as the other source. Thus it appears

to us that the meridional circulation plays a more important role in the

energy balance of the stratosphere than it does in the energy balance

of the troposphere where the eddy kinetic energy is more nearly the

sole source of zonalkinetic energy.

This has been a preliminary study of the rate of change of

zonal kinetic energy in the stratosphere and more work is needed.

Mr. S. Teweles is studying this problem using the daily maps. His

approach will simplify the equation and allow more terms to be

evaluated.
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D. The importance of eddy transports in the stratosphere.

Eddy transport of various quantities in the stratosphere can

not be disregarded. Historically one finds a similarity between the

sequences of concepts concerning the transport processes in the

stratosphere and in the troposphere. Models using only meridional

circulations still are being discussed in the literature, but

theoretical and observational investigations indicate that eddy

transports are important and that the actual atmosphere is a

combination of the symmetric and eddy regimes.

In the troposphere the measured eddy transports are capable of

providing almost all the necessary transports, and the transports by the

mean meridional circulation pattern seem to be of secondary importance.

This paper provides empirical evidence that both the mean meridional

circulation pattern and the horizontal eddies are necessary for a

description of the energy balance of the stratosphere.
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XIX Discussion

Since we are working under the theme that the atmosphere is

its own best model what one needs is a good four-dimensional picture of

the atmosphere. This study has shown that we need more and better

data over the whole sphere at all levels. We have had to exclude all

of the southern hemisphere as well as the atmosphere above the 10 mb

level from this study because of the sparcity of stratospheric data.

Standardization of upper air sounding instruments would be

a great boon to this type of study. The derived heights of the pressure

levels in the stratosphere are so erratic that it is necessary to employ

the mean wind pattern to deduce the mean height pattern at high levels.

Unfortunately, political pressures have played as significant a role

in the selection of sounding instruments used by various countries as

have scientific and technological considerations.

With the recent advances in analysisby means of high-speed

computers, it will be necessary in the future to conduct studies such

as this one completely automatically. In other words, the analysis of

individual maps should be done by the computer, the grid point values

should be taken by the computer and only the final values should be

printed. At the discretion of the investigator, intermediate steps,

to be used for other purposes, could be made available.

Using the 3 month average of the adiabatic vertical motion, we

obtained the adiabatic meridional circulation for the stratosphere. The

agreement between the OOZ mea~ns and the 12Z means indicates that for

two three month periods we successfully obtain the reliable adiabatic
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meridional motions. For the actual mean meridional motions, as

shown by the L] s, we found that the signal was not separated from the

noise for a 3 month period, but, by using six months of data for both

00Z and 12Z at 50 mb over the northern hemisphere, we obtained a fairly

smooth curve which agreed with Jensen's circulation for January 1958.

The 6 month mean [LV s at 100 mb contained too much noise due to the

proximity of the high winds just below the tropopause. The 6 month

[•V s at 30 mb could not be separated from the noise due to the lack

of a sufficient number of soundings reaching this level during the 6

month period. Using 12 or 18 months of data, we hope to obtain the

actual [VI s at 100 mb and 30 mb.

At the 50 mb level the adiabatic LVI s for the 6 month

period were subtracted from the real V)J s leaving the diabatic [V3 s.

These diabatic motions have smaller magnitudes but, in general, the same

direction as the horizontal meridional motions calculated by Murgatroyd

and Singleton (1961) which are believed to be weighted very heavily towards

mean diabatic (vs adiabatic) motions, We have shown that Murgatroyd

and Singleton's disregard of the eddy terms is not permissable when

trying to compute the meridional circulation the way they did.

Generally, in the lower stratosphere, diabatic and adiabatic

motions opposed each other, and we found that the 6 month mean s

and s were of comparable magnitudes. This points up a very

important feature of the atmosphere, Namely,the diabatic motions can

not be disregarded when dealing with long period mean motion in the

stratosphere.

A study of the term [•' indicates that the transient eddies

in the radiation field were as important as the mean terms in determining
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the mean vertical diabatic motions. This would seem to indicate that

any long range forecasting technique which takes radiation into account

would have to include the temporial variations of the radiation throughout

the atmosphere as well as the mean radiation in the atmosphere.

Our evaluation of the equation of the mean time rate of

change of the zonal kinetic energy indicates that the zonal kinetic

energy changed primarily due to the Reynold&' stress terms and the meri-

dional motions acting through the Coriolis terms. In other words the

primary sources and sinks of zonal kinetic energy in the stratosphere

were the eddy kinetic energy and the gradient of the meridional poten-

tial energy.

Investigation of the mean time rates of change of the total

kinetic energy and mean time rate of change of the total potential

plus internal energy for the two periods indicatesmthat the upward

flux of kinetic energy during the summer was sufficient to account

for the change of kinetic energy in the 100 to 50 mb layer during

the summer, but the conversion of the potential plus internal energy

to kinetic energy in situ may have been as important.

During the winter the vertical flux of kinetic energy was not

large enough to account for the observed changes in the kinetic energy

of the stratosphere.

In the lower stratosphere the transient eddies and standing

zonil eddies converted kl netic energy to potential plus internal energy.

In the upper stratosphere we found a conversion from potential plus

internal energy to kinetic energy just as previously found in the

troposphere by other investigators. We must remember though that these
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conclusions were for the stratosphere in 1957 over the whole northern

hemisphere and that over certain regions at certain times this mean

picture did not apply.

Studies of ozone and radioactive debris in the stratosphere

indicates that, in the mean, these tracers move approximately parallel

to the mean isentropic surfaces. Newell (1961) has shown that these

tracers may move from equatorial region to about 50 0
N and 50°S by

"shuffling" or eddy motion. This is consistent with White's (1954)

findings, which we have reconfirmed, that there is a countergradient

heat flux in the lower Stratosphere. Air which has been heated by

adiabatic sinking will also be richer in ozone and radioactive debris

since the source regions are above the lower stratosphere. The W I-

correlations show that the transient and zonal eddies transport heat

downward so we might also expect that the tracers would be. brought

downwards. Correlations of V and 4) by Loisel and Molla (1961) show

that for January and April 1958 sinking air generally moves northward

in the layer from 100 to 50 mb.

Studies of tropospheric-stratospheric interchanges have

been successful using the concepts of constant potential vorticity and

constant potential temperature. Thus the above findings do not seem

to be out of line. On the other hand we have shown indications that the

disbatic heating is important when considering the meridional circulation.

This probably accounts for some of the discrepancy between the axis of

the spread of the tracers and the isentropes, but gravitational settling

must be considered too.

With the source of water vapor being below the lower stra-
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tosphere, we would expect to find an equatorward flux of water vapor in

the lower stratosphere. So far the only piece of information which

would help us in this respect is the observed negative correlation

between ozone And water vapor in the stratosphere.

In retrospect, the major role played by radiation in the mean

circulation of stratosphere (as shown by the diabatic VV s) should

not have been as startling to us as it was because we know that the

atmosphere is driven by the solar radiation and if it were not for this

radiation there would be no circulating atmosphere.

Investigations in the field of atmospheric radiation indicated

that the lower stratosphere is probably that layer of the atmosphere

where the adiabatic assumption is most closely satisfied. At lower

levels, particularly near the ground, the transfer of solar radiation

to the atmosphere is relatively large. In the ozone layer again there

is relatively strong absorption of solar radiation, and the presence

of clouds in the troposphere gives an excess of terrestrial radiation

emitted from this lower region in the atmosphere.

Under cebtain assumptions concerning the relative magnitudes

of the temporial variations, the time means and the space means of the

time means of A , we have shown that the temporial variations of ddrPt
are very important in determining the mean meridional, diabatic motions

in the lower stratosphere. Using these assumptions we found that the

instantaneous adiabatic motions were generally much larger than the

instantaneous diabatic motion. Assuming that the time covariances of

the diabatic vertical motions also were smaller than those with the

adiabatic vertical motions, we used the adiabatic vertical motions for
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calculating transient eddy terms containing the vertical motion.

A similar analysis of the 3 month means indicated that the

major features of the maps of the mean adiabatic vertical motions

represented the major features of the maps of the mean actual vertical

motions. Assuming that the covariances (around the latitude circles)

of the mean diabatic vertical motions were smaller than those with mean

adiabatic vertical motions, we used the 3 month mean adiabatic

vertical motion fields for the actual mean vertical motion fields when

calculating the standing zonal eddy terms.

On the other hand, the latitudinal means of the time means of

the diabatic and adiabatic motions were of the same magnitude. Hence

we did not feel justified in disregarding the diabatic vertical motions

when calculating the meridional standing eddy terms or the mean terms

over the northern hemisphere.

The importance of the transient eddies in determining the

mean meridional diabatic motions of the stratosphere is very disturbing.

If the eddies in 4 are as important for the mean motion of the
O~tt

troposphere as they are in the stratosphere, then we would expect

that long range forecasting must include an estimate of the temporal

and spacial variations of if any measure of radiation is

to be considered as a parameter in making the forecast.

In "Analysis of Satkllite Infrared Radiation Measurements on

a Synoptic Scale," Weinstein and Suomi (1961) found indications of a

relationship between the infrared radiation centers and the corres-

ponding surface low and high pressure centers for the azea 50%N to

40 N in the western hemisphere when in the shadow zone portion of the
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earth. Thus we would like to suggest using the pressure pattern as

feedback to give the radiation pattern in numerical forecasting,
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XX Suggestions for Further Research.

Some of these suggestions stem directly from this work

while others concern basic meteorological questions which are rela-

ted to topics considered in this paper .

In order to check for consistency of the data and analysis,

maps andivarJous averages of the quantity C1 siould be compared with

maps and averages of the mathematically equivalent qu antity,

+ V " + (S +)¾ (sm~),
This was not done here because the maps and averages of Sýk) and

S(V) were not available.

As a by-product to this paper , we have partially processed

most of the quantities necessary fdr studies of the sensible heat

balance and angular momentum balance of the stratosphere. Other mem-

bers of the Planetary Circulations Project already have begun a study

of the angular momentum bilance using our data.

Ozone is one of the important tracers used in the study of the

circulation of the stratosphere. Newell (1961) has used some of our

data to investigate the horizontal motion of ozone in the stratosphere.

We have written computer programs to study the vertical eddy flux of ozone

employing the raw data tapes used in this thesis. The vertical movements

of ozone should be studied to help confirm or refute various theories

on ozone movements.

A more detailed study of the adiabatic vertical motions in the

equatorial regions should be undertaken. Our method of computing the

adiabatic vertical motion requires the use of the thermal wind which is
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latitude dependent and makes ,.vT approach zero at the equator.

This problem may be circumvented by drawing daily maps to obtain °VT

in equatorial regions from direct measurements. However the problem

of available data then becomes a stumbling block.

In past years we have witnessed the heroic deeds of men who

have journeyed to the poles of the earth to obtain meteorological and

other scientific data to further man's search for knowledge. We would

like to suggest a much less heroic journey which would be equally

important scientifically. The establishment of first class rawinsonde

stations on islands in the eastern equatorial Pacific would be a great

help to empirical studies such as this one and for studies of the

equatorial region per se.

The use of spherical coverage instead of hemispheric coverage

would eliminate the equatorial boundary terms in the equations studied.

Also the mean terms in i[C]i become identically zero.

The importance of the horizontal eddies in the circulation

of the atmosphere has been demonstrated by Starr and others. However

the importance of the pressure eddies, defined in Chapter III, has

never been established because of the small number of pressure levels

used in previous studies. Future studies of the atmosphere at, say,

every 50 mb from 1000 iab to 50 mb should be used to investigate these

pressure eddies.

Calculations of the IV] s over 12 and 18 month periods should

be carried out. For these periods one should probably be able to separate

the signal from the noise at the 100 mb and 30 mb levels as well as at

the 50 mb level to obtain the actual LVI values. Using these and the
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adiabatically derived PV3 values one could again deduce the mean

horizontal meridional diabatic motions to learn more about the role of

radiation in the mean circulation of the stratosphere.

The study of the mean time rate of change of the zonal kinetic

energy in the stratosphere as carried out in this paper did not consider

all of the terms of the equation since we took the time mean before the

space mean. Evaluation of the terms taking the space means before the

time means will be possible using the U.S. Weather Bureau stratos-

pheric maps. It is understood that Mr. S. Teweles of the Weather Bureau

is planning to evaluate the terms of this equation employing the geostrophic

assumption to obtain the winds.

The importance of 4' and especially its time variations

has been pointed out in previous chapters. Recent work by Weinstein

and Suomi (1961) indicates that the infrared radiation detected by

satellites is highly correlated with the cloud cover in the region from

40 N to 50 N in the western hemisphere at night. The cloud coverage

is related to the surface pressure pattern, hence it is suggested that

the predicted pressure pattern might be used, with certain statistically

derived weighting functions, to represent the pattern of --g fordt-
inclusion in dynamical prediction models.

The need of better methods of predicting cloud patterns is

absolutely necessary, since the above suggestion would be only a stop-

gap method of employine radiation in prediction models.
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When this study was begun, we realized that there were syste-

matic mean inter-diurnal vatiations in the quantities we were dealing with

in the stratosphere. Some of these variations are primarly instrumental,

such as those in temperature, while others are real. We found evidence

of such a real variation in the winds at both of two stations we

investigated in detail. Programs have been written by the author for

a hemispheric study of these wind variations using the basic data

tapes employed in gathering this paper material. This work will be

continued by other members of the Planetary Circulations Project.

Because of these inter-diurnal variations, the OOZ and

12Z observations were treated separately to facilitate further studies

of the inter-diurnal variations of the quantities.

The following 12 months of the IGY will be studied in the same

manner as we have done here to reconfirm or change what we have found

and to show further the seasonal variation in the energy balance.
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MOMENTUM BALANCE OF THE STRATOSPHERE

DURING THE IGY

by

Robert Earl Dickinson

ABSTRACT

A differential form of the equation of angular momentum balance
is given and data from one year of actual wind observations in the
stratosphere are used to discus! the terms involved. Horizontal
eddy momentum convergences are largest at 100 mb near the maximum
of the tropospheric jet, and at 50 and 30 mb in the vicinity of the
polar night jet. The momentum divergences south of 30°N at 50 mb
and 30 mb are sufficiently small to show that the seasonal changes
of momentum cannot be due only to these eddy fluxes. No process
could be found to give a stratospheric momentum balance if a north-
ward meridional circulation in middle latitudes were assumed to
exist.

I. Introduction

The MIT Planetary Circulations Project has processed hundreds

of thousands of individual wind and temperature statistics for the

stratosphere during the IGY. Several hundred hemispheric maps have

been drawn to reduce station data to usable form. Yearly means of

quantities were obtained by adding the results of maps drawn separatel3

for OOZ and 12Z and for four different three-month time periods so

that they can be considered much more significant statistically than

earlier results obtained by drawing a single map for yearly data as
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was done by Buch (1954), primarily for the troposphere.

This improved data has suggested the use of a differential repre-

sentation to describe the manner in which the atmosphere fulfills the

conservation of angular momentum at each point in the two-dimensional

plane with northward distance and pressure the independent variables

and various mean terms and correlations as dependent variables. The

availability of increasingly better data should allow similar study

of other questions. The suggested representation is used to provide a

detailed description of the momentum balance of the northern hemisphere

stratosphere for one year of actual wind data. As an application of

tho momentum data, it is demonstrated that it is difficult to reconcile

with any known dynamical process a poleward mean meridional motion in

middle latitudes between 100 mb and 30 mb. The directly measured southward

motion (Oort 1962) need not be used to reach this conclusion.
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I1. Previous Data Studies

In recent years an understanding of the operation of the general

circulation of the atmosphere has been obtained by reduction of large

amounts of meteorological data to a few suitably chosen statistics. The

basic phlysical laws that oust operate in any mechanical and thermodynamical

system were used in order to give a well-defined significance to the

results. This work has been aided and encouraged by analytical work and

numerical experiments which can examine more exactly certain simplified

models of the general circulation based on the actual atmospheric data.

Likewise rotating tank experiments have provided information on the

universality of the laws that hold in the earth's atmosphere for certain

rates of rotation and heating.

The general circulation thus is being studied in order to des-

cribe the statistical manner in which instantaneous and mean local

disturbances plus mean motions contribute to the fulfillment of basic

physical laws. By means of semidaily radiosondes or other forms of

observations, one defines a time dependent meteorological field in

three dimensional space, consisting of the velocity field and the scalar

fields of temperaturg, pressure, humidity or of other quantities of

interest. Details too small in time and space to be distinguished by

the observational network are ignored except when their effects on the

large-scale phenomena need be taken into account through some form of

parametric representation. The general circulation studies of the last

decade have transformed the dependent variables of the three-dimensional

meteorological field (which has a time scale from hours to days) to
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I I dependent variables of a two-dimensional climatological field (which

has a time scale of months to years.) The methods used are time and

space means, the space mean being the average around a latitude circle.

As the equations which govern the meteorological field are quadratic

in form, the average correlations of these dependent variables become

important in any set of equations describing the evolution of the

climatological field. Information on the magnitude of these quantities,

designated as the eddy terms, has been obtained in recent years. Present

evidence suggest that time averages will not be strictly the same for

different years, but it appears that the annual changes are not as large

as the seasonal ones.

Previous momentum studies by Starr and White (1952), Buch (1954),

and Mintz (1955) demonstrated that the frictional gain of zonal momentum

from the ground in low latitude easterlies is transported to middle

latitudes by eddy fluxes, whence it is dissipated by the mean surface

westerlies. These conclusions were reached by integration over the

pressure coordinate. By this means, lack of smoothness in the data at

individual pressure levels became insignificant, and it was unnecessary to

discuss the fashion in which momentum was transported vertically. This

integral approach to general circulation studies has been very valuable

in studying the atmosphere when more detailed information could not be

obtained.

Geostrophic winds used by Mintz (1955) eliminate small-scale
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noise so prevalent in direct wind observations; therefore they am the

best possible means of studying atmospheric processes over short time

periods. When averaged over a sufficiently long time period, perhaps in

the order of a month, direct wind measurements should become as mean-

ingful as geostrophic winds. Geostrophic momentum fluxes leave systematic

errors discussed by Lorenz (1954). They may also suffer from systematic

smoothing of the smaller scale disturbances that carry momentum, especially

in regions of sparse data coverage. The present methods of using direct

winds for general circulation studies also suffer several limitations.

Random errors introduced into the analysis of a hemispherical map may

be significantly large. Although in the last few years, radiosonde

stations have become sufficiently extensive to give fairly complete

hemispherical data coverage for the northern hemisphere, nevertheless,

there are a number of regions of sufficiently sparse data coverage such

that subjective analysis can introduce systematic errors affecting the

zonal means of quantities with large zonal variations. Discretization

errors of the numerical methods used place an ultimate limit on the

accuracy obtainable.

In addition to the studies mentioned above, an.0 extensions of

them, there is found in the literature much other work that has been done

on the global momentum bhlance, but because of inadequate data, it

should be regarded as inconclusive. These studies have frequently been

based on measurements of meridional circulations lacking data around a

complete latitude belt. Meridional circulations in general can be es-

pected to be of much smaller magnitude than the'north-south motion at
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any one grid point, the latter of which is predominately of wave numbers

other than 0, so any lack of complete zonal data coverage may give meaning-

less results with systematic errors far exceeding the quantity being

measured. In general the zonal variation of most climatological

variables is sufficiently large that results derived from incomplete

data coverage can be greatly in error.

I1
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III. Notation

(x,y,p) = coordinates in eastward, northward directions and

pressure coordinate

t = time

c (u,v,w) time rates of change of x,y,p following the motion

0 = latitude

A longitude

5 = Coriolis parameter = 2 . sin

e = potential temperature

9 = nonadiabatic rate of heating per unit mass

O = radius of the earth

f = rate of rotation of the earth

---- ) • = time average

= deviation from time average

E-{ )7 . -[-L ( ) ,A = zonal average of one map

S= ( ) -[[ )J deviation from a zonal average

[( )J --- • [-I • ) = mean zonal average of several maps

S- = deviation of zonal average of one

h - LI ) -• )] map from the mean zonal average
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IV. Equations

The conservation of absolute zonal angular momentum in an

arbitrary volume V enclosed by a surface S may be written

where M= (u+ a f cos ' ) a Cos

is the absolute angular momentum about the earth's axis.

Fk = body forces acting about the earth's axis including

pressure gradients and friction.

We use the divergence theorem, equation of continuity, time and

zonal averages defined in (I11), and assume our volume is above the

highest mountains to get:

(2) 0c.~ (3~ UzvI

�A

By friction we mean I Q-j 4

on a scale smaller than the synoptic scale, as molecular friction is

almost completely negliglible in the free atmosphere.

We note the term

(3) f [VJ] Ca• ) C pe & CIS *.• dS
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st) that the flux of the earth's nbsolute angular momentum, some-

times called 2 angular momentum, can also be interpreted as a

torque produced by the Coriolis force acting on the volume. This first

form has greater ease of computation, as one only needs to know the

fI while the other notation requires M and f[w This

term can not produce any net horizontal momentum transport, as [ýii

integrated over the pressure coordinate is zero for a long time mean.

However, it may be a very important mechanism for vertical momentum

transport. For instance, a mean southward motion in middle latitudes

above 850 mb could account for all the momentum convergence of 1950

reported by Buch (1954) or Starr and White (1954), if [vi averaged

with respect to pressure was approximately 5 cm/sec.

Since the integral vanishes for an arbitrary volume, the integrand

must vanish for each point in the volume. Thus one gets

(4) 96 ( - D ( - F;,[) 7o
3 E•cý]Cs

This equation expressing the conservation of angular momentum at each

point in the (y,p) space is of course but a form of the equation of

east-west motion in spherical coordinates. The Coriolis torque term

is entirely equivalent to the net convergence of angular momentum

at any point in the (y,p) space.
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss the measurements of the

various terms in the above zonal momentum equations. The factor a cos

is dropped so that the units will be ones of simple acceleration:

cm/sec2. Thus a clear picture can be preserved of the effects of the

various terms on the atmospheric dynamics.
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V. The Data

The data jsed in this study have been and will be discussed in

detail in other publications, for instance: Barnes (1962) and Murakami

(1962). Thus it suffices to give a brief summary of their source. One

year's actual stratospheric winds (July 1957 through June 1958) have

been processed by the MIT General Circulations Project for a northern

hemisphere network of stations. For the first six months the stations

used are those described in Murakami (1962) 212 in number. For a second

six months about twenty new stations were found to aid the analysis in

equatorial regions, and three stations were added in the arctic on the

Russian side of the north pole. Maps were analysed from these station

data. Mr. A. Oort analysed maps of v andw for OOZ and 12Z for three

monthly periods of the second six months at 100 mb, 50 mb and 30 mb

(12 maps for each quantity). They are discussed by Oort (1962). The

author analyzed maps of u, 7v', and u'w for the same period. The maps

used for the first six months were the u,v, and u'v presented by MuraKami

(1962) except that it was necessary to reanalyze the area over Bussia

because of a systematic error found in some of the material. The quantities

u, u*v* , u*W* , uWC' were obtained by finite difference methods

using a grid of 5 degrees of longitude by 5 degrees of latitude. This

provided zonal averages of each quantity of interest for 00Z and 12Z

each three-monthly time period. The results were added to get seasonal

and yearly means, The term uJ '' LvJ"' was investigated and found

insignificant. Thus we may assume that (uj [l] = Lu] LV]. The random

errors in measuring fv] on one map were sufficiently great that no
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significance can be attached to such correlation as the above, although

a small actual correlation can be expected from seasonal changes in the

L]and [
In general it can be said that the data available for this study

were much more extensive that that used for any previous study of

stratospheric dynamics.
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VI. Momentum Divergence by Horizontal Eddies

The term a ' c-05-0 was evaluated by

rq& 
0

finite difference methods, using ? = 10 latitude (see Table I; figure

1, figure 2, and figure 3). No attempt was made at smoothing except in

drawing graphs so that it is indicative of the quality of the data that

rather smooth results were obtained even after the process of differentia-

tion. A similar computation with previously reported horizontal fluxes

at 100 mb, for instance Buch (1954), would give wildly oscillating values.

At 100 mb there is a maximum convergence in the vicinity of the

climatological troposphere jet stream near 350 North (see figure 4). During

the summer the maximum convergence is at 350 N, 50 south of the jet stream,

while in winter it is also at 350 N, 50 north of the jet stream. The

close correlation between the mean zonal wind and momentum convergence

can be explained as resulting from barotropic stability of the mean zonal

flow in a statistical sense. The eddy terms act to maintain the mean

zonal flow. Both the momentum convergence and the mean zonal flow is

approximately twice aS large in winter as in summer, corresponding somewhat

to earlier results of Starr and White (1951) for the troposphere.

At 50 mb and 30 mb the momentum convergence during the winter is

maximum in the region of the polar night jet (see table 1). It is also

to be noted that in the equatorial stratosphere the eddy momentum diver-

gence at 50 mb and 30 mb is much smaller than that at 100 mb. The eddies

are also not asastrong as shown by smaller Itd(-u-)] and 0o-(v)] at

these levels presented by Murakami (1962). It will be shown in Chapter IX
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that the eddy divergences in the equatorial stratosphere are a second

order effect at 50 mb and 30 mb in comparison to seasonal changes of the

zonal momentum

The momentum divergence in low latitudes and convergence in middle

latitudes obtained at 100 mb are similar to that of the upper troposphere

as indicated by momentum fluxes computed in earlier studies, for instance

Starr and White (1954). The data at 50 mb and 30 mb indicate significant

differences from tropospheric behavior.

The divergences of standing eddies, u*v*, and transient eddies u'vI

are not presented separately. The standing eddies while somewhat smaller,

are of the same magnitude as the transient eddies and act in the same sense.

12 \

50n,b
-a e.-. -. 50robu-12- 10"4mbec

806 70. 60" 50" 40 30. 20A 10 0.
Lotitude

Fig. 1. Horizontal Eddy Momentum Divergence in the Stratosphere

Averaged Over One Year, July 57 - June 58, at 100 mb, 50 mb, and 30mb.
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Table 1. Average Horizontal Eddy Momentum Divergence by Seasons.

Summer: July - Sept 57 and April - June 58, 00Z and 12Z.

Winter: Oct - Dec 57 and Jan - March 58, DOZ and 12Z

100 mb 50 mb 30 mb

Lai. Summer Winter Summer Winter Summer Winter

75 2.3 12.6 .7 12.6 6.9

70 4.0 6.8 .8 1.0 .3 -3.9

65 -2.3 2.1 1.1 -6.2 .1 -9.3

60 .2 -3.1 1.5 -5.6 -1.4 -4.9

55 .3 -9.8 -1.8 -4.2 -1.5 -2.3

50 -3.9 -12.0 -4.6 -1.8 -1.7 -3.1

45 -5.4 -9.9 -2.4 .2 .1 -3.1

40 -5.8 -11.7 1.1 -1.2 2.7 -. 7

35 -8.2 -13.6 1.4 -1.2 -. 4 1.1

30 -5.4 -3.6 .2 -. 9 -. 2 .6

25 1.4 9.2 -. 3 .7 0.0 1.1

20 3.7 12.0 -1.0 1.9 -. 4 2.5

15 4.3 7.4 -. 4 '1.0 -. 3 1.9

10 4.9 3.7 1.5 .7 1.0 .6

5 3.3 2.1 2.1 1.2 1.5 .3
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VII. Momentum Divergence by Vertical Eddies.

The annual mean of the term C-( •-j---÷ 7 ) was

estimated by finite difference methods from data for January 1958 - June

1958 at 100 mb, 50 mb and 30 mb and could be considered a result for 50 mb

or a representative value for the stratosphere. The W'-s were first com-

puted by an adiabatic vertical motion equation which is known to give

reliable daily values of Lu and thus of W' . According to Barnes

(1962), the mean term CL'] computed by adiabatic methods is incorrect

because of the accumulated effect of diabatic heating, but the standing

eddies GO' can be considered reliable. Use is not made of the computed

adiabatic [E] , as an estimate of the total I3 is possible. (See

Section VIII).

The results (Figure 5) show a divergence of momentum by vertical eddies

over the northern hemisphere south of 60ON, which follows from a downward

flux of momentum decreasing with height between level one (about 75 mb) and

level two (about 40 mb), at which levels the vertical fluxes were computed.

The vertical eddy flux divergence is smaller than the hoxizontal convergence

at 50 mb except where the latter changes sign.
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VIII. Divergence of Relative Momentum by Mean Motions

The relative momentum convergence due to mean motions has been

written [YJ •--- •.CoS¢ EE7

The horizontal and vertical derivatives of the field of u can

be accurately computed and are given in figure 6 and figure 7. We nute

/ Co-r 9# Calthat the term ,j C-s# is one order of magnitude smaller

than the Coriolis parameter f except when within ten degrees of the

equator. This would also be true for the troposphere on a mean basis, so

mean relative horizontal fluxes of such form will always be negligible

compared to fluxes of the earth's angular momentum at any one level.

Mean values of CLO. obtained by taking the average of daily

LO adiabatically computed are available for the stratosphere for the

IGY, but their validity is questionable because of the neglect of diabatic

heating (Barnes 1962). It is possible to measure the L-Oj from a mean

form of the first law of thermodynamics if the mean heating and eddy

fluxes of heat are known. Thus one can write for the momentum conver-

gence due to vertical mean motions.

3~P

whero H6 + +150-
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The mean vertical motion can be considered as forced by the product of

mean horizontal motions and the latitudinal potential temperature gradient,

diabatic heating, and eddy heat fluxes. The resulting momentum transport

is the product of the above terms and the vertical wind shear 0--u-

Consider the term

In the stratosphere

as computed from data of Muraiami (1962).

from Figure 5, thus

and so can be neglected compared to momentum convergence due to the Coriolis

term.

There is some disagreement among investigators as to the mean diabatic

heating in the stratosphere. We used the latest computed results for diabatic

heating (Manabe and Moller 1961) .plus horizontal eddy transports of temperature
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in the stratosphere (Murakami 1962) to estimate the magnitude of the

momentum transport due to mean vertical motions. This gives

where the maximum values of middle latitudes are positive. Because

vertical heat fluxes were not available at the time of writing, and

the mean heating is somewhat uncertain, complete results could not

be computed by this method. The estimated momentum convergence values

for vertical mean motion are an order of magnitude smaller than hori-

zontal eddy flux convergences. A net annual heating (or cooling) due

to eddy heat transport and diabatic heating of one half degree per day at

50 mb or 30 mb, if occurring in middle latitudes where the vertical

shear is largest (around 25 cm/sec mb), would give a convergence (di-

vergence) of momentum of about 10 cm/sec . In the troposphere where

the static stability is less than in the stratosphere, larger IN would

result from the same amount of heating as mentioned above.
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IX. Changes of Zonal Momentum

The term --- L-/ [U], at 100 mb, 50 mb and 30 mb

was obtained from geostrophic mean zonal winds computed from some of

the IGY stratospheric height maps of the United States Weather Bureau

(1960). At the beginning of July 1957 the zonal wind was negative

everywhere at 50 mb and 30 mb and in low latitudes at 100 mb. From the

time of the summer easterliesthe stratosphere gains zonal momentum until

it reaches a maximum in January, at which time westerly winds prevail

throughout the stratosphere. Easterlies are again found at the end of

the period studied, July 1958. Some changes occur suddenly such as

the breakup of the polar night jet, which is described by Teweles (1958),

but in any case the large gain of momentum between July and January

and the subsequent loss of equal magnitude must be balanced by other

terms in equation (4).

In polar latitudes the measured mean eddy fluxes are sufficiently

great at all levels so that they must be accounted for in any theory of

the dynamics of these regions, but in the stratosphere at 50 and 30 mb

southward of 30°N the annual mean eddy flux divergences are quite small.

If the seasonal momentum changes of the equatorial stratosphere were to

be balanced by eddy momentum divergences, the eddy divergence of the

period January - June 1958 would have to be greater than the annual

mean value. From figure 8 and figure 9 it is seen that this is not

sufficiently so at 50 and 30 mb. Thus, synoptic scale eddy fluxes in
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this region might be neglected in a rough theoretical formulation of

the seasonal changes of the zonal wind at these levels. The smallness

of the eddy flux divergences in the middle stratosphere is a rather

unique result. These divergences are much ýmaller than the seasonal

changes of momentum in the troposphere and at 100 mb in the lower

stratosphere. Such simpler behaviom in the middle equatorial stratosphere

is perhaps analogous to the Hadley regimes of rotating taniz experiments.

If a time period is centered hbout winter or summer, or if it

covers a period of a year, the term will be much smaller and

the eddy fluxes become again the largest measured term, For

July 1957 - June 1958 in the stratosphere was found : .1 •. 10-4

2
cm/sec , which is an order of magnitude smaller than the measured flux

convergences. An exception is the biannual zonal momentum change charac-

teristic of the equatorial stratosphere wind oscillation, as described

by Reed and Rogers (1961). It is interesting to see that the computed

horizontal eddy momentum divergence, positive in the immediate vicinity

of the equator, is of the proper sigg at 50 mb and 30 mb to account for

the negative t during the time of our study. According to the time-

height cross section of Reed and Rogers (1961, page 128) for Canton

Island -I.S2 _ 0 V c at 30 mb. In the present study

a mean eddy momentum divergence of 0.9 * 104 cm.sec2 for 5°N was

computed at the same level.
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X. Friction and Zonal Wind Curvature

The barotropic behaviour of baroclinically developing eddies of

synoptic scale results in an upgradient momentum transport in the tro-

posphere and also in regions of the stratosphere as evident from the data

of this study. However, the concept of eddy viscosity may still be

applicable to small-scple turbulence. If one assumes small-scale

eddies are present which transfer momentum as does Newtonian viscosity,

the momentum divergences due to eddy friction can be computed from the

curvature of the zonal wind profiles. Vertical wind shear is much larger

than horizontal shear, so momentum transfer according to eddy viscosity

theory should produce momentum divergences as -k . From the 100mb,

50 mb and 30 mb data, finite difference values for at 50 mb for

summer and winter were obtained (see figure 10). For both time periods

___ is significantly positive between 200 and 60°N, which, according

to the assumptions of eddy viscosity, can only result in a gain of momen-

tum. Where the jet is a maximum in the vicinity of 200 mb, i O and

from viscosity theory it follows that there can be no small-scale eddy

momentum transported across the jet peak. The curvature of the mean zonal

wind sufficiently near tne jet is expected to be negative and to vanish

somewhere in the vicinity of 100 mb. An estimate of the annual mean

curvature at 100 mb using mean 200-mb data from the United States Weather

Bureau cross sections (1961) sugggsts a curvature at 100 mb in middle

latitudes much smaller than at 50 mb. It is impossible to assign a

numerical value to friction because of ignorance of the eddy viscosity
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coefficient K. We can, however, compute a maximum value by.certain

assumptions. The only measured momentum source for the region immediately

above the tropospheric jet is horizontal eddy convergences of momentum.

A poleward meridional circulation would also be a momentum source, but

previous data studies of 1•] suggest that if anything the meridional

circulations in the regions of maximum westerly wind are negative (Starr

1954). We assume that one half of the momentum which is Known to

converge in middle latitudes by horizontal eddy momentum fluxes between

200 mb and 100 mb from previous data studies such as Starr and White

(1954) and Buch (1954) is transported above this region into the middle

stratosphere. We assume that our measured curvature at 50 mb is a

maximum and that I decreases linearly to zero at 100 mb and 10mb.

6 2Then K = 1/2 , 10 cm /sec in the stratosphere. Haurwitz (1961), in

discussing possible frictionally driven mesospheric meridional circulations,

suggested a K twenty times as large to be reasonable. On the other hand,

there is little experimental evidence"viscosity above the earth's friction

layer, so K may be much smaller than the chosen value.
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XI. Concluding Remarks

Because of the great difficulty of obtaining statistically signi-

ficant mean meridional circulation, CV2 , there is some value in

computing them from indirect measurements of momentum divergences.

Doubt concerning the magnitude of the vertical momentum transport by

small-scale eddies is a limitation on such computations. Direct wind

measurements will be discussed in later publications by other members

of the Planetary Circulations Project staff.

From equation (4) one gets

(6) + # J -

which is exact.

All of the terms have been measured except friction. The actual Lv]

can be considered as composed of a linear sum of contributions on the

right-hand side of (6).

In this study we have computed all terms of importance for indirectly

measuring the IV] except friction, Over an annual period K can•~ t•

be neglected and the horizontal fluxes are the most significant measured

quantity. In figure 11 is given the [V] at 100 mb due to horizontal

eddy divergences for the year of this study. In figure 12 is plotted

[V (annual mean) due to horizontal eddy divergences plus vertical
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eddy divergences at 50 mb and also the [V] resulting from these plus

the maximum possible eddy viscosity surmised in Section X. If friction

is negligible in the stratosphere, one can deduce from the results of

this study that there exists at 100 mb an indirect circulation in middle

latitudes north of 28°N of greater strength in winter than in summer

with an annual average value of around 10 cm/sec, a direct circulation

of order of 20 cm/sec being found near the equator. The frictionless

meridional circulation for a one-year average at 50 or 30 mb is only a

few centimeters per second, an indirect circulation in polar latitudes

being tlhe most significant feature. The seasonal changes of zonal momentum

discussed ill Section IX are the largest measured term of equation (4) in

the equatorial stratosphere at 50 mb and 30 mb so the seasonal fric-

tionless meridional circulation in equatorial regions in comprised

largely of an oscillation which is poleward in fall and equatorward in

spring with velocities of about five cm/sec. In figure 12, the

circulations deduced from a maximum eddy viscosity show a strong equa-

torward motion in middle latitudes. Haurwitz (1961) has shown indepen-

dently that eddy friction up to 40 km implies equatorward motion in

middle latitudes. Thus there is no known term in (6) to give a north-

ward motion in middle latitudes. This confirms theories of northward

eddy transport of ozone and radioactive materials as discussed by

Newell (1961).

It is useful to summarize the orders of magnitude of the various

terms in equation (4) as far as it is possible to deduce them from
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this study. This is done in Table 2. Such experimental scale

analyses of the known equations governing the general circulation

statistics, together with experimental and theoretical efforts to

find new relationships governing these statistics are necessary to

make progress in dynamical climatology; which latter is defined as

the seeking of a complete set of equations governing the statistics

of the atmosphere over various time scales.

The directly measured southward NI of Oort (1962) are almost an

order of magnitude larger than the [DI forced by horizontal

eddy transports. They would produce a rapid rate of decrease of

zonal angular momentum unless the stratosphere were dragged around

by friction as suggested by Starr (1960). This may, be the case

unless some systematic error is present in the 1U measured

from actual wind data. The semidiurnal oscillation of wave number

zero (resolved at the ground by pressure oscillation data on a global

basis) may be sufficiently large in the stratosphere to result in

such a large systematic error. For instance, data in the Azores

presented by Harris, Finger and Teweles (1962) shows semidiurnal

oscillations of the order of a half a meter per second. Without

information on these oscillations sufficient to define the variation

and mean around a latitude circle, no conclusions can be drawn.
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Table II. Order of Magnitude of Various Terms in Equation (4)
-4 2

in 10 cm/sec2.

Summer to Winter 100 mb 2 Eq. Strat. 1 Polar Strat.

S50, 30 mb 2 Eq. Strat. 3 Polar Strat.

Annual Value L .1 except in vicinity of equator where it is

-l • • 1 at 50, 30 mb depending on the

phase of the 26 m cycle.

Annual Values

100 mb - 10
C 50, 30 mb -- 1 Eq. Strat. ' 3 Polar Strat.

100 mb -1 estimated

~-Eoc~) 50 mb 1 1/2

30 mb - 1/2 estimated

100rmb .5 .1074
3P 50, 30 mb ' .25 • 10-4

f Cv] + friction - horizontal eddy divergence over

an annual period
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Direct Measurement of the Meridional Circulation in the

Stratosphere during the IGY

by

Abraham H. Oort

ABSTRACT

The horizontal component of the meridional circulation

at the 100, 50 and 30 mb levels in the stratosphere is measured for

the IGY period July 1957 through June 1958. Data from approximately

240 stations, well distributed over the northern hemisphere, are used

in the hemispheric analysis of the north-south component of the wind.

A separation of the data into four periods of three months enabled us to

determine seasonal variations. In addition, 00Z and 12Z data were

treated separately in order to detect possible diurnal effects. Values

of the mean meridional circulation, that is the zonal average of the time

mean north-south component of the wind, are presented at every 50

latitude from the equator to 80 0 N.
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In the yearly average at 100 mb an "apparent" three

cell pattern is observed, consisting of a region of strong poleward

motion north of 55 0 N, equatorward motion from 150 to 55°N and weak

poleward motion from 00 to 15 0 N. In the yearly averages at 50 and 30

mb poleward motions appear only at high latitudes and diminish in

strength with height. Equatorward motions dominate at 30 mb. A

maximum value of the mean meridional circulation of + 60 cm/sec

is found at 100 mb at 70 0 N.

A comparison is drawn with the meridional circulation

in the stratosphere of the southern hemisphere, measured by Obasi

(1963). This circulation forms practically a mirror image of the

northern hemispheric circulation.

The domin ant equatorward character of the mean flow

found at 30 mb is compared with the mean rimward velocities observed

by Starr and Long (1953) at the top of the fluid in a rotating tank exper-

iment.
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1. Introduction

Research on the general circulation of the earth!s atmos-

phere generally has been directed at a description of the behaviour of

the atmosphere in a simple way. The differential heating of the atmos-

phere (relative warming near the equator and cooling near the poles)

suggests a strong direct circulation with rising of warm air at the equator

and sinking of cold air in the polar regions. However, because of the

rotation of the earth the actual wind systems present in the troposphere

show a system of direct Hadley cells at polar and equatorial latitudes and

an indirect Ferrel cell in middle latitudes, all of which are rather weak

and difficult to measure. The indirect circulation implies a southward

flow at the levels of the tropospheric jet stream. This southward flow

finally indicates a large difficulty with the formerly common hypothesis

of a mean meridional circulation as the source of angular momentum and

energy for the strong zonal wind systems. The organized horizontal eddy

motions, instead of a simple toroidal overturning are now known to supply

sufficient ener'gy and momentum for the maintenance of the jet stream

(Starr and White, 1951).

It is of considerable interest to measure the intensity and

direction of these meridional circulations in the higher layers of the

atmosphere (at altitudes of 16-24 kin). Prior to the IGY the observational

material for the stratosphere was sparse, so that it was not possible at that time
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to obtain from actual wind measurements the nature of the meridional

circulations. Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) attempted to derive the

mean meridional circulations indirectly. They assumed a certain dis-

tribution of heating and cooling with latitude and height and neglected

effects of eddies. In the present study direct wind measurements are

used to determine the mean circulation at the 100, 50 and 30 mb levels.

It is shown that the circulations based on actual wind observations are

quite different from the simplified picture presented by Murgatroyd

and Singleton.

A dense network of 240 stations over the northern hemisphere

was chosen. A year of data (July 1957 - June 1958) gave a smooth pattern,

consistent at all levels, for the mean meridional circulations.

In the last section of this paper we will compare our results

with the circulations in the southern hemisphere, as determined by Obasi

(1963) during an overlapping period of the IGY, and with the meridional

velocities in a rotating tank experiment, as observed by Starr and Long

(1953).
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2. DATA AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVENESS

The data used in this study are those reported on the

IGY microcards, issued by the World Meteorological Organization

in Geneva. The stations were selected on the basis of good obser-

vations of winds and temperatures up to the stratospheric levels

100, 50 and 30 mb. Except in the eastern Pacific from 1000 W to

140 0 W at low latitudes, the ,coverage over the northern hemisphere

is very good and far superior to that employed in similar studiesý

prior to the IGY. A total number of 240 stations was used (for the

geographical location of the stations see Oort, 1962).

For each station and each level three months of wind

observations were averaged in order to obtain time mean values of

the horizontal meridional wind component. The necessary computations

were performed with a Royal-Mc Bee LGP-30 computer. The periods

considered are July-Sept 1957, Oct-Dec 1957, Jan-March 1958, and

April-June 1958; it is thought that the averages over these periods

give a representative picture for a season.

The computed values of V were plotted on polar

stereographic maps, which were then analyzed by hand. Maps for

00Z and 12Z were analyzed separately so that it would be possible

to get an idea of the diurnal effects and also to detect computational

errors in the plotted station values. Since observations at OOZ and
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12Z were missing for the African stations south of 15 0 N, 06Z and 18Z data

were used for the analysis in the region over Africa., As in Barnes' (1963)

and Murakami's study (1962) little weight was given to stations with

less than 30 observations out of, a total possible 90. From the analyzed

maps grid point values were read at every 50 latitude from the equator to

80°N and at every 10 longitude, throughout the hemisphere. Zonal

averages were computed as the average of the 36 longitude grid point

values along a latitude circle-. The maps for the periods July-Sept

1957 and Oct-Dec 1957, first analyzed by Murakami (1962), were

reanalyzed with the help of additional information. The total amount

of data in this study covers a period of one year (July 1957 through

June 1958).
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3. NOTATION

(u.. V w) = "velocity"components in (.-. •, ,b) coordinate

system

= west-east component of the wind

( positive if from the west)

V = north-south component of the wind

(positive if from the south)

"•-± ="vertical velocity"

= latitude

A =longitude

"I= acceleration due to gravity

f = Coriolis parameter

2 = height of isobaric level

V - / V e = time average of meridional component of

;L Tthe wind

[Vj_-- v A = zonal average of meridional component of

A X the wind

-7J V / = zonal average of the time mean meridional

component of the wind -= "mean meridional

circulation"
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4. RESULTS

4. 1 Discussion of the observed meridional circulations

The V maps drawn for OOZ and 12Z separately show

in general good agreement. In a later section of this paper we will

come back to the question of possible tidal effects in [V] . We will

now comment on some of the features of the 7 pattern (for presen-

tation of the V maps and a more detailed discussion see Oort, 1962):

1. The V field is organized in a number of cells

around a latitude circle. The cells have a north-south extension of

approximately 300 to 400 latitude. Along the same latitude circle

we find maxima of V of +5 to+10 m/sec and minima of -5 to -10 m/sec.

2. The meridional circulations are strongest at high

latitudes and during the winter season. These facts appear to be

related to the meandering of the polar jet. Extremes of V of the

order of 10 m/sec occur at 700 - 80°N during the Jan-March 1958 period.

3"'-- The cells are in general weaker at 50 and 30 mb

than at 100 mb (especially in the summer season).

4. North-south "troughlines" in the flow are found at

the east sides of the Eurasian and American continents, and over

western Europe (the latter is weak).

5. In all four seasons there is a marked reversal of

strong southerlies at 100 mb to northerlies at 50 and 30 mb over north
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west Africa. A less pronounced reversal from northerlies at 100 mb

to southerlies at 50 and 30 mb occurs on the other side of the hemisphere

at 100 - 20°N in the iricinity of the international date line.

The areas of positive and negative V in a horizontal

plane reduce the zonal average [y] by more than an order of magnitude.

The standard deviation of V from its average along a latitude circle,

gives a good indication of the cellular pattern (see Table 2).

It should be noticed that it is not possible to use geostrophic

winds to compute [vi , in the (x, y, P ) - system, since the zonal

average of V - j, Z vanishes. Therefore isobaric

height maps cannot supply information about the mean meridional motions.

The only direct method is by careful analysis of actual wind data.

Table 1 gives [VJ computed for July 1957 - June 1958.

We shall now point out the main features of Figures 1, 2 and 3 represent-

ing [vj for summer and winter at the three levels considered.

100 mb; winter N.H. (Figure 1)

Strong morthward motion poleward of 50°N (maximum of 110 cm/sec

at 700 N). Southward motion from 256N to 50ON (maximum of -60 cm/sec

at 350N). Weak northward motion from the equator to 250 N (about

15 cm/sec). The winter situation at 100 mb resembles the circulation

in the upper troposphere, where we seem to have northward motion in
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high latitudes (direct cell), southward motion in middle (indirect cell)

and again poleward motion in low latitudes (direct cell). However, the

northward motion at low latitudes disappears during the summer season.

100 mb; summer N.H. (Figure 1)

Weak northward mnotion poleward of 60°N (maximum of 30 cm/sec at

75 0 N). Southward motion from the equator to 60°N (maximum of -40

cm sec at 30 0 N).

50 mb; winter N.H. (Figure 2)

Northward motion north of 60°N (maximum of 50 cm/sec at 75 0 N).

Southward motion from the equator to 60°N (maximum of -25 cm/sec

at 45 0 N and - 20 cm/sec at l0°N).

50 mb; summer N. H. (Figure 2)

The circulation is similar to that during the winter. The maximum

strength of northward motion is 40 cm/sec. A maximum of south-

ward motion is found at 40°N (-25 cm/sec).

30 mb; winter N.H. (Figure 3)

Poleward motion north of 65 0 N (maximum of 30 cm/sec at 75 0 N).

The midlatitude equatorward velocities are greater than at 50 mb. A
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Table la. Mean meridional velocity Cvj at 100 mb obtained

from ONZ and 12Z observations lor the period July 1957 -

June 1958 Units are cm/sec.

July-Sept 1957 Oct-Dec 1957 Jan-Marcn 1958 April-June 1958

OZ 12Z 00Z 12Z O0Z 12Z 00Z 12Z

60°N 77 48 67 63 52 100 20 -4

75°N 38 0 86 83 59 134 44 14

70 N 16 -30 104 122 78 134 61 28

65°N 14 2 112 131 63 102 41 17

6001 -2 9 61 106 16 31 8 -8

55°N -2 12 24 18 2 -14 -17 -24

50°N -4 12 13 -36 22 0 -27 -28

45°N 8 -9 -13 -49 16 -32 -21 -62

40N -22 -13 -46 -58 -33 -87 -32 -79

35°N -21 -30 -31 -35 -58 -117 -34 -67

30°N 9 -43 -5 -15 -56 -105 -28 -48

25°N 30 -56 32 18 -34 -33 -60 -60

20°N 24 -44 18 6 6 34 -60 -47

15 N 36 -27 -14 -8 33 38 -40 -25

10 N 37 -11 -14 -11 32 32 -27 -8

5°N 27 -8 11 -9 26 25 -18 -3
00 21 -21 28 -12 19 22 -14 -l

The data for July-December 1957 are obtained from reanalyzed maps,

which were originally analyzed by Murakami (1962).
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Table lb. Mean meridional velocity L-] pt 50 mb obtained

from 00Z and 12Z observations for the period July 1957 -

June 1958 Units are cm/sec.

July-Sept 1957 Oct-Dec 1957 Jan-March 1958 April-June 1958
O0Z 12Z O0Z 12Z 00Z 12Z 00Z 12Z

80°N 64 34 -21 19 87 84 37 12

75°N 47 21 13 12 84 77 68 31

70°N 35 11 49 21 66 68 51 17

65ON 3 1 48 21 9 26 -4 -4

60'N -9 -7 18 -12 -22 -14 -29 -27

55 N -1 0 -34 -5 -7 -37 -16 -25

50
0
N 0 7 -60 -7 4 -23 1 -11

45°N -9 -2 -39 -31 5 -29 -24 -25

40°N -14 0 -29 -39 6 -37 -52 -32

35°N -21 4 -3 -30 -1 -49 -67 -36

30°N -11 21 -3 -17 9 -26 -61 -14

25°N -5 29 -12 10 -2 -9 -50 -2

200N 7 26 -17 22 -26 -1 -29 -1

15°N 23 23 -14 18 -43 -12 -29 -15

10on 28 19 -9 4 -47 -32 -11 -27

5'N 18 9 1 -8 -29 -32 4 -29

ON 10 5 13 -12 -7 -11 13 -7

see footnote Table la.
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Table lc. Mean meridional velocity [vJ at 30 mb obtained from

OOZ and 12Z observations for the period July 1957 - June

1958 Units are cm/sec.

July-Sept 1957 Oct-Dec 1957 Jan-March 1958 April-June 1958

00Z 12Z 00Z 12Z 00Z 12Z OOZ 12Z

80°N 41 15 62 19 -6 22 -7 -33

75
0

N 22 21 84 64 3 -21 -1 -48

70°N -14 9 64 73 -43 -26 -3 -42

650N -23 -9 24 47 -45 11 -5 -38

60°N -16 -20 -32 -14 -31 34 -12 -39

55°N 1 -19 -90 -68 -34 24 -21 -20

50 N 3 -16 -81 -66 -42 -28 -19 -9

450N -9 -3 -36 -43 -47 -52 -31 -13

400N -1 1 -6 -19 -62 -60 -47 -25
350N 9 4 16 -9 -59 -44 -35 -17

30ON 4 4 24 11 -39 -21 -23 -10

250N -13 -6 31 11 -18 -21 -4 -11

200N -31 -4 33 1 -2 -38 8 -16

15°N -18 23 18 -6 -14 -42 9 -25

10°N -4 29 4 -9 -29 -35 9 -24

50N -1 14 -11 -21 -35 -21 2 -21

00 2 4 -11 -14 -29 -1 2 -17

*
see footnote Table la.
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Figure 1. [Vj at 100 mb for winter and summer 1957/1958. Positive

[7] indicates northward motion, negative (V] indicates

southward motion. Units are cm/sec. OOZ and 12Z data are

averaged.
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Figure 2. [VI at 50 mb for winter and summer 1957/1958. Positive

[VI indicates northward motion, negative [CV- indicates

southward motion. Units are cm/sec. OOZ and 12Z data are

averaged.
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Figure 3. [7] at 30 mb for winter and summer 1957/1958. Positive

[V] indicates northward motion, negative v'] indicates

southward motion. Units are cm/sec. OOZ and 12Z data are

averaged. -183-



Table 2. The standard deviation o0V) of V from its

zonal average EVI for January-March 1958

and April-June 1958. OOZ and 12Z observations

are averaged. Units are m/sec.

Jan-March 1958 April-June 1958

100 mb 50 mb 30 mb 100 mb 50 mb 30 mb

80° v 6.72 7.90 6.22 1.93 1.74 1.26

750 6.94 8.26 6.22 2.74 2.52 1.34

700 6.39 7.43 6.36 2.89 2.36 1.48

650 5.56 5.80 5.84 2.52 1.78 1.59

600 5.17 5.12 5.09 2.29 1.61 1.56
550 4.99 4.57 4.56 2.18 1.61 1.52

500 4.32 4.13 4.11 2.18 1.64 1.49
450 3.58 3.58 3.27 2.32 1.62 1.26

400 2.79 2.76 2.26 2.63 1.57 0.97
350 2.32 1.97 1.60 2.78 1.44 0.81

300 2.76 1.48 1.18 2.85 1.11 0.68

250 3.18 1.26 1.10 2.62 0.76 0.66

200 3.17 1.00 0.93 2.26 0.64 0.72

150 2.96 1.06 0.81 1.90 0.74 0.79

100 2.56 1.10 0.69 1.46 0.74 0.62
50 1.92 0.93 0.64 1.02 0.63 0.46

00 1.33 0.68 0.48 0.68 0.46 0.30
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maximum of -55 cm/sec is found at 50 0 N.

30 mb; summer N.H. (Figure 3)

Practically no mean poleward motion is in evidence. A broad maximum

of - 20 cm/sec is centered around 55 0 N.

Seasonal cross sections

Cross sections of [V] for the four three month periods are

presented in Figures 4 and 5. A significant change in L--] takes place

near the equator in the course of 1957/1958. Mean equatorward motions

seem to replace the poleward motions at low latitudes, which were

present in the first period July-Sept 1957. It is possible that this

gradual change in [7] is related to the equatorial 26 month wind cycle.

More than one year of data are needed to draw more definite conclusions.

Implications for the transport of ozone

The January through June cross sections show that the

mean meridional transport of mass at these levels is towards the equator

during the spring of 1958 (from 00 to 65 0 N). It is often assumed that

mean meridional motions transport ozone from the equator towards

high latitudes during the spring. This assumption is made in order to
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account for the spring build up of ozone in middle and high latitudes.

Our data show that this explanation of a mean meridional circulation as

a mechanism for the northward ozone transport isý not correct. The

[vi work in a direction of accumulating ozone in the equatorial

regions. Newell (1961) estimates that horizontal eddy processes can

give the required northward transport during the spring (see also Martin,

1956).
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4.2 Discussion of diurnal effects in the mean meridional circulation

The mean meridional motions, presented in Table 1

show some systematic differences in the data for 0OZ and 12Z. These

differences are partly due to sampling errors, but also to real diurnal

variations in the winds. In order to measure representative mean

meridional circulations in the atmosphere it would be necessary to

sample the wind field at least four times a day e. g. at OOZ, 06Z, 12Z

and 18Z. The average of the data for the four standard hours would

remove the most dominating diurnal and semidiurnal effects. An

evident shortcoming of our study is that semidiurnal effects may

still be important. Other members of theM. I. T. Planetary Circulations

Project are looking into the possibility of an extension of this study

to include also 06Z and 18Z data. However, a handicap of such a

project is the relative scarcity of the observations at 06Z and 18Z

over most parts of the hemisphere.

In Table 3 we present the diurnal differences of the mean

meridional circulations for winter and summer 1957/1958. These so

called "tidal" effects in the atmosphere seem to be the result of heating

(see e.g. Siebert, 1961). Because of changes in the declination of the

sun we do not present in this table the yearly average, but only the

winter and summer averages. A significant feature which shows up

at 50 mb in all seasons appears to be the relatively stronger southward

motions at OOZ than at 12Z (the difference is approximately 30 cm/sec)

around 30°N in the summer and around 15°N in the winter.
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Table 3. Summer and winter averages of the diurnal variation of the

mean meridional circulation at 100, 50 and 30 mb for the northern

hemisphere. Units are cm/sec.

Summer Winter

(July-Sept '57 + April-June '58) (Oct '57 - March '58)

100mb 50mb 30mb 100mb 50mb 30mb

80 0 N 27 27 26 -22 -18 7

750 34 31 24 -36 4 22

700 40 29 8 -37 13 -13

650 18 1 9 -29 5 -40

600 2 -2 16 -30 -1 -41

550 -4 4 10 11 0 -40

500 -8 2 5 35 -13 -14

0
45 29 -3 -12 42 13 6

400 19 -17 -12 33 26 5

350 21 -28 -6 31 38 5

30 36 -40 -6 30 16 -2

250 43 -41 0 7 -7 12

200 28 -23 -2 -8 -32 34

150 24 -7 -4 -5 -32 26

100 14 12 0 -2 -14 10

5 0 N 10 21 4 10 6 -2

0 14 12 9 18 14 -12
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5. COMPARISONS

5. 1 Comparison with the stratospheric circulation in the southern hemisphere

Obasi (1963) determined the mean meridional circulations in the

southern hemisphere at several tropospheric levels and at the stratospheric

levels 100 and 50 rob. These [VJ values derived from actual wind

observations, are shown in Table 4 and can be compared with our winter,

summer and yearly averages in Table 5. However, there is a slight

difference in the periods considered;

in our study: winter N.H. = Oct 1957 - March 1958

summer N.H. = July-Sept 1957 + April-June 1958

and in Obasi's study: winter S. H. = April - Sept 1958

summer S.H. = Jan - March 1958 + Oct - Dec 1958

In the study of the southern hemisphere, mainly OOZ data are used; in the

present study OOZ and 12Z data are utilized. Some systematic diurnal

effects, which are minimized in our final results due to averaging of the

OOZ and 12Z observations, could still be important in the southern

hemispheric data.

Cross sections of the mean meridional circulations over the

entire globe for winter, summer and year are constructed in figures

6 and 7. The thickness of the 100mb-30mb layer is of course very

much exaggerated in the diagram compared with the distance to the

center of the earth.
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The following is of interest to note:

1. The mean north-south circulation in the southern hemis-

phere is practically the mirror image of the corresponding circulation in

the northern hemisphere.

2. The circulation in the northern hemisphere is approximately

twice as strong during the winter (N. H. ) as during the summer (N. H.).

However, in the southern hemisphere the situation is different; the

circulations are stronger during the summer (S. H.).

3. Mean southward motion is observed across the equator

during the winter N.1-1. (-10 cm/sec); there appears to be no mean exchange

between both hemispheres during the summer N. H.

4. Equatorward flow dominates at 50 and 30 mb, except in

the area within 300 of both poles. Near the poles a strong poleward

motion is found at all levels.

The yearly averages of the mean meridional circulations

for the northern hemisphere are presented in Table 5b. These yearly

values were computed as the average of the seasonal [7] , which are

given in Table 1 (i. e. July - Sept 1957, Oct - Dec 1957, Jan - March

1958, April - June 1958 and the times 00Z and 12Z). Under the assump-

tions that the OOZ and 12Z data are independent and that the data form a

Gaussian distribution, the 95 jo confidence limits of the yearly liv]
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were computed from the variation of the seasonal [V] The 95%.

confidence limits are given by the expression +. Since

we did not assume any seasonal trend in our data, the estimate of the

standard error will be on the pessimistic side.
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Table 4. Summer, winter and yearly averages of the mean meridional

velocity [v] at 100 and 50 mb for the southern hemisphere*.

Units are cm/sec. Mainly OOZ observations are used.

Summer 1958
Winter 1958 (Jan-March 1958 + Oct- Year 1958

(April-Sept 1958) Dec. 1958) (Jan-Dec 1958)

100 xb 50 mb 100 mnb 50 mb 100 mb 50 mb

808S -39 2 -104 -106 -71 -52

75 0 S -30 -8 -115 -90 -72 -49

70°S -9 -24 -63 -71 -36 -47

65 0 S -8 0 17 -33 4 -16

600s -7 21 29 -16 11 2

550S -2 35 32 -2 15 16

50S 19 41 47 16 33 28

45 0
S 46 53 62 24 54 38

40
0

S 62 74 86 41 74 57

350 S 62 91 114 46 88 68

300S 44 34 92 49 68 41

250S 21 6 61 46 41 26

200S 11 0 29 31 20 15

150 S -9 0 14 9 2 4

lOoS -9 -6 11 -8 1 -7
50S 0 -10 -7 -20 -3 -15

00 7 -7 -12 -36 -2 -21

*From G. 0. P. Obasi, 1963: Atmospheric momentum and energy
calculations for the southern hemisphere during the IGY.
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Table 5a. Summer and winter averages of the mean meridional velocity

[V] at 100, 50 and 30 mb for the northern hemisphere.

Units are cm/sec. OOZ and 12Z are averaged.

Summer Winter
(July-Sept'57 + April-June'58) (Oct'57-March'58)

100 mb 50 mb 30 mb 100 mb 50mb 30 mb

80°N 35 37 4 70 42 24

75
0

N 24 42 -2 90 46 32

70°N 19 28 -13 110 51 17

65°N 18 -1 -19 102 26 9

60°N 2 -18 -22 53 -7 -11

55
0

N -8 -10 -15 7 -21 -42

50°N -12 -1 -10 0 -21 -54

450N -21 -15 -14 -19 -23 -44

40°N -36 -24 -18 -56 -25 -37

35°N -38 -30 -10 -60 -21 -24

300N -27 -16 -6 -45 -9 -6

250N -36 -7 -9 -4 -3 1

200N -32 1 -11 16 -5 -2

15°N -14 0 -3 12 -13 -11

10ON -2 2 3 10 -21 -17

5°N 0 0 -1 13 -17 -22

00 -4 5 -2 14 -4 -14
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Table 5b. Yearly average of r-J and twice the standard error of the

mean for the seasonal [Vi from its yearly average at 100, 50

and 30 mb for the northern hemisphere. Units are cm/sec.

July 1957 - June 1958

100 mb 50 mb 30 mb

80ON 53-v+ 21 40 + 24 14 + 20
750N 57 + 29 44 + 19 15 + 28

700N 64-+ 38 40 + 15 2 + 30

65
0

N 60 + 33 12 + 12 -5_+ 21

60°N 28 + 26 -13 + 10 -16 + 15

550N 0 + 11 -16 + 9 -28 + 241

50ON -6 + 14 -11 + 15 -32 + 19

45°N -20 + 18 -19 + 11 -29 + 13

40°N -46 + 18 -25 + 13 -27 + 17

35°N -49 + 21 -25 + 17 -17 + 18

30°N -36 + 23 -13 + 16 -6 + 13

25°N -20 + 27 -5 + 15 -4 + 11

20PN -8 + 24 -2 + 13 -6 + 15

15°N -1 + 21 -6 + 16 -7 + 15

100N 4 + 17 -9 + 17 -7 + 14

50N 6 + 12 -8 + 13 -12 + 11

00 5 + 13 0 + 7 -8 + 8
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5. 2 Comparison with a rotating tank experiment

Starr and Long (1953) have described an interesting

dishpan experiment. By a careful choice of the characteristic para-

meters (depth of the fluid, temperature gradient between rim and

center of the tank and the rate of rotation), they tried to simulate the

actual conditions in the atmosphere, They measured velocities at

the top of the rotating fluid and computed eddy momentum fluxes and

mean horizontal velocities ( 0-- and [V] ). There is a differ-

ence in the order of averaging in the rotating tank experiment and in

our study. Starr and Long computed "daily" [v] and averaged the

IV] values for 108 "days" (experiments) in order to determine

[v . We first took in our own study averages with respect to time

and next with respect to longitude: -V] In the case of perfect data

both methods will give the same result: [V] -V]

A difficulty is that it is not known with what level in

the atmosphere one can identify the free surface of the fluid. In spite

of this uncertainty, a comparison is drawn in Table 6 between the [VJ

at 30 mb in the stratosphere and the [V] measured at the top of

the rotating fluid.

Although it is obvious that there are many points of differ-

ence, it is interesting to note that in almost every experiment rimward
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velocities are found at the top of the fluid, similar in character to

the equatorward circulations observed at 30 mb in the stratosphere.
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Table 6. Comparison of the mean horizontal velocities measured in

a rotating dishpan experiment at the top of the fluid, and in the

stratosphere at 30 mb. The radius of the dishpan was 15 cm.

ROTATING TANK STRATOSPHERE (30 mb)

AVERAGE OF 108 PHOTOGRAPHS AVERAGE OF 1 YEAR OF DATA

RADIUS vC3 LATITUDE L-
2.50 cm -. 0029 cm/sec .0705 cm/sec 75°N +14 cm/sec 303 cm/sec

5.00 -. 0043 .1413 600 -16 554

7.50 -. 0051 .2449 450 -29 784

10.00 -. 0099 .4119 300 - 6 -506

12.50 +.0004 .7290 150 - 7 -810

13.75 -. 0061 .6375 100 - 7 -565

*Mr. R. E. Dickinson kindly permitted me to use the mean zonal

velocities [Z] which he obtained for the year July 1957 - June 1958.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Due to the improved observations and the expanded station

network during the IGY, it is probable that the measured horizontal meri-

dional velocities are representative of the IGY stratospheric circulations.

However, more years of data in the troposphere as well as in the stratos-

phere are needed to verify our results and to draw a definite conclusion

about the strubture of meridional circulations in the atmosphere. An

extension of the present study to wind observations at the four standard

hours each day could possibly yield valuable information concerning the

semidiurnal tides.

In the yearly average (July 1957 - June 1958) a three cell

pattern is observed at 100 mb with poleward motion north of 55ON (maximum

at 700 N, + 60 cm/s), equatorward motion from 150 N to 550N (maximum at

350 N, -50 cm/s) and weak poleward motion from 00 to 150 N (maximum

+6 cm/sb At 30 mb the velocities are all to the south (about - 20 cm/s),

except in the area poleward of 70°N (maximum of + 15 cm/s). The north-

south stratospheric circulation in the summer is generally weaker than

during the winter.

It is a well known fact that ozone is accumulated at high latitudes

during the early spring (e. g. Craig 1950). Since our data give a mean mnotion

towards the south at 50 and 30 mb, an ozone build up by a mean meridional

circulation is not consistent with these results.
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Kuo (1956) studied the mean meridional circulation produced

by sources of heat and momentum, using Buch's wind data (1954) for the

year 1950. Kuo calculates a maximum value of I pn/s for the meridional

velocities. This compares well with the maximum velocity of + 60 cm/s

observed in our yearly average. Dickinson (1963) and Teweles (1963)

computed [V- from momentum convergence and divergence, neglec-

ing small scale friction. They compute velocities of the order of at

most 20 cm/s (i. e. a factor 2 or 3 smaller than our data indicate). The

direction of the meridional cells which are measured by Dickinson and

Teweles agrees, however, with our findings. The similarity in strength

and pattern of the circulation of the southern hemisphere (Obasi 1963)

forms other evidence in support of the [V- pattern presented in this

paper.
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TRANSFER THROUGH THE TROPOPAUSE AND WITHIN THE STRATOSPHERE*

by

Reginald E. Newell

ABSTRACT

The evidence for tropospheric-stratospheric mass exchange is

reviewed. A large fraction of the exchange appears to occur in the

vicinity of the middle latitude tropopause discontinuity and the cdn-

comitant jet stream. Calculations of the flux of radioactive substances

in the troposphere support this view. Computations of the horizontal

flux of ozone in the lower stratosphere are presented for the IGY period

divided into three-mdnth seasons. Indications are that the large-scale

quasi-horizontal transient eddies can transport ozone polewards in

sufficient quantities to account for the spring build-up of ozone.

Such large-scale mixing, as opposed to mean meridional motions, also

allows explanation of the distribution of radioactive tungsten in the

stratosphere. Transports appear to be polewards and downwards between

latitudes 200 and 600. Independent meteorological evidence, in the form

of isentropic cross-sections and 'values of the covariance between the

meridional and vertical components of the wind, support the mixing scheme.

The observed counter-gradient eddy flux of heat can be explained from

the model. Distributions of certain other trace substances are not at

variance with the model. From a preliminary examination of the angular

momentum transport processes up to 60 km it appears that transient eddies

are also important to these levels but there is not yet sufficient global

coverage to evaluate the contributions due to mean motions and standing

eddies.

* This paper was submitted to the Royal Meteorological Society in December 1961
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1. Introduction

Meteorologists presently claim an understanding of the behaviour

of the atmosphere below the tropopause; but comparable claims cannot yet

be made for the stratosphere, the mesosphere and the thermosphere. As

with most physical systems our comprehension is limited by our ability

to observe events properly. In the past few years this ability has

increased by leaps and bounds. Reliable data to about 30 km (10 mb) are

now gathered on a routine basis from the radiosonde network; with special

attention balloons may be used to altitudes of 35 or 40 km. (Conover,

Lowenthal and Taylor 1960; Hopper and Laby 1960). The Meteorological

Rocket Network over North America provides synoptic wind data, and some

temperature data, in four periods of each year at altitudes to 65 km

(0.1 mb) (Webb, Hubert, Miller and Spurling 1961). A tantalizing glimpse

of the wind and temperature structure to 85 km (-. 0.004 mb) has been

provided by the rocket grenade experiments (Stroud, Nordberg, Bandeen,

Bartman and Titus 1960; Groves 1960; Nordberg and Stroud 1961; Teweles

1961) which have shown variability in the mesosphere corresponding to

that found in tropospheric weather. Between 80 and 100 km meteor trail

drift observations (Elford 1959; Greenhow and Neufeld 1955, 1956), taken

over several years, have provided the wind velocities for one station

in each hemisphere, including the tidal components whose origin is still

not completely resolved. Just above this layer ionospheric discontinuities

have been tracked and interpreted in terms of winds (Mitra, 1949). Sodium

vapour trails extending to altitudes of 200 km have also been tracked to
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obtain wind velocity in a few cases (Manring and Bedinger 1960). Certain

rocket flights (Horowitz and LaGow 1957, 1958; Horowitz, LaGow and

Giuliani 1959) have enabled temperatures to be calculated, with various

assumptions, up to these levels. At higher altitudes, to about 1000 km,

our knowledge is restricted to that of density (King-Hele 1961) and

composition (Istomin 1959). Again under certain assumptions temperatures

can be calculated.

The atmospheric circulation patterns derived from the whole gamut

of techniques used below 100 km have been presented by Murgatroyd (1957)

and Batten (1961); wind data are more abundant than temperature data in

the section above 30 km. The patterns above the tropopause suggest to

the meteorologist very similar questions to those that were raised many

years ago concerning the circulation of the troposphere. One may enquire,

for example, about the source of the kinetic energy represented by these

circulations. How much of the kinetic energy is advected across the lower

and upper boundaries, either as kinetic or potential or internal energy,

and how much is generated in situ from the effects of solar and infrared

radiation? This particular topiclwas the subject of a recent paper by

Professor Starr (1959) in which was emphasized the importance of a study

of the energy flux across levels such as the tropopause. Another striking

fact is the reversal of the wind direction that takes place between summer

and winter in the region below about 70 km. Where are the sources and

sinks of relative angular momentum for this region? Does the summer

easterly regime correspond to some systematic removal of angular momentum
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from the region into the troposphere? Or are there some torques, not yet

understood, that are operating in situ? One may also enquire about the

character of the mixing processes in the region. If a foreign trace

substance is introduced into the atmosphere at say 60 km what happens

to it? Does it rapidly mix throughout the region 50-80 km, so that in

the course of a month or so it is uniformly distributed? Or is it con-

fined to a thin layer in the vertical and limited in latitudinal extent?

In contrast to the opinions prevalent some years ago it seems that the

atmosphere is reasonably well mixed up to about 100 km (Meadows and

Townsend 1960) but the time scale associated with the mixing is not

yet known.

Answers to the first two sets of questions can be obtained by

application of the principles of conservation of energy and momentum.

The third set indirectly can be attacked with the principle of the

conservation of mass. One of the first steps should be the construction

of a budget to keep track of the energy and angular momentum involved

in the region from the tropopause to 100 km. When one constructs from

the circulation patterns cross-sections of the kinetic energy density

and angular momentum density of the region it immediately becomes obvious

that from physical considerations the kinetic energy and momentum advected

across the upper boundary make a negligible contribution to the total

budget. Such statements cannot at present be made about the higher layers,

for example 900-1000 km. It is equally clear that relatively small changes

near the lower boundary can give rise to enormous changes in the upper

half of the layer considered - if indeed there is any relationship between
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events. It therefore seems logical that we build from our knowledge of

-the troposphere to gain some understanding of the vertical fluxes of

energy angular momentum and mass at the tropopause, then investigate in

detail the next layer above, say from the tropopause to 30 km, with

the ultimate aim that we shall evaluate the vertical fluxes at 30 km

as soon as events in the layer are understood and as soon as observations

allow.

During the past three years the Planetary Circulations Project

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, directed by Professor V.P.

Starr, has been evaluating the horizontal and vertical fluxes of energy

and momentum in the layer from 100 to 10 mb. Data collected during the

International Geophysical Year have been used. As is well known similar

computations have been made over the past twelve years for the atmosphere

between the surface and 100 mb. A picture of the workings of the strato-

spheric region is emerging that is not only of considerable interest in

its own right but which will provide an indispensable springboard for

the study of the layers above - say 30-50 km, 50-80 km and 80-100 km.

Some of the findings will be quoted below.

There are several approaches to the study of transport processes

within, and into, the stratosphere. If direct observations of temperature,

pressure and wind velocity are availableone can either attempt a compre-

hensive study of events over a short period by isentropic trajectory

analysis or some similar technique or one can collect the observations

together over a long period of time and study the average values both of
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the elements themselves and of derived quantities such as the transport

of momentum and energy. The latter, the climatological approach, is

the one adopted by the Planetary Circulations Project. Yet another

approach is available if one has observations of some trace substance

as a function of latitude, longitude, height and time. If the substance

can be treated as conservative in its passage from its sources to its

sinks then changes in concentration and gradients of concentration can

be interpreted in terms of atmospheric transport processes. This tech-

nique is essentially an application of the principle of mass conservation.

Until quite recently much of the literature concerning the general

circulation of the lower stratosphere has contained conclusions based on

observations of the distribution of trace substances. Craig (1948) for

example interpreted ozone observations as implying a mean meridional

motion from equatorial to polar regions in the lower stratosphere.

Brewer (1949) .from water vapour and ozone data suggested that there is

a direct mean meridional cell involved with rising motion through the

tropical tropopause, northward motion (in the northern hemisphere) between

low and middle or high latitudes and sinking motion to the north. Similar

types of mean meridional circulations have been suggested by Goldie (1950)

from meteorological observations, Dobson (1956) from ozone and water vapour

data, Stewart, Osmond, Crooks and Fisher (1957), Machta (1957), Dyer and

Yeo (1960) Libby and Palmer (1960) all from observations of fission products,

and Burton and Stewart (1960) from observations of natural radioactive

substances. Murgatroyd and Singleton (1961) have deduced the existence

of such a circulation in meridional planes from calculations based on
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the radiation budget alone with consideratiuci of possible eddy heat

transport omitted. Brewer, Machta and Murgatroyd and Singleton have

pointed out that one of the major drawbacks of these schemes is that

the angular momentum budget of the atmosphere is not balanced by the

circulations postulated, at least in certain regions.

There is of course a parallel between the suggestions of a mean

meridional circulation in the stratosphere and the similar suggestions

made many years ago of a direct meridional circulation in the tropo-

sphere. Such a direct circulation was supposed to transfer heat energy

from the source regions at low latitudes to the sink regions near the

poles. Later it turned out that the heat transfer mechanism was somewhat

different. Certainly the differential heating produces available potential

energy but instead of this being realised as kinetic energy of a mean

meridional motion it appears that under the combined influence of the

differential heating and rotation of the earth the potential energy is

converted into available potential energy of the large scale quasi-

horizontal eddies thence into kinetic energy of the eddies and thence

into kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow. It is these large-scale

eddies which produce the heat flux poleward and not the mean motion.

Indeed these eddies in the process also transport relative angular momentum

northward and for a complete angular momentum balance an indirect mean

meridional cell has been postulated (Eady 1950) and observed (Starr 1954).

In view of the experience with the troposphere it is thus not necessarily

logical to suggest that the differential heating in the stratosphere and

mesosphere produces a direct mean meridional circulation. Murgatroyd and
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Singleton in fact carefully pointed out that eddy transports would

ultimately have to be included in their calculations.

Several authors have proposed that the distribution of tracers

can best be explained by large scale eddy-mixing processes with a flow

down the concentration gradient for any particular tracer. Reed (1953)

felt that vertical eddy-mixing was important but that horizontal eddy

mixing should also be considered. Martin (1956) was one of the first

to investigate the latter suggestion with regard to ozone; his work

was based on computations of the horizontal ozone flux using actual

ozone and wind data. Godson (1960) and Ramanathan and Kulkarni (1960)

also pointed out that baroclinic waves may govern the ozone flux. In

a thesis written in 1959 the author (Newell 1960a; 1960b) pointed out

that Martin's work could possibly explain the observed distributions

of fission product radioactivity and simultaneously account for the

stratospheric countergradient flux of heat reported by White (1954).

Evidence in favour of the idea came when observations of tungsten 185,

collected by U-2 aircraft at altitudes up to 70,000 ft, were released

(Feely and Spar 1960). There is now at hand evidence from extensive

meteorological data that the eddy mixing interpretation gives a strato-

spheric model which is not at variance with considerations of angular

momentum and energy balance. Some of these data have been discussed

elsewhere (Newell 1961). The main purpose of the present paper is to

summarize the work on tracers that has led to the current picture of

stratospheric-tropospheric exchange and to the current ideas concerning

transport processes within the stratosphere. Calculations of the ozone
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flux during the International Geophysical Year will be presented in detail

as the main observational basis for the model and an effort will be made

to fit the observations of trace substances into a picture that is also

consistent with the extensive meteorological observations processed by

the members of the Planetary Circulations Project.

2. Tropospheric-Stratospheric Interchange from Tracer Studies

The exchange of air between the trosposphere and stratosphere is

a topic which is still not thoroughly understood but which has received

considerable attention of late in attempts to account for observations

of trace substances in the two regions. One of the first studies of the

exchange which used methods of synoptic meteorology was that of Reed and

Sanders (1953); in evaluating the mechanisms and motions that occurred

in the formation of a baroclinic frontal zone they found evidence that

stratospheric air was entrained into the zone. Sawyer (1,955) in a study

of detailed aircraft observations of a frontal zone noticed that a tongue

of very dry air was often present in association with the zone and on one

occasion was able to trace it backwards in time along a quasi-horizontal

path into the stratosphere. In similar vein Ramianathan (1956) suggested

that ozone may escape into the troposphere via the quasi-horizontal

circulations associated with the jet stream.

Intense interest in the topic was aroused when it was found that

many months after nuclear weapons tests had ceased considerable concen-

trations of radioactivity were still observed in the troposphere in spite
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of the fact that the debris had, supposedly, a mean life in ',he tropo-

sphere of only 30 days (the removal being principally by precipitation).

The debris originated from these parts of the original nuclear clouds

that had penetrated into the stratosphere; such high yield explosions

occurred either at high or low latitudes. Machta (1957) suggested that

the material entered the troposphere in the vicinity of the middle lat-

itude tropopause discontinuity. Some of the data on the radioactivity

of the air will be examined below to see if there is any support for

the hypothesis.

One of the best sets of observations of the fission product radio-

active substances in the lower troposphere is that collected by the

United States Naval Research Laboratory. There are 20 stations along

0
80 W. At each station air is blown through a circular piece of asbestos-

based filter paper, 8 inches in diameter, at a flow rate of about 30 cubic

feet per minute. The paper has essentially 100% retention for 0.3

particles and 90% retention for particles as. small as 0.02 . Filters

are changed at 0800 local time daily and forwarded to Washington where

they are ashed at 650
0

C and then all counted for gross P -activity with

one and the same end-window Geiger-Muller Tube. Each day the count of

a standard sample and the background count is obtained. Most stations

commenced daily sampling at the beginning of the International Geophysical

Year period and continued until November 1959 at which point the low levels

of activity made necessary a change to three-day sampling periods. Dr. L.B.

Lockhart of the Naval Research Laboratory has kindly supplied the author
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with this most valuable geophysical record. Monthly mean meridional

profiles have been constructed and are shown in Fig. 1 (see also

Lockhart and Patterson 1960; Lockhart, Patterson, Saunders and Black

1960). Tests ceased on November 4, 1958 and apart from the French

tests in February, April and December 1960 and April 1961, which are mostly

reflected directly in the monthly data, most of the tropospheric radio-

activity during 1959, 1960 and 1961 had come from the stratosphere.

As already mentioned the mean residence time of radioactive particles

in the troposphere is about 30 days (Stewart, Crooks and Fisher 1956).

It is very difficult to make a detailed interpretation of these profiles

as they are essentially the end product of stratospheric transport

processes, stratospheric-tropospheric exchange, tropospheric transport

and tropospheric removal processes. All of the factors may vary with

latitude and season. Neverthelessthree general points are outstandingi

there are maxima in middle latitudes of both hemispheres; the maxima

move north and south with the sun; the concentrations are highest in

the spring.

The first point cannot be explained by the variation of rainfall

with latitude. In the tropics there is an inverse relationship between

the radioactivity of the air and the rainfall (Lockhart, Baus and

Blifford 1959) but it cannot be extended to middle latitudes for in the

periods examined in detail there was more rainfall at the stations with

high activity (25-40°N) than in the region to the north with much lower

activity. The strontium 90 content o'Z soil samples taken from the entire

globe show a similar middle latitude maximum; even when they are collected
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from a line of equal rainfall amount (Alexander 1959). In an effort to

elucidate the second polnt profiles of mean monthly zonal component

of the 200 mb wind at stations along 80°W in the northern hemisphere

were compared with the radioactivity profiles and it was noted that

the respective maxima move north and south in phase with the radio-

activity maxima displaced to the south by 5-100. The displacement is

in the direction that would be expected from physical considerations

as the potential temperature surfaces from the lower middle latitude

stratosphere that penetrate the tropical troposphere or baroclinic

zone slope downwards towards the equator. It is not intended to assert

that the transport is purely meridional. The secondary maximum in

0
the northern hemisphere at Thule (74 N) that appears after tests at

high latitudes by the U.S.S.R. represents either direct stratospheric-

tropospheric exchange at high latitudes or a longer wash-out time.

There is clearly much more information that can be gleaned from

the concentration values and no doubt will be gained when the injection

into, and removal from, the tropospheTe are more thoroughly understood.

For the present the very simple assumption will be made that the daily

concentration values along 80
0

W in the northern hemisphere are not

directly related to the rainfall. The actual tropospheric wind data

can then be used to estimate the flux of fission products in the lower

troposphere. Surface concentrations were combined with wind velocities

from 1.0 or 1.5 km and calculations were made of the north-south eddy

flux of fission products by means of the technique that will be outlined
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later in the discussion of ozone. The average monthly fission product

concentration at 4000 feet has a correlation coefficient with the con-

centration at the surface of +0.85 (calculated from data tabulated by

Pierson, Crooks and Fisher 1960) and thus it seemed reasonable to take

the transports as representative of the lower troposphere., From the

flux values at adjacent stations along 80°W, with the assumption that

the zonal flux is divergence free, the divergence of radioactivity in

a given volume of the lower troposphere was calculated. The equation

of continuity was then used to estimate the vertical flux into or out

of the volume. If convergence was indicated it could only come about

by descent of material from above whereas divergence could be interpreted

either as removal by precipitation or settling on to the earth's surface

or as upward transport. Four two-month periods free of tests in the

winters of 1958 and 1959 were chosen for the calculations. The results

showed a divergence of the meridional flux from the region of 30-35 N

which suggests that doWnward transport occurred into that region.

There was also an indication of a southward transport from high latitudes

which may have corresponded to direct stratospheric-tropospheric exchange.

The results have been discussed in detail. elsewhere (Newell 1960b) and

have since been extended to include the continent of North America.

Both zonal and meridional fluxes have been calculated for the entire

year 1959. Again in the region of 80OW there are indications of downward

transport in middle latitudes with the region of downward flux moving

northward in summer. A complete description of this more complex procedure
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will be published in a separate paper. Thewmain object here is to point

out that not only the daily values themselves but also the tropospheric

transport values derived from these values can be explained quite well

with the assumption that the majority of the radioactivity enters the

troposphere in the region of the baroclinic zones and tropopause dis-

continuities. The possibility of a secondary direct source at high

latitudes from tests by the U.S.S.R. is quite reasonable on meteorological

grounds as the lapse rate in the lower stratosphere in winter is negative

as in the upper troposphere. Presumably small-scale vertical eddy mixing

can proceed more easily in these conditions than when, there is an inversion

at the tropopause (see for example the work of Ball 1960).

There have recently been several detailed studies of the structure

of the isentropic surfaces in the vicinity of frontal zones over North

America. These studies (see Reed and DanielsQn, 1959; Danielsen 1959;

Staley 1960) show several good examples where isentropic surfaces pass

from troposphere to stratosphere. Consideration of constant potential

vorticity trajectories on these surfaces shows the physical possibility

of transfer in both directions. The laminar structure revealed suggests

that transfer is accomplished quasi-horizontally rather than by direct

vertical circulations.

Having established that, according to the meteorological analysis,

air can pass between the two regions in the vicinity of the jet stream"

and baroclinic zone and having shown that such passage provides a reasonable

explanation for the high concentrations of fission products observed in
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the middle latitude troposphere one must enquire if there is any direct

evidence of the transfer of trace substances in the region of interest.

Sawyer (1955) showed cases where the dry air in the frontal zone had

probably come from the stratosphere. Helliwell's (1960) measurements

suggest transfer in the opposite sense as he reports several occasions

when the air of the lower stratosphere was relatively rich in water

vapour in the vicinity of frontal zones. Brewer (1960), in a discussion

of some of the measurements of ozone concentration made with his chemical

sonde, has pointed out several ways that ozone may be transferred from

the stratosphere into the troposphere including direct transfer downwards

through the tropopause and also the schemes presently under discussion.

His measurements show evidence of ozone-poor layers in the lower temper-

ate stratosphere which may have come from the troposphere and there are

also indications of ozone-rich layers in the troposphere. Ney and

Kroening (1961) using the chemiluminescent type of ozone sonde described

by Regener (1960) have also detected ozone-rich layers, about 1 km thick,

in the upper troposphere which may have entered from the stratosphere.

It would seem that the quasi-horizontal, motions indicated from the work

of Danielson and Staley could adequately account for these findings.

Roach (1961) has recently presented some meridional cross-sections

of ozone and frost-point constructed from observations made by the Meteor-

ological Research Flight. The isopleths of ozone concentration show a

definite protrusion from the stratosphere into the troposphere in the

region of the jet streamthe baroclinic zone and the tropopause gap which

are all at the same general latitude. The effect is much more pronounced
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in winter. Roach also confirmed Murgatroyd's (1959) finding of a high

negative correlation between water vapour and ozone in the vicinity of

the jet stream. Ozone-poor water vapour-rich layers in the stratosphere

had probably recently been in the troposphere.

Giles (1961) has summarized the data on the concentration of

strontium-90 in the vicinity of jet streams obtained in the troposphere

and stratosphere from air samples collected by aircraft. Again there is

a tendency for the isolines to follow the tropopauses with higher con-

centrations above these surfaces and there is a protrusion into the

troposphere in the vicinity of the jet stream. Paetzold and Piscaler

(1961) have reported the protrusion evident from ozone soundings made

during and after the International Geophysical Year. Their observations

suggest protrusions at both the polar and the sub-tropical jets in winter.

In summarizing the status of the tropospheric-stratospheric

exchange problem it can be said that there is now considerable experi-

mental evidence from the observations of trace substances which indicates

that much of the mass exchange occurs in the region of the jet stream and

tropopause discontinuity. Meteorological evidence in the form of isen-

tropic cross-sectional diagrams is not at variance with this view. Direct

vertical exchange at the tropopause or exchange by virtue of the local

change of height of the tropopause are factors whose contribution is not

yet known. Since many of the isolines of the trace substances tend to

parallel the tropopause away from the regions of the jets, it would

appear that these factors are smaller than the mass exchange discussed

above.
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The first two facets of the surface-air radioactivity values

have now been discussed at some length. The third aspect was the

higher concentrations observed in the spring. Reference to Fig. 1

shows that the phenomenon is best marked in the northern hemisphere

in the spring of 1959. In 1960 events were confused by the French

tests of February and April but nevertheless a rise in levels appeared

in December 1959 and January 1960. In 1961 there was again confusion

from the French tests of December 1960 and April 1961 but yields were

low and again the rise appeared at stations not influenced by these

tests. It is actually possible by using isotope ratio data or age

determinations to eliminate the confusion entirely but the pertinent

data will not be discussed here. Suffice it to say that a seasonal

effect of meteorological origin has been established. One may ask

whether the effect is due to increased stratospheric-tropospheric

exchange in the winter and spring or to increased stratospheric mixing

that leads to higher concentrations in the middle latitude stratosphere

or to both causes. The fact that ozone amounts are a maximum in the

spring suggests that stratospheric transport is the principal. variable.

An attempt to examine the stratospheric mixing process will be outlined

in the next section.
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3. Transport of Ozone within the Stratosphere

The problems relating to the distribution of ozone in the atmo-

sphere have been discussed at length by many authors (see for example

Dutsch 1946, 1956; Craig 1950; Normand 1953; PaetzoLd 1956; Godson

1960; Martin 1956, Martin and Brewer 1959) and as they have had

considerable airing in the pages of this journal no attempt will be

made to present a comprehensive review. The photochemical theory of

ozone predicts maximum amounts in the layer between 20 and 30 km, with

total amounts in a vertical column decreasing from the equator polewards

and from summer to winter. Observations of the vertical distribution of

ozone confirm the presence of the layer but observations of the horizontal

distribution show an increase in the total amount of ozone with latitude

in winter and higher values in middle and high latitudes in the late

winter and spring than in the late summer and autumn. The time necessary

to reach 50% of the photochemical equilibrium concentration, after a

disturbance in which the ozone content of an air parcel is entirely removed,.

is 30 minutes, three days, and seven months, for heights of 50, 30 and 20 km

respectively for the overhead sun, and 90 minutes, one month and 12 years

for the sun at the horizon (Nicolet, 1958). Hence it is obvious that the

concentration of ozone in the layers below about 30 km is not influenced

directly by the sun. The air in these regions is effectively shielded

from the ultraviolet radiation and the ozone can thus be treated, in a

sense, as a conservative tracer. Theory and observations can be reconciled

if atmospheric circulations are postulated which transport ozone from low
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to middle and high latitudes or downwards out of the photochemical

equilibrium regions in middle and high latitudes. Such atmospheric

circulations have already been referred to in the introduction. In

the present section calculations of the horizontal flux of ozone within

the stratosphere will be presented and an effort made to assess the role

of quasi-horizontal circulations in the ozone budget.

Suppose that the ozone concentration at a particular point at

a given time is 0 ; we can write

O=0 0'

where the bar represents the time mean and the prime the departure from

the mean.

Likewise the northward component of the wind V may be written

V ± V,

The instantaneous northward transport of ozone will be given by

oV = +•v o'V' t Uv' +o'V

and the time averaged transport by

o-7 = ov + ov'

The equation is an expression of the fact that the northward

transport of ozone at a particular poinit is due to transport by mean

meridional motions 0 V and transport by transient eddy processes

OY For the latter term to be effective in the present problem

it is necessary that northward moving parcels of air contain more ozone

than southward moving parcels. The eastward transport of ozone could
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be written similarly as

If the discussion is extended from a point to the hemisphere and

the northward transport at a particular level is considered, then a third

possibility exists for meridional transport over extended time periods,

namely, that in the pattern of the so called standing eddy disturbances

around the globe, the large scale troughs and ridges, there exists some

systematic relationship between the meridional components of the wind

and the ozone concentration. For example, if there is more ozone in

the region to the east of a trough line and to the west of a ridge line

than elsewhere then a northward transport of ozone must exist. Formally

such a transport can be expressed as [OVj -- NoJ M where the

square brackets represent average values around latitude circles. These

procedures whereby a transport process is resolved into three components,

the mean, the transient eddy and the standing eddy transports have been

used extensively in the study of planetary circulations in the past ten

years (Priestley 1949; Starr 1951; Starr and White 1952; Starr 1954, 1957,

1959). Originally they were applied to such intrinsic properties of the

atmosphere as wind velocity and temperature to calculate momentum and

heat transports, but in recent years they have been extended to the study

of trace substances such as water vapour (Starr and White 1955; Hutchings

1957), ozone (Martin 1956) and radioactive substances (Newell 1960b).
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In order to discuss with rigour the transport of ozone over the

hemisphere it is necessary to know the concentration of ozone as a func-

tion of latitude, longitude, height and time as well as the concomitant

wind distribution including both vertical and horizontal components.

In practice the only synoptic observations of ozone on a global basis

are those of the total amount of ozone measured by the Dobson spectro-

photometer. This total amount refers to all the ozone in a vertical

column above the station while a myriad of wind velocities are occurring

at the same time in the column. It is difficult to see how to compute

the ozone flux from these data. Fortunately it has been found that when

the total amount of ozone changes much of the change occurs at least in

middle latitudes, between 12 and 24 km. Mateer and Godson (1960) find

the coefficient of correlation between the total amount of ozone and

the ozone in the 12-24 km layer is +0.97 (for a Canadian station). They

find that changes of ozone in this layer account for three-quarters of

the total change, on a daily or:seasonal basis. The amount of ozone at

Canadian stations on which the study was based ranged from about 0.29

to 0.50 cm at STP. Ramanathan (1956) found a similar result for the

18-27 km layer at an Indian station (the ozone centre of gravity in

the vertical is higher at low latitudes). There, ozone amounts ranged

from 0.15 to 0.21cm. Vertical distributions in each case were found by

the umkehr method. The distributions and findings based on them suggest

that a first approximation to the transport of ozone in the stratosphere

can be obtained from wind velocities representative of the 12-24 km layer

together with a measure of the total amount of ozone.
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The Planetary Circulations Project of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology is engaged in an extensive study of the general circulation

of the stratosphere, based on observations collected during the Interna-

tional Geophysical Year. Computations of the seasonal wind velocities

and temperatures and fluxes of angular momentum and energy are performed

by machine methods; a similar approach to that already extensively applied

at tropospheric levels (see Starr 1954, 1957) is being used. Data from

levels of 100, 50, 30 and 10 mb are used; in the standard atmosphere

they correspond to heights of 16, 21, 24 and 30 km. Altogether some

220 stations in the northern hemisphere are used. Twenty five stations

which were either at, or close to, good wind reporting sites, reported

daily values of the total amount of ozone.

The amounts have been incorporated into the machine program and

three-month seasonal averages calculated for the six periods of the IGY.

In addition to average values 0 , V , T• and their standard

deviations 0' , y(V) , a(U) , o(T) , covariances O' V , O
t
UI

77 U V•, - and correlation coefficients r(OV) , r(o,U)

r(oT) , t(r T) , r(vv) were calculated. The data which involve

ozone values will be presented here, although reference will be made

to the other results which will be discussed in detail elsewhere by

my colleagues. There are too few data to make an analysis of the 30

and 10 mb results. The fluxes reported refer only to levels of 100 and

50 mb (approximately 16 and 21 km respectively). These are most appro-

priate levels according to the vertical distribution data examined above.
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At the lower latitudes it would perhaps be better to examine only the

50 mb results but there is always present some inter-level wind cor-

relation (Charles 1959) so that both levels will be presented. The

ozone stations used are listed in Table 1 together with the wind

velocity stations in parentheses where wind and ozone were measured

at different sites. There are other ozone stations in the Northern

Hemisphere but either ozone or wind values were not available here

at the time the computations were made (during 1960 and early 1961).

As soon as ozone amounts are made available we propose to extend the

computations to 1959, 1960 and 1961.

Wind velocities were received for both 0001 GMT and 1200 QW!T

for all stations except Marcus Island, which relayed data only for

0001 GMT. All the calculations mentioned above were performed

separately for these two times. Ozone stations in Canada, Japan,

the United States and the U.S.S.R. reported values of the total amount

of ozone applicable to several different times each day (on World

Meteorological Organization form 0-1); in such cases the ozone value

nearest in time to the wind observation was selected for the computations.

SCompleted forms for Moosonee and Edmonton were not received until after

the calculations were made and forms for the European stations still

have not been received. In these cases one tentative value was avail-

able for each day and was used in the calculations with the two wind

velocities nearest in time.
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A summary of the average ozone amounts, by station and: season,

principally compiled from the resultE of the 1200 GMT calculations,

appears in Table 2. Ozone amounts for Tromso (690 40'N 180 57'E) are

also included for reference; this is of course one of the oldest ozone-

reporting stations and of great interest but winds were not available

to the heights necessary for our transport calculations. The average

amounts show the well known seasonal variation although it is not so

well marked when three-month averages are considered. Most stations

show higher amounts in the January-March 1958 period than the April-June

period but the reverse is true for the two low latitude stations and

for those in the latitude belt from 45-55
0

N. There is a general tendency

for ozone amounts to increase with latitude except in the October-December

periods. The variation of ozone amount with longitude is quite striking.

Sapporo, at 43
0

N 141
0

E has very much higher values in the first half of

1958 than stations in comparable latitudes at other longitudes. It is

difficult to decide, on the basis of Just one station, whether the high

values are meteorological in origin or are due to instrumental effects.

A recent paper by Sekiguchi (1961) favours the former explanation.

The standard deviations, also shown in Table 2, are largest in

middle and high latitudes and in the January-March 1958 period. In the

July-September periods the variability exhibited is low at all latitudes.

Perusal of the covariance values shows considerable variation

from one season to the next and even between the same season in succes-

sive years. Variations with longitude are also evident. These variations
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are not surprising to the meteorologist, particularly when the relatively

small number of observations is taken into account. The principal interest

in the present paper is in the general circulation of ozone. We have

therefore collected together observations in the same latitude belt to

form some estimates of the global flux of ozone. Calculations for both

time sets have been combined and thus the number of cases quoted does not

always represent the number of independent observations but may be up to

a factor of two higher than this quantity. There was an exception to

the grouping by latitude belts in the case of Japan. For reasons to be

discussed presently it was decided to treat these three stations as a

separate group rather than include them in the -latitude belts with others.

There were not sufficient stations at high latitudes to warrant combina-

tion into groups. Covariance values, henceforth referred to as transient

eddy fluxes, are shown in Table 3.

The levels 50 mb and 100 mb are both presented for comparison.

The resemblance between the results reflects the inter-level wind cor-

relation. At low latitudes it is more pertinent to consider the 50 mb

flux as the 100 mb level is often within the troposphere. The 50 mb

level fluxes are generally positive in middle latitudes with largest

values appearing in the spring. The Japanese stations show a fairly

strong negative flux in the same period. Keflavik, unfortunately the

only good ozone and wind station north of 600, too shows a very strong

negative flux in the spring. At 50 mb the one low latitude station

shows a northward flux throughout the year. When the average seasonal
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winds over Japan were studied it was found that there is a strong jet

over the area in the spring and autumn; it is possible that the high

negative transports actually represent ozone amounts being transported

downwards into the troposphere in the vicinity of the Jet as discussed

in section 2. The very high values of ozone amount in the area may

also be due to these circumstances.

There is considerable interest attached to these two findings -

that the transient eddy flux is generally northward and that the maximum

is in the spring season - for these are precisely the nature of the

transports required to reconcile theory and observations as pointed out

earlier. But it is necessary to establish that these transports are

of sufficient magnitude to be of importance in the global balance of

ozone. For this purpose a crude ozone budget of the stratosphere has

been constructed.

The contribution of mean motions and standing eddies to the

budget are, with the present number of stations, very difficult to assess.

One of my colleagues on the Planetary Circulations Project has recently

completed a study of the first six months of stratospheric data from

the IGY and has constructed charts of the seasonal averages of the

meridional wind component which have been used to estimate the average

values of the wind round latitude circles. For the six-month period

July-December 1957 these values (see Barnes 1961) show a southward motion

between 250 and 550N with a maximum magnitude of about 15 cm/sec, and

a northward motion with a maximum of 10 cm/sec between the equator and
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25
0

N at 50 mb. The values are not strictly comparable with the ozone

fluxes for they represent a six-month period. Even using all tEie

available data from 220 stations in the northern hemisphere Barnes

found that the hemispheric mean meridional motions were so small

that they were almost lost in the meteorological "rioise" unless two

three-month periods were combined. At some later date we shall have

available seasonal averages for several years and then this problem

will perhaps have been circumvented.

A purely objective appraisal of the contribution to the ozone

flux by standing eddies appears in Table 4 as calculated directly from

the formula shown. Stations in the 40-60 0N latitude belt, widely spaced

in longitude, were included. There is an indication of northward trans-

port which again apparently has a maximum in winter and spring. Once

more we must stress the crudeness of this approach - ideally we would

like to use many more stations - but this seems to be the only step

possible at the present time.

To obtain an independent estimate of the seasonal changes of

ozone amount, the curves presented by Godson (1960) of the average total

ozone amount as a function of latitude and month of the year were used.

The ozone amount from the pole to 50
0

N Lnd 40°N was integrated on a

monthly basis and three monthly changes were averaged to give the average

change in ozone content of the region during the season. For comparison

with the January-March fluxes, the content change from December to January,

January to February and February to March was computed. The budget
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calculations for the 50 mb level are shown in Table 5. In order to convert

from the fluxes recorded in Tables 3 and 4 to actual ozone transports it

was assumed that 35% of the total amount of ozone was actually involved

in the layer in which transport was occurring centred on 50 mb. This

approximate figure was obtained from the summaries of umkehr observations

presented by Ramanathan (1956), Dutsch (1959) and Mateer and Godson (1960).

Mr. Barnes'values of the mean meridional motion were used to calculate

the flux in the July-September period. The actual transports given by

the direct calculation of the standing eddy transport are also included.

For reasons which have already been discussed both of these transports

should be viewed with caution. Perhaps the most important point to note

is that the transient eddy flux, by itself, is of the same order of mag-

nitude as the observed change in ozone content of the polar cap in the

January-March period. Thus the large-scale quasi-horizontal transient

eddies may be the prime factors in the movement of ozone northwards in

the stratosphere.

From ozone concentration measurements taken near the earth's

surface Regener (1957) has been able to estimate the vertical flux of

11 -2 -1
ozone in the troposphere; his value is 1.2 x 10 molecules cm sec

The measurements were in middle latitudes. Let us suppose that a flux

one-half as great is representative of the entire hemisphere; the middle

latitude values might be expected to be higher than elsewhere if most

of the ozone enters the troposphere in the vicinity of the tropopause

gap. Let us further suppose that all the ozone flowing downwards in
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the troposphere initially flowed northwards quasi-horizontally across

an imaginary vertical boundary along 40 N; in this case the equivalent

flux in the stratosphere corresponding to the ozone flux at the ozone

sink is A,6 x 109 cm-
3 

sec-
1 

as shown in the Table. It is of the same

order of magnitude as the calculated fluxes and provides an independent

piece of evidence that these fluxes are important in the general circu-

lation of ozone.

If we combine the results of the ozone budget estimate with those

of section 2 of this paper we can hypothesize the following transport

path for ozone. Ozone moves northwards from low to middle and high

latitudes in the lower stratosphere. There it is subjected to vertical

mixing and can reach the isentropes which sometimes pass into the tropo-

sphere in the vicinity of the jet stream. Once there, it can be removed

from the stratosphere. As mentioned earlier the Japanese stations may

reflect this exchange. The largest northward transport of ozone into

the middle latitude stratosphere occurs in the period January-March and

the well-known maximum in the total amount appears also at this time at

the high latitude stations. Afterwards much of this ozone is presumably

lost to the troposphere. Junge (1961a) has recently collected values of

the tropospheric concentration of ozone and shown that this too exhibits

a seasonal variation with the maximum in the tropospheric concentration

at the surface being 1-2 months; later than the maximum in the total amount

of ozone. Junge's finding fits very nicely with the present model. It

would thus seem that greater stratospheric mixing in winter is the reason
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for the observed spring maxima in both fission products and ozone.

The hypothetical path followed as outlined above does not seem

to be subject to any long time delays. After the increased mixing in

the stratosphere there soon appears a maximum value in the ozone amounts

followed one or two months later by higher values at the surface as the

ozone passes into the troposphere. The speed of these eddy processes

can be gauged from the length of time necessary to replenish the polar

cap. It has already been demonstrated that the increases in the polar

cap content can be accounted for on the basis of the calculated eddy

flux values. If the ozone in the region from the pole to SOON from

the tropopause to 25 km were completely removed and then replenished

by the transient eddy flux it could attain the maximum content (the

value for March) in just under four months. Similarly if the maximum

polar cap content passed into the troposphere through the tropopause

gaps at one-half the rate equivalent to the flux measured by Regener

it would take about four months to remove all the ozone.

4. Transport of Radioactive Tungsten within the Stratosphere

Several moderate-yield tests in the equatorial Pacific in the

summer of 1958 produced radioactive tungsten 185 (whose half life is

74 days) which was injected into the troposphere and lower stratosphere.

Tungsten is not a fission product; it was produced in the bombardment

of tungsten 184 by neutrons. It is believed that the sole source was

the 1958 summer test series by the United States and the isotope
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therefore serves as a unique tracer for the debris from this series.

It was first produced on May 13 or 14, 1958 and was detected in surface

air by the Naval Research Laboratory stations along 80 W before the end

of May (Lockhart, Baus, Patterson and Saunders, 1960). By the end of

July the profile along 80 W appeared very similar to that usually

observed for gross fission products; there were peaks in both hemispheres,

as can be seen in Fig. 2, some 20-300 north and south of the latitude

of injection at 11 N. Lockhart et al consider that the transports north-

ward and southward to the maxima occurred in the upper troposphere. It

is possible that the transport may have occurred in the lower stratosphere

in which case the two maxima represent regions of stratospheric-tropospheric

exchange. Stebbins (1959) has pointed out that the first of the radioactive

clouds which contained tungsten moved westwards round the globe in the

stratosphere to reach eastern United States some 44 days after the explosion

during which time the debris spread in latitude by about 450. The equiv-

alent meridional ve~locity is about 1.2 metres per second which is large

enough to support the argument that the two peaks came from stratospheric

debris.

The data of Fig. 2 show an increase in the surface air concentration

•-of tungsten in the spring of 1959. Similar spring maxima had been noted

earlier in the concentration of gross fission products and in the rain-

water content of radioactivity but interpretation had been difficult

because of the pattern of the tests. Martell (1959) considered that spring

maxima were principally due to the removal from the polar stratosphere
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of debris introduced by Russian tests in the previous autumn. The tungsten

measurements demonstrate that debris whose ultimate source is the equatorial

stratosphere also enters the troposphere at a greater rate during the spring.

Lockhart et al, from considerations of the ratio of strontium 89 to tungsten

89185 (Sr has a half life of 50.5 days) show that debris younger than that

from the 1958 summer series also is involved in the 1959 spring maximum.

Walton (1960), who has measured the concentration of tungsten 185 and

strontium 90 in rainfall, estimates that only 8% of the total strontium 90

in rainfall collected in the spring of 1959 was from the equatorial tests -

the remainder being from the October 1958 Soviet tests in the Arctic.

Lockhart, Patterson, Saunders and Black (1960) estimate a value of 10%

for the same fraction. The principal point to note is that debris from

both stratospheric sources arrives at middle latitude and produces a maximum

in the spring. A polewards mean meridional motion is difficult to reconcile

with these facts.

The various arguments involving fission product radioactivity

have so far referred to measurements made at the earth's surface, except

the work reported by Stebbins (1959). In 1960 a considerable body of data

was released on the concentration of radioactivity in the stratosphere

(Stebbins 1960; Feely and Spar 1960). Samples of stratospheric particulates

were collected over the Americas to heights of 70,000 ft by Lockheed U-2

aircraft. Two examples of the stratospheric content of tungsten 185 are

shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Concentrations represent average values over

the two month periods shown. The figures have recently been published
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by Stebbins (1961), In an earlier publication on this topic (Newell, 1961)

we have reproduced similar diagrams, with permission from Dr. Feely, which

were kindly provided to us by Major Stebbins. All tungsten 185 disinte-

gration rates are corrected for radioactive decay back to August 15, 1958.

As a background we have used isentropic cross-sections for July 1957 and

December 1957 taken from the work of Taylor (1960). The tropopause

positions are from Taylor's work. The Planetary Circulations Project has

data for the Northern Hemisphere only at present. In the previous super-

position isentropes for the stratosphere of the northern hemisphere for

longitude 80°W have been used (Newell 1961). Mean isentropes for the

hemisphere give a very similar picture. Ultimately our work will provide

isentropes for 1958 but for the present paper the temperature cross-sections

for 1957 will be compared with the tungsten concentrations for 1958. Both

figures suggest that tungsten was transported polewards more or less along

the isentropic surfaces with the greatest transport occurring in the winter

hemisphere. As Feely and Spar point out indications are that the motion

is some type of turbulent mixing rather than an organized mean meridional

circulation. The zone of maximum concentration rather than moving north-

wards with time, as would be expected for a mean meridional motion, actually

moved southwards. The two secondary maxima are possibly formed by the

removal of tungsten into the troposphere in the region of the tropopause

gaps. The secondary maxima have almost identical potential temperatures

in both periods. Between the two periods the equivalent potential temper-

atures of the maxima decreased, in spite of the fact that the southern
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hemisphere maximum actually rose in altitude while that in northern hemi-

sphere sank. Because of the complexities involved, in the interpretation

it is not possible to argue unequivocally that the decrease is a diabatic

cooling. Gravitational settling in conjunction with large scale diabatic

vertical motion is another possibility - as also is the chance that coin-

cidence played a part. Table 6 shows the terminal velocities of small

spherical particles with a density of 2 gm cm-
3

. The values were obtained

from a graph published by Junge, Chagnon and Manson (1961). The distance

fallen by these particles in two months, the time between the tungsten

cross-sections, is shown in Table 7. Although the actual distribution

of radioactivity among the stratospheric particle size spectrum is not*

well known at present it appears that radioactive material is present

on particles in the size range from 0.01JA to 1.0 . (Stebhins 1960).

If it turns out that most of the activity is on the smallest particles

in this range then essentially none of the vertical displacement of the

tungsten is due to gravitational settling; but as the table illustrates

it will be necessary actually to measure the distribution of the radio-

activity as a function of particle size before a ruling can be made on

the matter. In later periods the maxima depart quite chaotically from

the mean isentropes given here (see Stebbins, 1961). It is part of our

plan to examine the actual isentropes along longitudes close to the

collection sites as soon as the data are processed.

When the tungsten data were first made available in late 1960,

it was very gratifying to us to see the general agreement between our
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indirect findings based on ozone calculations and the direct measurements

in the stratosphere. The fact that eddy transports were predominant in

both cases and that transport was polewards and downwards at least to

about 60
0

N, gave reason to believe that a beginning had been made in

the formulation of a model of stratospheric transport processes that was

consistent with meteorological observations (to be mentioned later) as

well as with measurements of trace substances. A more detailed study

cannot be made until meteorological data for other seasons has been

processed and until the distribution of ozone in three dimensions is

at hand. Such steps may take several more years. A few rather general-

ized comparisons between meteorological evidence, tungsten 185 and ozone

observations will be presented below.

Let us suppose that the meridional displacement of the mid-latitude

maximum in the northern hemisphere or the displacement of the 5000 dpm/1000

SCF contour between the two profiles gives a representation of the meridio-

nal component of the quasi-horizontal eddy speed. For the region 40-60
0

N

a speed of about 21 cm sec- is obtained. In like fashion the equivalent

speed for the ozone flux may be obtained by dividing the calculated flux

by the average ozone amount. Such a procedure yields a value of about

17 cm sec-1 from the transient eddy fluxes averaged over the two October-

December periods in the 45-60ON latitude belts.

Spar, quoted by Stebbins (1960), has used the tungsten profiles

and a quasi-Gaussian model of turbulent diffusion to estimate diffusion

rates in both vertical and horizontal directions. He finds a value for
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9 2the horizontal diffusion coefficient of 10 cm secI A value for the

8 10 2 -1same parameter in the troposphere is 10 - 10 cm sec obtained by

Grimminger (1941) from a study of isentropic charts. The difference

between the two regions lies not so much in their horizontal motions,

for it is well known that strong winds with a certain degree of varia-

bility exist in the stratosphere, as in their vertical structure.

Measures of the variability will be quoted later.

In principle an equivalent eddy diffusion coefficient could be

calculated from the ozone flux calculations in conjunction with the

observed ozone distributions. Some of these distributions have been

presented by Ramanathan and Kulkarni (1960) from urnkehr measurements

and by Brewer (1960) and Paitzold and Piscaler (1961) from measurements

with ozone sondes. But there are not really enough soundings available

yet to make quantitative estimates of diffusion from such profiles.

Spar's estimates of the vertical diffusion coefficient, which

are somewhat more difficult to make as the source had a finite height, are

3 2 -i 4 2 -1
10 cm sec for the tropical stratosphere and about 4 x 10 cm sec

for middle latitudes. The difference is in the direction that would be

expected on meteorological grounds as the temperature increases with

height in the tropical stratosphere whereas in middle and high latitudes

it increases by a much smaller amount and in the winter season at high

latitudes it decreases with height.

The difference in the vertical diffusion coefficients in the

two regions of the stratosphere may be an important factor in the physical
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explanation of how the ozdne budget can be balanced by the quasi-horizontal

motions discussed. Ozone can diffuse down the concentration gradient and

therefore northwards and downwards as long as appropriate eddy shuffling

occurs apparently following the general pattern of the isentropic surfaces.

The process can only continue as long as ozone is removed from the region

to which it is transported. The large vertical eddy diffusion allows

ozone to be transferred vertically, also down the gradient, so that a

particular column at middle latitudes can actually build up more ozone

than a similar column at low latitudes where vertical diffusion is so

much smaller. In this way ozone is apparently transferred northwards

against the gradient but the gradient now is envisaged as that due to

total amounts of ozone; actually quasi-horizontal eddies are transporting

ozone down the concentration gradient in a particular isentropic layer.

It is possible in this fashion to remove one of the major objections to

the quasi-horizontal transfer approach which has hitherto been that ozone

could not be transferred against the gradient of total ozone. Such thinking

has led to the conception that ozone must come into the column from above.

Of course in the simple picture outlined here no attempt has been made

to specify the actual processes which produce the vertical eddy diffusion -

they may just be the vertical components of what have been referred to

as large-scale quasi-horizontal eddies. Undoubtedly a particular isentrope

has a considerable vertical displacement both with time at a given position

and with latitude and longitude at a given time.
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But events cannot be completely isentropic, otherwise debris would remain

in the stratosphere indefinitely. There is a general tendency for the

debris to reach lower isentropes where it has access to the troposphere.

Another point evident from the tungsten cross-sections is that inter-

hemispheric mixing can occur fairly easily in the lower stratosphere.

This is not the case in the lower troposphere as is evident from the

radioactivity measurements shown in Fig. 1, although Lockhart et al

suggest that tropospheric inter-hemispheric exchange can occur at certain

times. Consideration of the whole set of tungsten cross-sections shows

that more poleward transfer occurs in the winter hemisphere.

Although the tungsten data provide good evidence that mean meri-

dional motions are not the major contributor to the poleward flux of

material it is by no means ruled out that small meridional motions

cannot exist at certain times. The latitude of the maximum concentration

of tungsten as a function of time taken from the cross-sections published

by Stebbins (1961) is shown in Table 8. During the first winter there

was apparently a southward drift with a corresponding velocity of 12 cm

-1
sec followed by a northward drift. But because the maximum was for the

majority of the time just above the sampling altitudes it is very difficult

to interpret this as a mean meridional motion. Another point is that the

tungsten data were collected between longitudes of 700 and 130°W and do

not therefore represent a global mean. It is quite probable that large

scale standing eddies exist in the tungsten concentration just as they do

for ozone or wind velocity and in such a case a phase change of the standing

eddy pattern could be interpreted as a mean meridional motion.
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5. Meteorological Evidence of Meridional Transport

In the January-March period it has been shown that both transient

and standing eddies transport ozone northwards. Northward moving parcels

must therefore contain more ozone than southward moving parcels. The im-

plication from the ozone calculations taken alone was that the transport

is horizontal. An equally fair interpretation would be that the transports

are quasi-horizontal and that northward moving parcels are descending so

that they tend to be removed from the layer where photochemical equilibrium

prevails. The tungsten data too have revealed polewards transports that

are also downwards and the configuration of the isentropes leads to the

suggestion that these motions are, to a certain extent, isentropic.

One might ask if there is any meteorological evidence of such an

effect, namely that northward-moving parcels are sinking and southward

moving parcels are rising in the middle latitude lower stratosphere.

White (1954) reported a counter-gradient eddy flux of heat at 200 mb and

100 mb at latitudes 310, 42.50, 550 and 70
0

N. The exact mechanism whereby

this flux came about was unknown at the time but in light of the ozone

and tungsten data a possible interpretation is that northward moving

parcels are sinking and therefore warming adiabatically and southward

moving parcels are rising and cooling. In Table 9 are shown average values

of the covariance between the 50 mb meridional velocity and temperature at

the ozone stations used. Time, seasonal and longitudinal averages are

performed in exactly the same way as for the ozone flux data in Table 3.
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At 50 mb in the latitude range from 30 to 60°N the covariance is positive

and this is just what would be expected in view of the configuration of

the isentropes if the motions are largely adiabatic. The same configura-

tion leads one to suspect that the particularly strong negative value

at the Icelandic station in the spring and winter of 1958 corresponds to

northward moving parcels ascending. It will be recalled from Table 3

that in the same seasons the station exhibited a southward flux of ozone

by transient eddies. As there is little information on the actual dis-

tribution of ozone north of this station it is not possible to ascribe

the flux values to an increase of ozone concentration with latitude or

altitude.

Further evidence has come from some recent work here by Loisel

and Molla (1961). They have evaluated the covariance between northward

and vertical components of the motion in the northern hemisphere using

the vertical velocities computed by Jensen (1960) by the adiabatic method

together with the horizontal components of the wind. Their results for

the transient eddies are quoted, with permission, in Table 10. In the

troposphere the covariance values are positive indicating that in general

northward moving parcels are rising and southward moving parcels are

sinking. In the 50-100 mb layer, however, the sign reverses and it

appears that northward moving parcels are sinking south of 50°N and

rising to the north of this latitude.

Individual trajectories of air parcels over Europe drawn by

Martin and Brewer (1959) in their study of ozone changes showed, contrary
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to their expectations, that ht the end points of northward trajectories

local changes of total ozone and temperature were both positive. Their

findings could be explained by the mechanisms discussed above in which

northward moving ozone-rich parcels are subsiding and warming adiabati-

cally. Although no attempt has been made here to apply the climatological

findings to individual situations it seems that the relationships between

temperature and ozone amount discussed by Godson (1960) for such situations

are not at variance with the present interpretation. The covariance

between 50 mb temperature and ozone amount is shown in Table 11 in the

same form as the previous covariance summaries. Positive values are

predominant, this circumstance being presumably due to the descent and

adiabatic heating of ozone-rich parcels. Ultimately it will be desirable

to examine the diabatic factors involved in the temperature changes. It

should be noted from Table 11 that the largest covariance values occur

in the spring. Calculations performed for Tromso (not shown) for 100 mb

also showed the same sign as the Icelandic station with large values in

the spring. It should be noted that Meetham's (1938) early work, in which

a positive correlation between total amount of ozone and the potential

temperature at 18 km was found, can also be interpreted by these same

mechanisms.

Ozone and tungsten measurements have shown transports from which

one could infer greater quasi-horizontal shuffling in the stratosphere

in winter than in summer. A meteorological measure of the shuffling might

be given by the variance of the meridional component of the wind.
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Dr. Takio Murakami of the Planetary Circulations Project has recently

completed a summary of the hemispherical averages of these variances

as a function of latitude for the first two three-month periods of

the IGY and he was kind enough to allow me to peruse the values which

he will be publishing shortly. At 50 mb, during July-September 1957,

-1
the variances were about 3 m sec and showed little dependence on

latitude with a maximum close to 4 m sec-' near 25 N. In the October-

-1
December 1957 period, variances were again about 3 iu sec near the

equator but increased to about 7 m sec-1 near 65 N with values of about

5 m see- near 80 N. The main points to note are the increase of

variance in the winter season and the increase from the equator polewards

in this season. Both points substantiate the conclusions from the ozone

and tungsten data. Such large values make it very difficult to detect

-1
a mean meridional motion of only 10 cm sec or so such as was discussed

in relation to the ozone budget. Mr. Barnes discussed this point in

his paper in which the mean meridional motions for the six-month period

July-December 1957 were presented.

6. Zonal Flux of Stratospheric Ozone

The results of the calculations concerning the zonal flux of ozone

by transient eddies appear in Table 12 for the 50 mb level. While little

is presently known about -the balance requirements and circulation of ozone

in the zonal direction apart from the fact that there are changes in ozone

amount from one longitude to another as shown in Table 2, it is possible
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that the mean zonal motion and its standing eddies control the zonal flux..

The flux ascribed to the transient eddies may be a reflection of the

pattern of angular momentum transport insofar as the covariance 04'

will be predominantly positive in regions where the covariances O'V'

and (V
1  

are large and positive. For example the covariance

in the October-December 1957 period is positive in middle latitudes as

also is the covariance . The hemispheric averages show

that a too is positive in this season, that is relative angular

momentum is transported northwards by the transient eddies. The final

interpretation of the zonal eddy flux values must therefore await

completion of our studies now underway concerning the angular momentum

budget of the stratosphere.

7. Application of Findings to Other Trace Substances

(a) Strontium 90.

The distribution of strontium 90, whose half life is about 28 years,

shows middle latitude maxima in the soil, surface air and rainwater

(Alexander 1959, Lockhart et al 1960, Stewart et al 1958). No attempt

will be made to give a comprehensive bibliography of the results. In the

stratosphere air samples to 70,000 ft have been collected by the Lockheed

U-2 aircraft (Stebbins, 1960, 1961) and the Atomic Energy Commission has

used balloons to raise sampling equipment (the Ashcan program) to 100,000 ft

(Holland 1959). Recently the United States Weather Bureau has also conducted
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sampling mission$ in the troposphere and lower stratosphere (Giles 1961).

The pattern in the stratosphere, somewhat chaotic during the period of

intensive weapons testing in 1958, has gradually evolved since that time

as the relative contribution of the various groups of tests has altered.

Fign. 5 and 6 show the stratospheric distribution during the first six

months of 1959 and 1960. In 1959 when the Ashcan balloon program enabled

the isolines to be drawn to 100;000 ft. albeit from a somewhat inadequate

sample size as far as meteorologists are concerned, there is a broad zone

of high concentration stretching from low to high latitudes in the northern

hemisphere, Undoubtedly this is a result of the winter eddy mixing of

debris from the high and low latitude tests of 1958. The maximum concen-

trations are at a higher elevation than those of tungsten 185 because the

latter was injected by tests of only moderate yield whereas much of the

strontium was injected by high-yield tests whose clouds penetrated higher

into the stratosphere. The effect of the greater stability and consequently

smaller mixing in the lower tropical stratosphere can be clearly seen.

In 1960 (Fig. 6) the pattern had changed and there were maxima at middle

and high latitudes and at the high altitudes sampled by the U-2 aircraft.

Feely and Spar (1960b) and Stebbins (1961) have quoted some work by

Kalkstein which shows that the pattern of rhodium 102 was similar to these

strontium patterns. The majority of the rhodium, another unique radioactive

tracer (half life 21&days) that is not a fission product, was injected by

two high yield weapons fired from rockets above 100,000 ft in the equatorial

mesosphere in late summer of 1958. The clouds from one of these tests
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apparently reached a height of 1,000,000 ft. While interpretation of

this tracer is made difficult by its complex characteristics the general

pattern of the results is thought to be reliable. The rhodium from the

high level explosion first appeared in the stratosphere in the summer

of 1959 and by the summer of 1960 there were almost equal amounts in

both hemispheres. The interpretation given by Stebbins to both the

strontium 90 and rhodium 102 1960 patterns is that they are due *to the

entry into the sampling network at high latitudes and high altitudes

of the debris from the rocket shots. The debris then is supposed to

mix equatorwards down the concentration gradient in much the same manner

as debris from the equatorial tests mixed polewards. The presence of

the region of relatively low mixing in the equatorial stratosphere is

again apparent from figure 6. It is presently too difficult to estimate

how much of the strontium came from the rocket shot and how much is

residual debris from the tests of 1958 and earlier. Further indirect

evidence that the debris at high latitudes and altitudes originates

from the rocket shots is provided by the age estimates derived from

cerium 144 to strontium 90 ratios (cerium 144 has a half life of 285 days).

These show that debris in the northern hemisphere is younger over the pole

and at high latitudes than over the equator; of course another possible

interpretation is that the debris came from high altitude Russian tests

in the October 1958 series. The meteorological interpretation of the 1960

strontium and rhodium patterns is that the debris from the explosion in

the mesosphere mixed laterally at high altitudes possibly in the mesosphere

before mixing vertically down to the sampling regions the vertical mixing

being an accompaniment of the winter polar vortices. It is important to
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notice here that a model based upon observations of a single element

could be quite misleading. In the case of strontium 90 a natural

interpretation of Figs. 5 and 6 would be that a mean meridional cir-

culation of the Dobson-Brewer type was in operation. Yet the tungsten 185,

ozone and rhodium 102 tracers suggest that this is not the case below

30 mb. It is not at present possible to present a concrete case for

either type of circulation at higher levels.

(b) Strontium 89.

The principal use of strontium 89 in tracer studies has been its

application to provide a measure of the age of samples. Its half life

is 50.5 days and its physical similarity to strontium 90 makes it unlikely

that atmospheric events differentiate between the two. It has therefore

been the case that the ratio of strontium 89 to strontium 90, in air,

water or soil, has been considered as an age parameter. Feely and Spar

(1960b) presented values of the ratio in stratospheric air for the 1958-59

period. Values in the equatorial stratosphere, between 60,000 and 70,000 ft

decreased with a half time of 51 days between January and September 1959

and when the rate of decrease was extrapolated backwards to a value

considered appropriate for the production ratio the date obtained was

July 1958 which was the time at which tests were carried out at low latitudes.

After September 1958 the ratio no longer decreased. Feely and Spar consider

that this may have been due to the difficulty of dealing with very low con-

centration of strontium 89 or to an influx of younger debris presumably

from the October 1958 Russian tests. Samples from the southern hemisphere
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stratosphere gave lower values of the ratio between September 1958 and

early 1959 indicating the presence of older debris. The ratio increased

to reach approximately the same values as the equatorial region by the

middle of the year. The increase was gradual which is in accordance with

the view that large scale eddy mixing was bringing debris from the equa-

torial stratosphere into the region.

(c) Carbon 14.

In the stratosphere an excess of radioactive carbon 14, whose half

life is 5760 years, over the natural background produced by cosmic rays,

has been introduced by the high-yield weapons tests. Hagemann, Gray,

Machta and Turkevich (1959) have reported measurements of the concentration

of carbon 14 in samples to heights of 100,000 ft collected with the aid

of high-altitude balloons. They have constructed a meridional cross-

section illustrating the distribution in July 1955. The concentration

lines in the stratosphere extend from the equatorial regions downwards

and polewards and concentrations increase with altitude. At this time

the majority of the bomb carbon had come from tests conducted at low

latitudes. A mechanism which could bring about the observed distribution

from the single source is the quasi-horizontal large-scale eddy mixing

referred to above, in fact this was mentioned by the authors but at the

time they favoured an interpretation in terms of the Brewer-Dobson direct

mean meridional circulation.
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(d) Beryllium-7.

Cosmic rays are thought to be the sole source of beryllium-7 in

the atmosphere. The half life of beryllium-7 is 53 days. The theore-

tical concentrations have been compared with those observed by the U-2

sampling network by Stebbins (1961). Both vertical and horizontal

gradients are less steep than those predicted and amounts are generally

lower except in the equatorial stratosphere. Again eddy mixing provides

a good explanation for the difference whereas, as Stebbins points out,

a mean meridional motion model would predict higher concentrations in

the polar regions rather than the observed lower amounts.

(e) Radon and its daughter products.

A tracer offering the possibility of examining exchange from the

troposphere tothe stratosphere is radon 222, a gas with half life of

3.8 days exuded from rocks in the earth's crust, and its daughter pro-

ducts, Radium A, B and C, all particulates with very short half lives,

Radium D (or lead 210 as it more usually termed) with a half life of

19.4 years, Radium E with half life of 5 days and Radium F with half

life of 138 days which decays to stable lead 206. Measurements of

Radium D and F in air in the troposphere and lower stratosphere have

been reported by Burton and Stewart (1960). They find that specific

concentrations increase with height in the troposphere and increase more

sharply with height just above the tropopause. Burton and Stewart

interpret the higher values in the lower stratosphere as being due to
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transport of radon and its daughter products from the equatorial strato-

sphere northwards by mean meridional motions of the Dobson-Brewer type.

The radon rich air is supposed to enter the stratosphere by vertical motions

in the equatorial regions. It is possible to account for the observations

equally well with the assumptions that the radon and its daughters enter

the stratosphere by quasi-horizontal mixing in the vicinity of the jet

stream and tropopause gap and then are transported northwards by eddy

mixing as discussed earlier. Under various sets of assumptions Burton

and Stewart estimate the circulation time from equatorial to middle

latitudes to be between 177 and 212 days. If we suppose that the meri-

dional eddy speeds derived from the ozone and tungsten data are applicable

to the radon and its daughters and suppose that about 300 of latitude

has to be traversed northwards of the tropopause gap associated with

the subtropical jet then we arrive at a transit time of between 173 and

197 days. It would seem that meridional eddy mixing provides an equally

valid explanation of the observations. Telegadas and List (1961) have

reported some lead-210 concentrations over North America in samples

collected in the spring which show much lower concentrations than those

over England and show maximum values at 20,000 and 30,000 ft with values

at 50,000 ft some 10 times smaller than those over England at that level.

In view of this situation and several other complicating factors, such

as the possible production of lead 210 in tests by the neutron bombardment

of bismuth 209 and lead 208, it is best to postpone further speculation

about the role of the atmosphere until more data are forthcoming. One
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additional complication that is not usually mentioned in discussions

concerning the daughter products of radon is that some become positively

charged by recoil on decay and as has been well known for many years

(see Rutherford, 1904) they can be collected on a negatively charged

wire. The author was fortunate to witness some experiments on the top

of Mount Withington, New Mexico by Professor M. H. Wilkening and Dr. A.W.

Kawano in which they sampled radon and its daughter products separately

at the same site. When thunderstorms were close their electric fields

removed all the charged daughter products from the air; the fact that

the radon content remained constant demonstrated that the effect was

electrical in origin rather than being due directly to air motion.

(f) Water vapour.

While ozone measurements provided the seeds for the Brewer-Dobson

circulation model (Dobson, Harrison and Lawrence 1929) the strongest

impetus came from the early measurements of the water vapour content of

the lower stratosphere. Brewer (1949) reported very dry air Just above

the troposphere over England with frost points close to -80
0

C which

- 3 -1
correspond to mixing ratios of about 2 x 10 gm kgm . Brewer suggested

that the air had been dried by passage through the equatorial troposphere

region where temperatures are about -80
0 C and he theorized that the air

then moved northwards in a mean meridional motion and subsided over middle

and high latitudes. More recent measurements by the British Meteorological

Research Flight (Murgatroyd, Goldsmith and Hollings 1955; Helliwell,

Mackenzie and Kerley 1957; Helliwell 1960) have confirmed the presence of
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these low frost points. Roach (1961) reports a frost point of -80
0

C

above the polar troposphere in summer, and Roach (1961) and Kerley (1961)

report similar low frost points in the upper equatorial troposphere but

the latter region is somewhat isolated from the lower troposphere

according to their cloud data and has a different lapse rate. These

facts are difficult to reconcile with the idea that air in the tropical

regions slowly rises through the tropical tropopause. On the basis of

present knowledge it would probably be an equally fair interpretation

to claim that the atmospheric circulation somehow acts to bring about

very low concentrations of water vapour near the equatorial tropopause

and that as a consequence very low temperatures appear because there is

little water vapour to absorb the outgoing long wave radiation.

Soon after Brewer's report three high altitude.balloon flights

over North America showed much higher values of the mixing ratio and

a tendency for the ratio to increase with altitude above about 15 km

to values close to 100 x 10- gm kgm-1 in two out of three cases

(Barrett, Herndon and Carter 1950). Such high values were initially

viewed with suspicion based mainly on the thought that water vapour

may have been taken up by the balloon and apparatus and caused contami-

nation of the high level readings. But recently Mastenbrook and Dinger

(1960) reported a similar increase in mixing ratio with height and a

-3 -l
value of about 80 x 10 gm kgm at 30 km. At the 100 mb level

Mastenbrook and Dinger's data were comparable to the British data.

Barclay, Elliot, Goldsmith and Jelley (1960) using a cooled vapour trap,
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measured the humidity directly at 27 km and found a value of 37 x 10-

gm kgm- 1. Houghton and Seeley (1960) presented some spectroscopic

evidence that is not inconsistent with such values at and above the

27 km level. Murcray, Murcray and Williams (1961) from infrared

absorption measurements made with a spectroscope carried aloft on

a balloon also found an increase of mixing ratio above 17 km and for

the path length above 30 km the absorption corresponded to mixing

ratios of about 100 x 10-3 gm kgm-I (if the mixing ratio is supposed

independent of height above that level). These authors emphasize

the patchiness of the moist layers.

The Japan Meteorological Agency (1961) has reported measurements

from a series of special dew point sondes, several of which have reached

10 mb, launched during the IGY and 1959-60. Considerable variability

has been revealed; sometimes an increase of dew point does occur at

the highest levels with mixing ratios exceeding 100 x 10 gm kgm

but on other occasions a decrease of mixing ratio with height is noted.

Independent evidence of the existence of considerable water vapour above

the tropopause is provided by the mother-of-pearl and noctilucent clouds.

Mother-of-pearl clouds occur at northern latitudes in winter at levels

between 23 and 29 km (Stormer, 1948). Present evidence suggests that

they are composed of water even though temperatures are apparently

about -75 to -80°C when they are reported. Saturation vapour densities

over water are not normally tabulated at such low temperatures, as it is

the general opinion that the water will be in the form of ice. Extrapo-
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lation from the values calculated for temperatures down to -50
0

C and

quoted in the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (List 1951) gives a

vapour density of about 0.004 gm m-3 at -75 0C which corresponds to

a mixing ratio at 25 km of about 100 x 10 gm kgm . The value is

the same order of magnitude as the mixing ratios already quoted for

these levels. The mnctilucent clouds are usually interpreted as either

ice or dust (Ludlam 1957). They are seen at high latitudes in summer

at levels of about 80 km. The rocket grenade experiments (Nordberg

and Stroud 1961) indicate that at just this time and in this region

occur the lowest temperatures observed anywhere in the upper atmosphere.

Temperatures of 1700K have been reported. The saturation vapour density
m-3

over ice at -103
0

C is about 0.000010 gm M (List 1951) and the density

-5 -3 3
at 80 km is about 2 x 10 kgm m , hence a mixing ratio of 500 x 10-

gm kgm-I is obtained. Although this is higher than the reports at 30 km

by a factor of five it is by no means unreasonable. In fact some of

the Japanese results approach the value. Furthermore, in the presence

of respectable vertical motion such as apparently exists with the clouds

(Paton 1954) and which is to be expected in the mesosphere, it is not

necessary to have such high humidity values to get cloud formation, as

is well known for the case of the troposphere.

Thus there are several lines of evidence that point to the existence

of higher water vapour concentrations above 25 km than are found in the

lower stratosphere and one of the most intriguing present-day questions

about the upper atmosphere concerns the origin of this water vapour.
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De Turville (1961) claims that sufficient hydrogen is received at the earth

from space to account for all the water present in the oceans. He feels

that water may be formed in the higher atmosphere essentially by the

oxidation of incoming protons. But although it may be possible to argue

that there is a down-gradient flux of water vapour between 30 km and the

tropopause it was noted in section 2 that in the vicinity of the tropopause

gap water vapour seemed to be entering, rather than leaving, the strato-

sphere. It is difficult to explain the high values on the basis of large-

scale eddy diffusion working in the opposite direction to the ozone flux

as the present observations would suggest that such a flux would be

counter-gradient. More extensive coverage of the globe geographically

and in altitude is required before one can satisfactorily argue this

point. Other possibilities are that the water vapour has been introduced

to the higher levels by volcanic eruptions and nuclear explosions. Or it

may be that we have not yet come to grips with the problem; perhaps the

water vapour is bound to the stratospheric particulates such as those

studied by Junge, Chagnon and Manson (1961). Junge (1961b) has reported

some preliminary evidence that some of the particles are wet. Diffusion

may then proceed down the gradient of particulates yet in the opposite

direction to the gradient of water vapour concentration. Finally it

should be emphasized that there is not a thorough understanding of the

radiative effects of the water vapour. It is not meteorologically

impossible for the layers or clouds of water vapour to be introduced

into the stratosphere near the tropopause gap and to rise diabatically
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at certain times and in certain regions by the absorption of long wave

radiation. Indeed it is already clear that the radiation budgets

constructed by Murgatroyd and Goody (1958) with the assumption of low

water vapour concentrations in the stratosphere will have to be revised

to take account of the higher concentration of water vapour now thought

to be present.

8. Concluding Remarks

At the opening of the essay it was stressed that the logical

approach to the study of the high atmosphere is to examine first of all

the vertical fluxes of energy, angular momentum and mass at levels such

as the tropopause and then to study transports within the layer immedia-

tely above, say to 30 km, and so forth. The greater part of the discus-

sion has been concerned with the stratospheric transport and stratospheric-

tropospheric exchange of mass. It has been established that a large

fraction of the exchange occurs by what are essentially quasi-horizontal

exchange processes in the vicinity of the baroclinic zones, the jet

streams and the tropopause gaps. Within the lower stratosphere the ozone

and tungsten data provide good evidence that large scale quasi-horizontal

eddy processes accomplish most of the mixing although the effects of mean

meridional motions cannot be ignored entirely. Such processes satisfac-

torily account for the general distribution of other trace substances

with the notable exception of water vapour. There is considerable meteo-

rological evidence which also favours the model, the counter-gradient
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heat transport data and the covariance between the meridional and vertical

components of the wind being two good examples.

No attempt has been made here to make use of the two other diagnostic

tools, namely-the principles of conservation of energy and angular momentum.

My colleague Mr. Barnes will shortly present a comprehensive study of those

terms in the energy balance of the stratosphere that can be determined from

meteorological observations and it would seem that there is nothing in the

present work that conflicts with his findings. It will be recalled that

a preliminary study of a selected situation by White and Nolan (1960)

brought out the importance of eddy processes in the energy budget and

demonstrated that they acted to convert kinetic to potential energy in

the lower stratosphere. Other members of the Planetary Circulations

Project are presently giving attention to the various components of the

angular momentum budget of the stratosphere. Thcir work too has not so

far produced any evidence of conflict with the circulation processes

deduced from the distributions of trace substances, in fact the situation

is quite to the contrary. It will be recalled that in the older pictures

of the general circulation of the stratosphere a polewards mean motion

imposed certain difficulties when the angular momentum balance was

considered. The northwards motion actually produced a northwards transport

of momentum that was too large on the basis of the observed westerly winds.

In the present view there is a southwards mean motion in middle latitudes,

rather like that in the upper troposphere. Preliminary evidence shows

that in the October-December 1957 period the quasi-horizontal eddies
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transport angular momentum northwards south of 60
0

N and southwards north

of this latitude. Thus the eddies act in the right direction to bring

about the formation of a polar jet. Although the detailed budget has

not yet been drawn up it is clear that the eddy transport coupled with

the southward transport by the mean motion does not violate angular

momentum considerations.

At the outset it was pointed out that higher layers could be

considered in turn. While there are no vertical velocities available

for 30 km some wind data have been collected by the Meteorological Rocket

Network over North America (Webb, Hubert, Miller and Spurling 1961) at

heights to 60 km. Preliminary wind data have been supplied to us very

soon after the firings and have been used so far principally in con-

junction with class room instruction. While it is appreciated that

no firm conclusions can be based on these preliminary data it is of

some interest to treat them rather as the stratospheric data have been

treated, bearing in mind that it will be many years before good clima-

tological values are available for these levels. The mean zonal and

meridional wind velocities for the winter seasons 1959-60 and 1960-61

are shown in Table 13. All data have been assigned either to winter

or summer in the summaries. N represents the number of observations.

Units are all in knots. It can be seen that there are indications of

a mean meridional motion polewards at middle latitudes at about 50 km.

A similar motion with smaller magnitude is evident in the summer sum-

mary. But caution should be exercised in the interpretationfor this
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may just be a reflection of standing eddy pattern such as is observed at

lower altitudes. Thus the existence of mean meridional motions at these

levels will remain in doubt until the network is extended to Europe and

Asia. The covarianco of the meridional component Or(V) is also shown

for cases where 10 or more values were available. The meridional eddy

shuffling apparently increases with altitude although part of this

variance may be of instrumental origin. Table 14 illustrates the trans-

port of angular momentum calculated from the observations. The important

point to note here is that even at 50 km the transport by transient eddies

is not negligible compared with the total transport. It is not

possible with so few observations to make a start yet on the construction

of a budget to 60 km but this will be done in a few more years if obser-

vations are continued and extended. This concludes our general argument

that eddy mixing processes are important above the tropopause as well as

below. The fact that the molecular weight of air remains constant with

altitude up to about 100 km is good evidence that mixing occurs up to

this level; within the next few years we should reach an understanding

as to the amount of the mixing that can be ascribed to large scale eddy

motions such as are in evidence at lower levels.
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FIGURE 1. (In three sections) Average fission product concentration

in surface air along 800 West.

Units are in disintegrations per minute per cubic metre.
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FIGURE 2. Average concentration of tungsten 185 in surface air along

800 West.

Units are in disintegrations per minute per 100 cubic metres.
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TABLE 1. Ozone Stations

International
Station Index No. Location

Marcus Island, Pacific 91-131 24 0 171N 153
0

58'E

Torishima, Japan 47-963 30 0
29'N 1400

18'E

Tateno, Japan 47-646 36
0
03'N 1400

08'E

Sapporo, Japan 47-412 43
0
03'N 1410201E

Washington, D.C., U.S.A 72-405 38 51'N 77002'W

Abastumani, U.S.S.R. 37-506 41043,N 42050,E

(Tbilisi, U.S.S.R.) 37-549 41 0
41,N 44

0
57'E

Rome, Italy 16-239 41
0
48'N 12036,E

Vladivostok, U.S.S.R. 31-960 43
0
07'N 131

0
54,E

Alma Ata, U.S.S.R. 36-870 43015'N 76056'E

Green Bay, Wisconsih, U.S.A. 72-645 44
0
29'N 880081W

Bismarck, N. Dakota, U.S.A. 72-764 46046'N 100045'W

Arosa, Switzerland --- 46 47'N 09041'E

(Milano, Italy) 16-080 45
0

28'N 09 17'E

Caribou, Maine, U.S.A. 72-712 46
0

50'N 68
0

001W

Cambourne, England 03-808 50
0
13'N 05

0
19'W

Moosonee, Canada 72-836 51
0
16'N 80

0
39'W

Oxford, England --- 51
0

46'N 01
0

16'W

(Crawley, England) 03-774 51
0

051N 00
0
13'W

Edmonton, Canada 72-879 53
0
34'N 113°31"Y

Eskdalemuir, Scotland 03-162 55019'N 03012'W

(Leuchars, Scotland) 03-171 56
0

23'N 02
0

53'W

Aarhus. Denmark 06-070 56 0 181N 10
0
37'E

(Copenhagen, Denmark) 06-180 55 0
38'N 12 0

40'E

Uppsala, Sweden 02-076 59
0

52'N 17
0

37'E

(Stockholm, Sweden) 02-077 59 0
21'N 17 0

57'E

Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 26-063 59
0

571N 30
0

421E

Lerwick, Scotland 03-005 60008'N 010111W

Reykjavik, Iceland 04-030 64
0

08'N 21 541W

(Keflavik, Iceland) 04-018 63057'N 23037'W

Resolute, Canada 72-924 74
0
43'N 94

0
59'W

Alert, Canada 74-082 82
0
30'N 62920'W
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TABLE 2. Average ozone amounts

Units: cm of ozone at STP

Number of observations in parentheses

July-September'57 October-December '57 January-March'58

Station 0 G(O) 3 0 (0) 0 a(O)

Marcus Is,. - - 0.241(86) 0.012

Torishima - 0.262(25) 0.012 0..510(74) 0.030

Tateno 0.301(82) 0.022 0.290(85) 0.025 0.356(77) 0.044

Sapporo - - - 0.445(29) 0.039

Washington D.C. 0.319(32) 0.020 0.296(31) 0.022 0.358(40) 0.036

Abastumani 0.257(46) 0.018 0.280(37) 0.021 0.347(29) 0.035:

Rome 0.315(81) 0.018 0.306(81) 0.028 0.378(90) 0.048

Vladivostok 0.268(22) 0.015 0.259(14) 0.026 - -

Alma Ata - 0.226(11) 0.021 0.292(13) 0.019

Green Bay .- 0.386(12) 0.028

Bismarck . - - 0.375(52) 0.049

Milano 0.303(74) 0.018 0.284(70) 0.029 0.360(64) 0.052

Caribou .- - -

Cambourne 0.301(84) 0.029 0.277(77) 0.030 0.352(57) 0.035

Moosonee 0.325(75) 0.024 0.319(72) 0.031 0.397(83) 0.046

Crawley 0.331(91) 0.030 0.288(86) 0.036 0.368(78) 0.054

Edmonton 0.304(76) 0.027 0.291(74) 0.044 0.379(35) 0.062

Leuchars 0.325( 5) 0.024 0.294(64) 0.029 0.380(62) 0.073

Copenhagen 0.352(91) 0.026 0.306(85) 0.033 0.428(78) 0.073

Stockholm 0.318(73) 0.017 0.275(71) 0.030 0.404(68) 0.074

Leningrad 0.347(57) 0.025 0.303(10) 0.019 0.460(24) 0.023

Lerwick 0.330(83) 0.032 0.280(46) 0.026 0.405(56) 0.049

Keflavik 0.307(73) 0.022 0.291(71) 0.032 0.401(72) 0.075

Tromso 0.302(80) 0.018 0.277(86) 0.040 0.420(86) 0.093

Resolute 0.310 (57) 0.040 0.281 (20) 0.033 0.442( 8) 0.049

Alert 0.301(70) 0.020 - - 0.433( 8) 0.116
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April-June' 58 July-September'58 October-December '58

S a"(O) 0 • (0) b a(O)

0.287(80) 0.019 0.282(91) 0.012 0.257(90) 0.013

0,341(76) 0.026 0.300(84) 0.024 0.256(83) 0.016

0.355(81) 0.026 0.302(84) 0.021 0.290(70) 0.023

0.422(69) 0.044 0.326(82) 0.028 0.352(70) 0.049

0.352(77) 0.052 0.312(75) 0.037 0.301(86) 0.025

0.324(24) 0.035 0.276(40) 0.017 0.275(44) 0.028

0.374(90) 0.040 0.311(91) 0.017 0.311(79) 0.032

0.322(22) 0.038 0.273(24) 0.014 0.272(37) 0.045

0.283(22) 0.022 0.254(36) 0.024 0.252(15) 0.032

0.356(66) 0.028 0.295(64) 0.023 0.313(37) 0.048

0.369(81) 0.046 0.305(87) 0.045 0.300(71) 0.033

0.366(66) 0.034 0.312(83) 0.026 0.294(66) 0.028

0.376(57) 0.031 0.321(82) 0.035 0.318(78) 0.046

0.368(89) 0.032 0.320(68) 0.031 0.296(63) 0.050

0.413(91) 0.050 0.339(92) 0.028 0.359(89) 0.050

0.394(87) 0.028 0.331(90) 0.033 0.299(71) 0.039

0.380(90) 0.041 0.317(91) 0.027 0.334(91) 0.042

0.381(68) 0.032 0.328(85) 0.031 0.308(78) 0.040

0.414(88) 0.038 0.337(90) 0.033 0.308(58) 0.032

0.374(82) 0.050 0.309(81) 0.033 0.283(56) 0.042

0.397(54) 0.039 0.337(54) 0.031 0.272(15) 0,018

0.389(91) 0.037 0.319(92) 0.032 0.277(50) 0.034

0.385(87) 0.036 .0.316(92) 0.038 0.319(56) 0.047

0.396(85) 0.039 0.299(80) 0.027 0.290(76) 0.046

0.406(68) 0.047 0.333(92) 0.024 0.383(26) 0.079

0.416(77) 0.065 0.310(79) 0.033 0.313( 2) 0.013
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TABLE 3. Meridional flux of ozone by transient eddies
-i

Units are cm of ozone at STP m sec
(Number of cases in parentheses)

Latitude Belts July-Sep Odt-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-June July-Sep Oct-Dec
1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

100 mb

Marcus Island 24°N - - -0.0111 -0.0316 +0.0022 -0.0442
(23) (68) (81) (72)

Japan -0.0664 -0.0050 -0.0558 +0.0183 -0.0621 -0.0572

(3 stations) (172) (228) (377) (404) (511) (459)

380 -45
0 N +0.0126 -0.0011 +0.0813 +0.0133 +0.0064 -0.0035

(6 stations) (161) (184) (232) (419) (398) (332)

450 -55°N +0.0519 +0.0510 +0.0725 +0.0043 +0.0340 +0.0461

(7 stations) (568) (529) (499) (738) (749) (606)

55 -60°N +0.0346 +0.0819 +0.0777 -0.0103 +0.0540 +0.0446

(5 stations) (310) (261) (380) (548) (546) (345)

Keflavik 640N +0.0381 +0.0240 -0.1779 +0.0736 -0.0081 -0.1968
(140) (125) (136) (167) (166) (105)

Resolute 75
0

N +0.0647 +0.1022 -0.0421 +0.0383 +0.0442 +0.1111

(29) (18) (6) (99) (121) (18)

Alert 82.5°N +0.0064 +0.0049 -0.9798 +0.0183 +0.0220 +0.0752
(120) (13) (6) (124) (128) (10)

50 mb

Marcus Island 24N - - +0.0313 +0.0021 +0.0006 +0.0140
(12) (55) (75) (60)

Japan -0.0075 -0.0031 -0.0416 +0.0183 -0.0148 +0.0126
(3 stations) (148) (211) (312) (319) (461) (393)

380 -45 N +0.0038 +0.0228 +0.1181 +0.0054 +0.0050 -0.0261

(6 stations) (79) (94) (166) (321) (302) (220)

450 -55 N +0.0319 +0.0106 +0.1151 +0.0099 +0.0222 +0.0162

(7 stations) (409) (393) (372) (568) (592) (638)

550 -60 N +0.0172 +0.0683 +0.0767 +0.0101 +0.0356 +0.0952
(5 stations) (180) (151) (192) (359) (335) (207)

Keflavik 64
0

N +0.0169 +0.0572 -0.2680 +0.0390 +0.0030 -0.2420

(141) (117) (125) (166) (161) (96)

Resolute 75
0

N +0.0406 -0.1011 -0.0578 +0.0077 +0.0341 +0.2015

(25) (13) (4) (87) (110) (14)

(113) (5) (7) (126) (121.) (9)
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TABLE 4. Meridional flux of ozone by standing eddies
-i

Units are cm of ozone at STP m see

July-Sept. Oct.-Dec. Jan-March April-June July-Sept. Oct-Dec.
1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

100 mb -0.0070 +0.0162 +0.0143 +0.0048 -0.0087 +0.0300

50 mb +0.0038 +0.0123 +0.0439 +0.0078 -0.0110 +0.0256
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TABLE 5. Ozone budget

3 -
(Units are in cm3 of ozone at STP sec when

multiplied by 10 )

July-Sept. Jan.-March July-Sept.
1957 1958 1958

Transport of ozone across 50°N

a) by transient eddies +2.9 +10.4 +2.0

b) by standing eddies +0.3 + 4.0 -1.0

c) by mean meridional motions -0.9 - 1.9 ?

Transport from content change

north of 50°N -5.2 + 9.0 -5.2

Transport of ozone across 40'N

a) by transient eddies +0.4 +12.6 +0.5

b) by standing eddies +0.4 + 5.0 -1.2

c) by mean meridional motions -2.3 - 3.8 ?

Transport from content change

north of 40'N -7.4 +11.6 -7.4

Tropospheric downward flux ,6
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TABLE 6. Terminal velocity of spherical particles
-i

Units: cm sec

radius

Altitude
(Kin) 0.01 0.03 e 0.1 0.2? 1.04

30 0.0022 0.0067 0.021 0.067 0.24

25 0.0010 0.0030 0.010 0.032 0.13

20 0.00048 0.0015 0.005 0.017 0.06

15 0.00022 0.00065 0.0023 0.008 0.048

10 0.00010 0.00031 0.0013 0.0048 0.038

TABLE 7. Distance fallen in two months at terminal velocity

Units: meters

radius

Altitude
(Kin) *0.01 0.03r 0.1 0.3& 1.0,

30 114 347 1089 3473 12442

25 52 156 518 1659 6739

20 25 78 259 881 3110

15 11 34 119 415 2488

10 5 16 67 249 1970
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r
TABLE 8. Latitude of maximum concentration of tungsten.

Latitude

September - October 1958 100 N

November - December 1958 40 N

January - February 1959 50 S

March - April 1959 70 N

May - June 1959 00 N

July - August 1959 0* N

September - October 1959 50 N

November - December 1959 50 N

January - February 1960 50 N

March - April 1960 ?

May - June 1960 60 N
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TABLE 9. Covariance of meridional velocity and temperature
at ozone stations.

Units re °C -1
Units are m sec (No. of cases in parentheses)

Latitude Belts July-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-June July-Sep Oct-Dec
1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

50 mb

Marcus Island ............

Japan 30-43°N +0.39 +2.84 +2.94 +2.98 +0.18 +2.18

(3 stations) (404) (476) (427) (351) (480) (442)

0 0
38 -45°N +0.62 +3.88 +5.54 +2.23 +3.25 +3.35

(6 stations) (405) (320) (388) (459) (416) (279)

45
0

-55
0

N +3.19 +1.88 +5.75 +2.64 +2.56 +5.88

(7 stations) (583) (583) (640) (651) (639) (656)

55
0
-60°N +4.37 +12.47 +11.25 +8.37 +5.58 +7.12

(5 stations) (289) (209) (223) (384) (355) (331)

0

Keflavik 64 N +0.70 +6,24 -40.85 +0.62 -1.23 -20.82

(177) (149) (149) (174) (160) (151)

0
Resolute 75 N +3.42 -11.69 +0.78 +6.87 -1.23 +17.82

(38) (42) (42) (116) (109) (68)

Alert 82.50N -1.42 -10.34 -31.85 +0.11 -2.46 -18.89

(142) (106) (124) (156) (137) (127)
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TABLE 10. Covariance of meridional and vertical velocities.

Northern hemisphere, January 1958. Transient eddy effects.
2 -2

Units: cm sec

Pressure layer Latitude
(mb) 20- 30° 40' 500 600 700 800

1000 - 850 +109 +366 +350 +197 + 92 +150 - 83

850 - 700 + 86 +324 +365 +247 + 96 +196 + 4

700 - 500 + 74 +354 4-463 +365 +154 +233 +133

500 - 300 +261 +1192 +906 +343 +317 +725 +183

300 - 200 +246 +697 +844 +494 +475 +350 + 58

200 - 100 +240 +232 +167 +258 +367 +167 +100

100 - 50 - 35 - 97 -103 - 11 +142 +108 +100
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TABLE 11, Covariance between ozone amount and temperature

Units are cm of ozone at STP °C
(Number of cases in parentheses)

July-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-March Apr-June July-Sep Oct-DecLatitude Belts 1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

50 mb

Japan 30-430
N +0.0033 +0.0433 -0.0091 +0.0358 +0.0172 +0.0296

(3 stations) (148) (218) (324) (373) (462) (408)

380 - 45°N +0.0044 +0.0128 +0.0858 +0.0344 +0.0273 +0.0081
(6 stations) (299) (192) (243) (472) (479) (331)

450 - 550N +0.0408 +0.0286 +0.1182 +0.0043 +0.0533 +0.0605

(7 stations) (596) (577) (542) (843) (913) (851)

550 - 60°N +0.0320 +0.0382 +0.1535 -0.0292 +0.0896 +0.0652
(5 stations) (356) (281) (290) (454) (499) (348)

Keflavik 64 0
N +0.0663 +0.0764 +0.4840 +0.1034 +0.0573 +0.0703

(144) (119) (129) (168) (174) (100)

Resolute 75 0
N +0.0852 -0.0063 +0.2295 -0.1036 +0.0215 +0.5065

(93) (21) (10) (115) (171) (42)

Alert 82.50N +0.0465 -0.1245 +1.3418 -0.2246 +0.0407 +0.1250
(126) (5) (8) (141) (145) (10)
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TABLE 12. Zonal flux of ozone by transient eddies-i

Units are cm of ozone at STP m sea

(Number of cases in parentheses)

July-Sep Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-June July-Sep Oct-Dec
Latitude Belts 1957 1957 1958 1958 1958 1958

50 mb

Marcus Island - - +0.0485 -0.1135 -0.0054 -0.0357
(12) (55) (75) (60)

Japan 30-43%N -0.0095 +0.0501 +0.0066 +0.0898 -0.0472 +0,0544

(3 stations) (148) (211) (312) (319) (461) (393)

380 - 45N -0.0412 +0.0733 -0.0452 +0.0976 -0.0241 +0.0249

(6 stations) (79) (94) (166) (321) (300) (220)

450 -55 N -0.0317 +0.0827 -0.1429 +0.0825 -0.0378 +0.0550

(7 stations) (409) (388) (372) (531) (592) (518)

550 -60 N -0.0292 +0,0506 -0.1727 +0.0924 -0.0173 +0.0201

(5 stations) (180) (151) (192) (359) (335) (207)

Keflavik 64
0

N -0.0328 -0.0055 -0.5801 +0.1550 -0.0351 -0.1132

(141) (117) (125) (166) (161) (96)

Resolute 75%N -0.0582 -0.0670 +0.0819 +0.1223 +0.0050 -0.5867

(25) (13) (4) (87) (110) (14)

Alert 82.50N -0.0248 +0.1663 +0.1221 -0.0270 -0.0270 +0.1174

(113) (5) (7) (126) (121) (9)
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ABSTRACT

A brief summary is made of present knowledge of horizontal

and vertical motions in the ,atmosphere with particular reference to

'large scale motions which may be expected to redistribute trace sub-

stances over long time periods. Mean motions, standing eddy motions

and transient eddy motions are defined and discussed separately, with

variance data being used as a measure of the transport properties of

the eddies. Hemispheric data concerning both horizontal and vertical

components are available up to about 25 km, with limited samples of

horizontal component data to 60 km. Indications are that eddy motions,

rather than mean motions, are the main transport process up to 25 km.

Variance data show maxima in both horizontal and vertical components

in the vicinity of the tropospheric jet stream and in the vicinity of the

polar night stratospheric jet. In the troposphere the smallest values

of both horizontal and vertical variances occur in the low latitudes of

the tropics. The data are applied to a discussion of the distribution

of long lived fission products in the atmosphere. A possible explana-

tion for the inclination of the concentration isolines of the trace sub-

stances to the isentropic surfaces is presented. Finally, the general

approach is applied to the particular case of the budget of ozone in the

stratosphere.
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1. Introduction

The ultimate aim of much of the work presented at the Symposium

is to achieve a complete understanding of the distribution of trace sub-

stances in the atmosphere. To do this it is necessary to consider the

information about the sources and sinks in conjunction with that about

the meteorological structure. It is also possible to approach the

problem from another point of view and try to deduce information

about the meteorological motions from the observed distributions

of trace substances but here again the deductions must be compatible

with the general body of knowledge about the meteorological structure.

The two points of view are actually complementary;for example, while

it has been possible to construct from meteorological observations

budgets representing the flow of angular momentum and energy within

the atmosphere the same observations do not readily lend themselves

to the construction of a mass budget, whereas observations of trace

substances may allow this to be done. Furthermore, while the net-

work of wind reporting stations and the frequency of observation may

limit the time and space scales of the atmospheric motions observed,

nevertheless the distribution of the trace substances represents the

resultant of all motions.

In the present contribution it is intended to review the current

knowledge concerning atmospheric motions that appears pertinent to
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the problems perculiar to the trace substances. The general approach

to the construction of a global budget for a particular trace substance

is first formulated and later illustrated by ref erence to atmospheric

ozone. Throughout the emphasis will be upon the global space scale and

upon the time scale of months or years. The information discussed

is the work of a large number of individuals many of whom have worked

under the guidance of Professor V.P. Starr during the past 14 years.

Much of the data concerning the troposphere has been published else-

where and although discussed at the meeting will not be reiterated in

the conference proceedings. The climatology of the stratosphere is

presently under investigation at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology and the figures to be quoted for this region represent preliminary

values for the first 12 months of the IGlY period. The final values will

be published later by the individuals concerned. I am extremely grate-

ful to my colleagues Dr. A. A. Barnes Jr., Mr. A. H. Oort and Mr. R.

E. Dickinson for access to their unpublished work.

2. The General Problem of Transport

Suppose that Q represents a certain property of the air (for

example, the concentration of a trace substance) at a particular instant

of time and at a point in the atmosphere and V represents the north-

ward component of the wind at the same point and time. Following the
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practice common in general circulation studies 9 and V may

be resolved as follows: 9 Q + Q

V V +VI

where the bars denote a time average (for example over a season) and

the primes denote instantaneous departures from the averages.

The instantaneous northward transport of Q is

QV Q ' V' -+V Q'V

and the time averaged northward transport at the particular point is

QV Q V +Q'V' (1)

Likewise the time averaged eastward transport is given by

~ 4-LL (2)

The average northward transport of q past a fixed point, as given

by equation (1), consists of two parts; there is transport due to the

mean meridional motion at the point and transport by transient eddy

processes. The second type of flux arises if there is a correlation

between the meridional component of the wind and Q (such as

might arise, for example, if northward moving parcels of air contained

a higher concentration of a trace substance than southward moving

parcels).

When the analysis is extended to include the northward flux

across an entire latitude circle instead of at a point then another

term may arise due to the presence of a systematic relationship
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between Q and V at a series of points around the latitude

circle. If we take the latitudinal average (denoted by square brackets)

of Equation (1) then

Further

+ =[•j ±v

where 9 and V represents deviations from the average value

for a particular latitude circle.

Hence M

and

The time average transport over a complete latitude circle at a partic-

ular height thus consists of three terms, transport by a mean meridional

motion cv] , transport by so called standing eddies _Q -V4 and

transport by transient eddies. A similar approach may be taken to the

vertical flux.

This type of resolution has been used in turbulence studies since

the time of Osborne Reynolds. It has been applied extensively to
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the general circulation of the atmosphere since 1949 (for example

by Priestley, (1949), Widger (1949) and Starr (1954)). The early

studies were in connection with the sensible heat and momentum

budgets of the atmosphere. They were later extended to include

fluxes of latent heat, water vapour, and ozone.

Thus in order to obtain a true measure of the flux of a trace

substance it is necessary to know its concentration as a function of

height at a number of stations round the globe together with con-

comitant wind information. Apart from water vapour, which has

been discussed by Peixoto (1958), the only trace substance which

may be treated by these techniques is ozone and the ozone results

will be examined later in the paper.

It will be recalled that equations like (3) have been investi-

gated for the cases where q represents zonal momentum and

energy (Starr, 1954). The results for momentum showed that trans-

ient eddies played a major role in the budget with standing eddies

providing a northward transport in middle latitudes of the northern

hemisphere equal to about one-third of that provided by the trans-

ient eddies. The northward transport of heat was also accomplished

principally by the transient eddies. It has always proved extremely

difficult to measure the mean motion transport as V is very
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small and a global representation of [VJ has not been available

but indirect verification that the term plays a small role in the budgets

of momentum and heat has been obtained from the fact that inde-

pendent estimates of the left hand side of the equation are about

the same size as the eddy terms.

On the basis of these meteorological studies it would

have been reasonable to anticipate that over a large fraction of

the northern hemisphere transient eddies would play a predominant

role in the transport of trace substances in the 1000-200 mb

layer with standing eddies and mean motions playing secondary

roles.

3. Observed Horizontal Motions

a) Zonal motions

Values for the troposphere are available from the work of Buch

(1954) for the 1000-100 nib region for the year 1950. As is well known

they show a strong westerly jet in middle latitudes in the upper tropos-

phere that moves to the south in winter and intensifies. There are

easterlies at low latitudes in both seasons with maximum velocities in

the winter. The stratospheric values shown in Fig. 1 are from Murakami
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(1962) for 1957 and Dickinson (unpublished) for 1958. These are based

on observations from over 220 stations; details of the analysis proce-

dures are presented by the authors elsewhere. The results refer to

average values over the three month periods shown. The jet in the

upper troposphere extends into the 100-50 mb layer throughout the year.

There is a very large increase in speed in the polar stratosphere between

the summer and early winter periods as the polar night jet develops.

The 10 mb information is not yet adequate to include it in this clima-

tological approach although much analysis has now been performed at

that level. At higher levels the zonal components over North America

are becoming evident from the Meteorological Rocket Network data.

(Webb et al, 1961). The 1960-61 data is shown in Table 1. These sum-

maries have been prepared from the preliminary data published in report

form by the U. S. Army Signal Missile Support Agency at White Sands,

New Mexico. The data are presented by station as the limited sample

does not warrant construction of a meridional cross-section. In winter

there are westerly winds increasing with height up to at least 50 or
-l

60 km with mean speeds reaching 60 m sec , much greater than those in

the tropospheric jet. In summer the high altitude jet is easterly

with speeds somewhat smaller than in the winter. Up to 100 observations

are included in the summer means and up to 50 in the winter. Some pilot

calculations of the eddy flux of momentum in this region by the author

(which are being published elsewhere) show a northward flux at the middle
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latitude stations. It is likely therefore that this upper jet is main-

tained by eddy processes in a similar fashion to the jet in the upper

troposphere.

By and large the data on the zonal winds suggest that any trace

substance introduced into the atmosphere will be distributed fairly

rapidly around the globe. The region of slowest zonal circulation,

where this does not apply, is the polar stratosphere above 100 mb in

the summer season.

b) Meridional motions.

From the point of view of constructing an hemisphere budget for

a particular trace substance the meridional motions are of greatest

interest. An attempt will be made to divide them into three components

appropriate to the three terms in Equation (3).

i) Mean motions.

Much effort has gone into attempts to describe satisfactorily

the mean meridional motions in the atmosphere. Buch (1954), working

with the northern hemisphere data for 1950 divided into winter and

summer seasons, found values of (V]I that were almost all less than

-1
1 m sec and which when combined gave a rather patchy meridional cross-

section. Tucker (1959) presented considerable evidence, based upon

observations in the region 160 W- 00 - 40 E, 15-75 N and 1000-200 mb,

over a period of several years, of mean meridional motions with a direct
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cell at low latitudes and an indirect cell in middle latitudes. The

direct cell was quite strong in the summer and moved further to

the north then than in the winter. The northward moving arm of

the cell showed velocities up to 1 m sec-I and the southward mov-
-l

ing arm up to 2 m sec . The main drawback with this work was

the limitation in longitude . Recently a set of meridional cross-

sections of mean motions and their standard deviations has been

presented by Crutcher (1961) for every 100 of longtitude for the

850-100mb layer. Several years data divided into three month sea-

sons has been processed for these cross-sections but there is the

drawback that in some regions of poor data winds were actually

scaled from pressure charts. The latitudinal average of a mean

meridional geostrophic wind should of course be zero. Neverthe-

less in view of the scarcity of data concerning mean meridional

circulations it seemed worthwhile to construct average cross-sections

from this work and this was done giving equal weight to each 10 of

longtitude. The resultant mean motions showed a three cell struc-

ture with a narrow belt (200 in extent) of southward motion (up to

0. 5 m sec) in summer in middle latitudes which broadened to

about 400 in latitudinal extent in winter. The direct cell south

o -lI
of 25° N attained northward velocities of over 2 m see in the

winter. The general pattern was that predicted theoretically by
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Eady (1950), although much more cannot be said until the work is

extended to the surface and attempts are made to satisfy the mass

conservation relationship. The MIT work for the stratosphere is

shown in Fig. 2; the 1957 data were initially analysed by Murakami

(1962) but have been recently modified, while the 1958 data were

analysed by Oort and will be published and discussed in detail else-

where. In the summer there appears to be a reflection of the three

cell structure noted for the region below 100 mb with northward

motion at both low and high latitudes. Velocities are very small
-l

being less than 25 cm sec over most of the region in the summer,

The values shown are averages of independent analyses made for

OOOOZ and 1200Z; the differences between these analyses give an

estimate of the probable error in the final figures which turns out

to be about 15 cm sec when all thePVJ data are taken into account.

In the October - December period velocities have increased in most

of the region north of 40°N and again southward motion is indicated

in middle latitudes with northward motion at high latitudes and

essentially no motion south of 30 0. In the January - March 1958

period the region of southward motion has broadened and extends

to the equator at 50 and 30 mb. Speeds in the majority of this

region are 25 cm sec-1 whereas in the polar region there is an
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extensive area in both winter periods with speeds greater than

-1
50 cm sec . In April-June 1958 all the speeds are lower than

-1
in the winter with maxima of 50 cm sec

If these mean motions are representative then trace substances

introduced into the tropical stratosphere would only drift northwards

in summer and then would not reach more than about 30 0 N. In the

winter and spring, when some of the atmospheric models proposed

from trace substance observations required a northward drift into

middle latitudes, these wind data suggest that the drift is in the

opposite direction. Mean meridional motions, are not quoted from

the Rocket Network data as the sample is too small and limited in

longitude.

ii) Standing eddies.

The only method of obtaining an objective assessment of the

magnitude of standing eddy velocity components appears to be from

consideration of the spacial variance of the mean meridional velocity

around a latitude circle. If there are systematic variations of the

trace substance concentration with latitude then this meandering may

provide transport in the north-south direction. Some substances

like ozone might be expected to show such systematic variations

due to the association between meandering and the vertical motion.

The spacial variances are only presently available for the stratosphere
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although estimates for the 850-100mb region are being made from Crutcher's

work. Standard deviation values for the first 12 months of the IGY are

shown in Fig. 3; they are generally five or more times greater than

LV"] except in the tropical stratosphere. In July-September 1957

the dominant feature of the pattern is the maximum associated with

the meandering of the jet in the upper troposphere. In October -

December the 50 and 30 mb values are higher by a factor of three to

five in association with the polar stratospheric jet. In January-March

1958 even larger values, up to 8 m sec- at 50 mb, are associated

with the polar jet whose effects are at a lower altitude than in the

previous period. By April-June 1958 the pattern appears to reflect

the effects of jets in the troposphere or lower stratosphere and

meandering is again small at 30 mb. The average difference between

-1
the OOOOZ and 1200Z analyses was about 20 cm sec

(iii) Transient eddies.

The best estimate of this term in equation (3) may perhaps be

made from the time variances which give a measure of the north-

south exchange of air across latitude circles. At the Symposium

Crutcher's values were discussed for the 850-100 mb region for

four seasons. The maximum variance is in the 200-300 mb layer

and is associated with the jet stream. Values are larger in winter
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than in the summer and the maximum moves to the north with

the jet in summer as indeed would be expected since the eddy

fluctuations have been shown to play a dominant role in the

maintenance of the jet. The smallest values are in the lower

troposphere in the tropics. Time standard deviations for the

stratosphere for 1957 are shown in.Fig. 4 (these are preliminary

data from Murakami, 1962). The general pattern is similar to

that of the space values with the magnitudes somewhat higher,

particularly in the tropical stratosphere. Analysis of the 1958

charts has not been completed. For the present problem the

differences between the spacial and time variances presumably

means that the transient eddies are more important than the

standing eddies but there is not an order of magnitude in the

differences. Murakami points out that the northward transport

of momentum by the standing eddies is comparable with that by

the transient eddies in the northern hemisphere.

Very little information is available at higher levels. Time

standard deviations calculated from the Meteorological Rocket Network

data are shown in Table 2. There is a general increase with

height 'which would be expected if the higher jet. is maintained
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by quasi-horizontal eddy transports.) Many of the data were obtained

with the chaff technique which tends to give an instrumental variance

that increases with decreasing altitude.

A brief summary of this section follows. Mean meridional motions

exist in both troposphere and stratosphere but are much smaller in

magnitude than the eddy motions; the resultant mean motion transport

in the middle latitude stratosphere is southward. Lateral exchange

is a maximum in the region of the jet stream, concomitant with the

tropopause "break" and region of maximum baroclinicity, throughout

the year. Another intense region of north-south exchange occurs in

connection with the polar night jet stream. The regions of weakest

lateral exchange are:the lower tropical troposphere and the polar cap

region at and above 30 mb in summer.

4. Vertical Motions

There are no direct measurements of vertical motion in the atmos-

phere. Indirect estimates can be made either from the horizontal winds

and the continuity equation or from the adiabatic assumption. In the

former it is necessary to know the winds from the surface upwards;

errors tend to accumulate so that values deduced for the higher altitudes

are subject to distortion. In the latter the local change of temperature

is assumed to be due entirely to the effects of advection and vertical

motion; diabatic effects are ignored. While it may be reasonable to take
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this approach for a value representative of a short time period and

when the vertical velocity is large, the procedure cannot be used

specifically to calculate long term average vertical velocities where

radiative effects are known to contribute to the temperature changes.

It is only recently that a beginning has been made on the calculation

of vertical flux processes in the atmosphere from these imperfect

vertical velocities. Jensen (1960) and Barnes (1962 unpublished)

have worked on these processes in the regions 1000-50 and 100-30

mb respectively and have calculated vertical velocities on a daily

basis and then computed climatological averages. There is not

yet a clear cut explanation of the relative roles of the various types

of motion in the vertical transport problem. The available vertical

motion data will be briefly reviewed below.

(i) Mean motions.

Tucker (1959) has used the continuity approach to calculate the

mean vertical velocities from the mean meridional winds. He finds

a downward motion centered at about 25 N in winter with an

average value of about 0. 5 cm sec-1, and a rising motion of about

0. 2 cm sec-I at about 42 0 N. In the summer both cells move towards

the north maintaining about the same intensity. The motions would

tend to produce a belt of high concentration of a trace substance

(having its source in the stratosphere) at about 300N in winter and

35°N in summer. But note that the speeds are rather low -- it
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would take a small particle over 20 days to pass from the tropopause

to the surface. Murakami (1960), by the same approach, has found

a similar structure for the mean vertical motions over the hemisphere.

Barnes has investigated the mean motions in the stratosphere

from the IGY data using 220 stations and the adiabatic approximation.

Daily values of vertical velocity were calculated by machine methods

for each station and plotted on hemispheric maps. Isolines were

0 0
drawn and values at every 10 of longitude and 5 of latitude were

tabulated and averaged.

Three month seasonal means were calculated for 40 mb and

75 mb and will be published elsewhere by Barnes. In the July -

September period the resultant velocities at 40 mb are practically

zero whereas at 75 mb there are rising motions to the north of

40ON with sinking to the south. In the October-December period

0
the rising motions extend up to 40 mb north of 45 N with essen-

tially zero to the south; at 75 mb the rising motions north of 40°

N are somewhat larger than in the previous period. The general

order of magnitude of these mean motions is 0.05 cm sec- 1 .

(ii) Standing eddies.

The analyses are not yet complete.

(iii) Transient eddies
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As in the case of horizontal motions values of the variance of

the vertical velocity will be considered as a representation of the

degree of vertical mixing of the atmosphere. Jensen (1960) has pre-

sented values of the adiabatic vertical velocity and its standard deviation

for 90 stations over the northern hemisphere for January and April

1958. From the data tabulated in Jensen's report the stations were

divided into latitude belts and the standard deviations averaged for each

belt objectively. The results appear in Tables 3 and 4. The: cross-

sections are not particularly smooth because of the small data sample

used. In January maximum values are in the upper troposphere, in

the vicinity of the jet. Minimum values are in the 100-50 mb layer

and also in the tropical troposphere. In April there is the same

general pattern but with somewhat lower values with a marked

decrease in the polar stratosphere. The stratosphere standard deviations

for the IGY period appear in Table 5. South of 50°N the maximum

values, which are at most twice the minimu~n values at the same

latitude occur in the January-March 1958 period. Farther north

at 600 and 700 the maxima occur in the October-December period.

The turbulent velocities in the troposphere are seen to be

much greater than the mean vertical motions. In the stratosphere

too the eddy components are greater than the adiabatic means. It

would be reasonable to expect that trace substances would be trans-

ported in the vertical more by eddy motions than by mean motions.
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Much of the vertical velocity variance may be closely related to

the horizontal variance insofar as it may be the vertical component

of quasi-horizontal transient eddy motions which is being recorded.

5. The Inadequate Knowledge About Turbulent Diffusion

If a trace substance is introduced into the atmosphere at a

particular point it will diffuse from the point depending on condi-

tions of wind and stability. It is ofter .customary to express the

diffusive properties of the medium in terms of an eddy diffusion

coefficient. The problem is to decide how to calculate that the

coefficient from the observed meteorological variables. For

the purpose of discussion at the Symposium diffusion coefficients

were represented as the time variances multiplied by a

constant (which Was arrived at by arranging for the hori-

zontal diffusion coefficient over a large area near the jet to

be 1010 cm 2 se c- 1 ). The patterns then simply reflected the

variance patterns. For January 1958 the calculated vertical

eddy diffusion in the stratosphere was of order 103 near the

equator and about 104 near the pole. The smallest horizontal

coefficients on this hypothetical scheme were 108. 6 cm 2 sec-1

in the tropical troposphere and 108. 8 cm 2 sec- 1 in the lower

tropical stratosphere. The vertical eddy coefficients in the

troposphere were about 105 cm 2 sec- 1 in the vicinity of the
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3.5 2 -l

jet and only 10 cm sec in the lower tropical troposphere.

The latter region has the smallest values of both parameters

except for the equatorial stratosphere. The vertical coeffi-

cients are undoubtedly related to the static stability, the

stratospheric temperature structure is shown in Fig. 5.

Certainly the smallest variances accompany the large static

stability in the equatorial regions. But note that small values

also occur in the tropical troposphere. Factors other than the

lapse rate must govern the fluctuations. It is not at present

clear that the diffusion coefficient approach can provide a

complete basis for a model as any possible thermodynamic or

dynamic constraints such as a tendency towards conservation

of potential temperature of potential vorticity cannot yet be

included.

6. Application to Trace Substances

Given the observed meteorological structure reviewed in

previous sections it is instructive to examine some of the features

of the global distributions of trace substances to see if they can

be satisfactorily explained.

Consider first the case of the long-lived fission product

radioactive substances. There are three outstanding features
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of the surface air concentration of these substances (a) they

exhibit a maximum in middle latitudes in both hemispheres

regardless of the injection latitude (b) the maxima move

north and south with the sun and (c) maximum concentra-

tions occur each year in the spring. These three features

have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Newell, 1961). It

has been suggested that the reason for (a) is the quasi-hori-

zontal stratospheric-tropospheric exchange which occurs most

readily in the vicinity of the jet stream (using the word now

in its broadest sense). These long lived fission products can

be considered to have their source in the stratosphere as they

are efficiently removed from the troposphere by precipitation

after a mean life of about 30 days. This exchange of air has

been discussed in detail by several authors (for example,

Danielsen, 1960; Staley, 1960). There is also certain experi-

mental evidence to support the meteorological conclusions such

as the ozone soundings of Brewer (1960) (which indicate ozone-

poor layers in the lower middle-latitude stratosphere which may

have originated in the tropical upper troposphere), and Ney and

Kroening (1962) (which indicate ozone-rich layers in the upper

troposphere that may have entered from the stratosphere) and

the negative correlation between ozone and water vapor concen-

trations observed by Roach (1961, unpublished) in the vicinity of
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the jet. Even if these quasi-horizontal exchanges are the main mass

exchange mechanism it is still possible that direct exchange

occurs at high latitudes, particularly in the winter season. Some

indirect evidence of this has been presented elsewhere (Newell,

1960).

Suppose that for purposes of further discussion it is accepted

that the majority of the tropospheric-stratospheric mass exchange

occurs in the vicinity of the middle-latitude baroclinic zone or

jet stream then feature (a) would be explained and as the jet moves

to the north in the summer so also would feature (b). If the ex-

change is more or less along isentropic surfaces which pass from

the stratosphere into the troposphere then the spring maximum

could be due either to a greater mass exchange along these sur-

faces during the spring or to a larger gradient of concentration

such as may be brought about by larger concentrations in the polar

and middle-latitude lower stratosphere during the late winter

than during any other season. The horizontal variance data in

the vicinity of the jet do not have a very large seasonal change.

In the summer of 1959 the tropospheric concentrations of gross

S- activity declined at a rate which was almost equal to the

washout rate, indicating that there was a very small influx

of contaminated air into the troposphere during the period. It
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would therefore seem that the origin of the spring maximum must

be sought in the second circumstance suggested above. The pro-

blem than becomes to explain an additional communication between

the source regions and the middle latitude lower stratosphere (from

whence the debris can pass into the troposphere) during the late

winter. As has been noted elsewhere the debris from both major

source regions, the Pacific tests held at low latitudes and the

Russian Arctic tests, exhibits a similar spring maximum. Thus

the mean motions cannot be the main contributor to this effect.

Friend, Feely and Krey have discussed at this Symposium the

tungsten data which demonstrate that the centre of gravity

of the tungsten cloud did not move significantly in latitude under

the action of a mean motion but that the principal method of

transport polewards appeared to be by eddy diffusion. The author

(Newell, 1961) has elsewhere made similar claims for ozone.

Thus the spring maximum might be explained by large eddy

diffusion effects in late winter that transfer all the trace sub-

stances down their concentration gradients and into the region

of the lower stratosphere favourable for exit into the tropos-

phere. The variance data presented for the stratosphere do

have maximum values in the late winter period in both verti-

cal and horizontal components in middle latitude and polar

regions. Such mixing would also transfer rhodium-102 dovm
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from its source above 30 nib as reported by Kalkstein. Unfor-

tunately our data on the time variance of the meridional wind

were not completed for 1958 in time for the Symposium but

the general parallel between the time and space variances

for 1957 probably is a feature of northern hemisphere flow patterns.

Crutcher's time standard deviations at 100 mnb appear to be a

factor of two larger in the December-February period than in

the summer in the polar stratosphere. It would therefore

seem that extra lateral and vertical exchange occurs during

the spring period which is responsible for mixing debris

into the region from which it has access into the troposphere;

the mixing occurs down the gradient of a particular trace

substance, whether it be Pacific tungsten, Novaya Zemlya

strontium or ozone.

7. A Note on Possible Motions Involved

The next two diagrams shown at the Symposium were

meridional cross-sections of tungsten-185 (published by

Friend et al, 1961) superimposed on the mean isentropic

surfaces. As these diagrams have been published else-

where (Newell, 1962) for other purposes they will not be

reproduced here. It appears that tungsten spread polewards
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and downwards from the equatorial lower stratosphere following

the general slope of the isentropic surfaces. But clearly the

debris cannot be confined to isentropic surfaces otherwise it

would never leave the stratosphere. In fact if the concentration

isolines of strontium or ozone are examined then they appear

0
to slope downwards between low latitudes and 50-60 N at a

greater slope than the mean isentropes. Some possible

reasons for the difference in slope were discussed elsewhere

(Newell, 1961).

In the middle latitude troposphere differential heating pro-

duces a slope in the isentropic surfaces which can be viewed

as the production of available potential energy. Disturbances

arise to transport the heat northward and they take advantage

of this available potential energy and in fact run on it by a

process in which warm air rises and cold air sinks. These

same disturbances are responsible for the transport of

angular momentum northwards. In order to release poten-

tial energy the air motions must be across the isentropes.

Eady (1950) and Green,(1960) have shown that for optimum

efficiency the slope of the motions in the eddies should be

about 1/2 of the slope of the mean isentropes. These eddies

will then constantly be tending to flatten the isentropes while
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the differential heating tends to steepen them. There is an essentially

similar situation during the polar night vortex development. Informa-

tion about the eddies in the stratosphere is meagre in this vein. Mar-

tin and Brewer (1959) found from trajectory analysis in the lower

stratosphere over Europe that air parcels which had moved from the

south contained more ozone and were warmer than those which had

moved from the north. This is in agreement with the tungsten

data. Molla and Loisel (1962) correlated the adiabatic vertical

velocities used by Jensen (1960) with the northward component

of the wind for the months of Januar-y and April 1958. In the 100-50

mb layer they found a negative correlation south of 500N in January

and a positive correlation to the north which suggests that the general

motions tend to follow the isentropes. In April the negative correla-

tions are smaller south of 50 N and essentially zero north of 60 N,

again in approximate agreement with the isentropes. These correla-

tions can explain the observations of a countergradient heat flux in

the lower stratosphere noted by White (1954), Peixoto (1960) and

Murakami (1962) if the additional hypothesis is made that the

motions are steeper than the isentropes (that is tilt downwards

towards the north more than the isentropes) and in this case the
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motions will be tending to convert kinetic energy into potential energy.

Preliminary examinations of limited samples of stratospheric data by

White and Nolan (1960) and Jensen indicate conversions in this sense

'by transient eddies. Sufficient data is not yet available to attempt
0

explanations for the regions north of 60 N.

8. The Application of the Transport Equation to Ozone

As part of our calculation procedure we have correlated the ozone

amounts reported during the IGY with the wind components, temperatures,

heights and vertical velocities in the stratospheric region. Some of the

correlations have been reported elsewhere (Newell, 1961) where it was

pointed out that the total amounts of ozone could be used as an indicator

of the amount of ozone in the lower stratosphere. The results for the

eddy flux show a northward flux in middle latitudes which has a maximum

in the spring season. The results for the four terms in equation (3),

each evaluated objectively, are shown in Table 6. The left hand side

of the equation was calculated from the changes in the total amount of

ozone in the polar cap. The downward flux in the troposphere was

evaluated from the work of Regener (1957). It provides an additional

amount of ozone which may be passing through the entire system; there

is currently no information available about its variation with latitude

and season. The eddy terms appear to be sufficient in the spring period
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to account for the observed build-up of ozone even allowing for a

continual drain. It is hypothesized that ozone is moved northwards

and downwards from the major source region in the low-latitude

stratosphere by eddy mixing, and is then mixed in the polar and middle

latitude stratosphere untila good fraction reaches the region in the

lower stratosphere from which it can pass into the troposphere. If

the northward eddy fluxes are considered to be cut off then the polar

stratosphere below about 25 km could be completely emptied of ozone

in four months by flux into the troposphere. The mean life of other

trace substances in the same portion of the lower stratosphere might

be expected to be similar. In conclusion it must be emphasized that

in order to extend this budget procedure to other trace substances

it is imperative to obtain observations over long time periods at a

number of stations over the globe.
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Table 5 Time Standard Deviation of Vertical Velocity
-1

0 (W) em sec

Pressure Lat. 100 20° 300 400 50° 60° 70° 80

layer

50-30mb

July-Sept. 1957 0.19 0.24 0,27 0.33 0.33 0.28 0,25 0.22

Oct-Dec. 1957 0.22 0.22 0.27 0.30 0.46 0.59 0.61 0.38

Jan-Mar. 1e58 0.22 0.28 0.31 0.46 0.64 0.57 0.51 0.41

April-June. 1958 0.23 0.27 0.27 0.31 0.34 0.36 0.41 0.34

100-50mb

July-Sept. 1957 0.26 0.28 0.31 0.37 0.35 0.28 0.27 0.21

Oct-Dec. 1957 0.22 0.24 0.33 0.40 0.48 0.62 0.61 0.38

Jan-Mar. 1958 0.25 0.36 0.44 0.47 0.48 0.50 0.55 0.56

April-June 1958 0.23 0.26 0.29 0.34 0.32 0.32 0.27 0.24
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OZONE BUDGET
Table 6

3 -19
Units are in cm of 03 at STP sec when multiplied by 10

,Yuly-Sept. Jan-Mar. July-Sept.

1957 1958 1958

Transport across 50N.

a) by mean meridional motions -0.9 -1.9 ?

b) by standing eddies +0.3 +4.0 -1.0
c) by transient +2.9 +10.4 +2.0

From content change -5.2 +9.0 -5.2

Transport acvoss 40N.

a) by mean meridional motions -2.3 -3.8
b) by standing eddies +0.4 +5,O -1.2
c) by transient eddies +0.4 +12.6 +0.5

From content change -7.4 +11.6 -7.4

Tropospheric downward flux -6.
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ABSTRACT

The fields of tim eaotward (U) and northward (V7) components of the wvind are incostigated mathematically.
Maps wehose point valueo tire the producto of the point values of two mapo are also investigated. Rues are givnc to
oid in the analysis of these typeo of mapo.

1. THE PROBLEM small cnough, then the quantities such as the horizontal
wind velocity, temperature and height* of the pressure

True use of polar coordinate charts means that tile maps surface may be considered as constant. This assumption
of U a0d1( , tile eastward aind northlward components of seems to be better justified in the stratosphere than near
Wind, hlave inatileinatical si ngul ari ties at tile poles. Tile tile surface of the earth where the temperature and honi-
existence of these singulari ties has been eithler completely zontal velocity fields may be discontinuous. Tile fact
ignloredi or circumvented by sontlc device such as, for tllat one performs continuous, smooth analysis of tile maps
examlple, not anlalyzin~g near the poles. A strict inathec- uigdsrtdaapresumes thttegainsare smooth
iiatical analysis of the U and V fields in tile vicinlity of and the ]2oimlt values are finite.
one of these poles reveals information whlichi has proved In a sufficiently small neighborhood of the northl pole
to be of greant alssistance to tile anlalyst. Application of tile horizontal wvind velocity can be considered constant
our ruiles conisiderahly imlproved tile analysis of a series of adcnb eie ntefloigmne.Frt e

Norher 11iniplire aps(Banes(11 intheregion diefine tile lonlgitudles so that X wvest longitude becomes
mioith of 750 N. (3601-X) east longitudd: Thsen the hsorizontal wind is

Even though the following mathematical developmeneit unqeydfndb h onngtv uniyQ h
is arouindi the North Pole, it is applicable to the pole of uiniqspely efned by, tile 11011- alnegathive qtntity isth
any polar coordinate systeml such ats, for example, those bloing towvard thenotple Ifeitedsacerm
frequently employed ill special studies of hiurricianes a11 w lotipl.Ifei ieditnefo

extottopialstoniswhee he adil, , nd angntiltile pole, tilen e.,f is delijied as tile radius of the largest
Uvextoattopcompsonents tviere theridia, Vaitigetil circle which fits jinsidie the neighlborhlood of the pole where

One of tile ways of represenltinlg tile hlorizontlts Wind the hlorizon~tal win~d velocity can be considered constant.

field is to hoe the South to nlorthl componenit, T7, find the The map of V7 is now given by C cos (XX) <E<Em.r

west to east coinlOipiililt, U. This repre~sfitattioll is unique I, in this neighlborhood, we approacht tlse pole along tile
except at the nlorth aind Southi poles. A closer inspection mueridians (X,+901) and (X,-90') we find tile value of
reveals thiit, unidei 0110 UVcoioiioei apn V to be zero, no mlatter howv close we come to the pole

a cylinlder on~to a ospherical surface (e.g., 100-mib. surface), along these lines. A map 011011 be said to be a pattern 1
Triis mapping of it cylin~der onlto a coaxial Spherical mnap if it call be expressed by C cos (X- X,) for e>0 im, the
sralfice is unique (onc-to-mie) except at the poles. Tuel~ neighlborhloodi of the pole. Thus, figure 1, showing tile

top) ilid bottom lin~es of the cylindler are miapped onito the map of V ill the neighborhood of tiie northl pole missumilpg
p~oles so the Iiniplpimg is ilot Oile-LO-ohiil at these points. a wind speed of 10 kt. is ia pattern 1 map.
TI,'illis, special consideration miust be given to quantities The ilap of the Ucomponent is given by Oem X-X0
conltainling U or V inl the nleighiborhioods of thle nlorthi pnh7 OCos [X-(X,+90

0
)], so tile malp of U is also a pattern 1

ihnd the South pole. nlap. Thuse, the U map is just thme V nsap rotated 900 to
tile east about the pole. Triis means that for the same

2. THE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS timie period, tile zero isopletils oil the maips of U and V
sliolildi be at righit angles to eachl other in the neighborhood

Lot us coinsidler the windl over a smlall nieighlborhoodl s of tile pole.
centered at the noith pole. If we take this neighborhlood Asmentioned bfrthe U and V copnnsof tile

ph reirch relmrt], ,In tsloci m imb ,iwmom "'no curriedi out whi~clim oliautor was at the hlorizonltal wvind are not defined et tile pole. Hence, tise
Tmooeustoit m~ilmmo 01 l,rcimhoioer, Conimbridgo, Muo,,m, an wa supporiemd by the pole 11a5 beemn excluded from figure 1. If tile value at

ioroimlmloes ilosorci, Direcioraie oi thim Air Forcm Cambridge Researcih Lasboratlories, the nole were assigined tezero iaue thin the zero io
flicool Acrospeoo Research, mtmmier Comnirmme No. AF11)lQOO-51oMani by Iho U.S. Mloakotl vbu,~ n e io

Eoo1ersy Coum,,,oio,,n alicemr Contact No. Alrlao3m-1241. tilci oldv01( be conltinluous amind would not hlave a kinlk at
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-B -10 48 point values of the map by miinus one. This is equivalent
/to replacing X, by (180'4j.X,) giving 0 Cos (X-1800-x,) *

~6K / y4 for V, which is only a change of orientation. Thus,
- 6 patern isconserved under negation. It should be/ noted that the orientation is not uni~que unless 0 is

positive.
-4,- K/ ~ - Subtraction of map X from niap Y is performed by the

Subtraction of the point values of X fromn the point values
\ / '~'of Y. This is equivalent to thle addition of map Y and

,Z -2 the negative of map X, so pattern I is conserved under

______________, i thle operation of Subtraction,
0 If the value ait every point of a pattern 1 mapt is divided

\K by a finite non-zero number of quantity Z which is a
.2-constant ovrtemap, then the resulting map,

~ / /K ~ Cos-(A D0) Coo (A-A,

"' /"' is at pattern 1 map, and pattern 1 is conserved under
16Z "- 6  division by a finite non-zero constant. if Z is negative,

there is also a change of orientation by 1800, but the map
// remains a pattern 1 map.

+8 +0 +8 Since pattern 1 is conserved under addition and division
FiGURE 1.-A pattern I map, C cos (1),,for 0ý1 k-I. by a finite non-zero constant, the mean map of a finite

number of pattern 1 maps is also a pattern 1 map
Let uts consider the field of tile product quantity (XV) in

the neighborhood of the poie. If X has tise same value
throughout Life neighborhood, 0<e<e.,, thsen thle map of

tife pole, If we consider any other contour.K (-C:ýK• (XV7) will be a pattern 1 map in this neighborhood.
0) and let the pole have thle value K, tile" this isotachl Most meteorological variables such as temperature,
would have a kink at thfe iole. Notice thiat thfe equation pressure, height of pressure surfaces, ozone concentration,

LP+~~ "= osidath tile oles Since U andl 1 are Ilot vertical wind speed, and horizontal wind speed are
uniquelly defined at the poles. usually considered as continuous quantities in the free

InI thle following discussion wve Shall he concernled with atmosphere. The usual analysis of mnaps of such variables
tile nseighborhood of tile pole and not with tile value at from a finlite numnber of observations presumes that the
thle polo itself. fields of these variables do Ilot Con~talin discontinluities.

As stated before, at patternl 1 map is replresenlted illatile- Hence, for most purposes maps4) of (XV) aind (XU),
nuaticaily by 0Ccos (X-N,) for 0<t<c,,g, whlere C find( A, O<eK*.If, will be platternl I maps whlen X is 011e of the
are colIstailts, but is unidefinedI for e0o. above meteorological variables.

T'he su111 of two Ifiaps is diefinledl as the niIIp of tile sum of We shlouldi look at two of tile unusual cases whisic appear
thle values at the in~dividual~l p)oints. Adding two patternl I tt times. TPile first is when X is discontinluouls ill the
maps, we obtain, for 0<c<e,,, neighborhood of tile plole, find( tlse seconld is whlen X Isas at

CI os (-)+ 2 Cos (A-A2 )=ocosAOI X0 Cos zero isopletll in thle neighlborhlood of the poie.

±(02 COS A2]+Sill X[0, Sill X1-+0o Sinl A21. Since tile fields of U and V fll~y always he considered ats
If we flow let conltinueous except tit tise pIoles, tile dlisconltinuities ill tle e

fields of (XU) anld (XV) Insy occu~r on~ly fit tile poles aild
03COSX A= 01 COS X1I-+02 COS A2  where X is dliscontinuous, (At tile poin~t where a zero

and1( isopleth of at continluous field X Crosses a discontinuity ill
04 Sill X3=01 Sill )q + 02 Sill A2 the field of Y, (Xl) is continuous.)

thlen Since the producet (X10 is zero when and on~ly whenl

0l COS (X 1 )09 COS (X -X2) =0 3 COS Aý CO A3 eithler X or Y is zero, tile field of (X10 will hlave zero

+ 0 Sill A Sill X3= 03 CO (A-A1 ) i501)lets wihere eithler Xor Yllave zero isoplethis. (This
whlere assuml~es thalt X anld Y take onl onlly finite vallues.) Thus,

__ co (A2-A)+C - if X is dliscontinuous or lhes a zero isopleth thlroulgh tile
. ý+ 9M OS XI f)pole, the mapsl2 of (XU) aldi (XV) will not be platternl I

Thuis.1, patternl 1 is conlservedI un~der aedditionl. mapl~s ill tile nleighborhood of tlse pole.
Thie negation op1erationl is de~fine~d by mlultiplyinlg all Tile covariance of X a111 Y is:
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co XY MC m _Zy y+40 +20 0 -20 -40

N5 N N) /5 / -50

Thus, for a finite Ngreater thaln 1, if X and Y are pattern \ \ , / /
1 maps, then the map of coy ('y, I') is also at pattern 1
map. .4 \ \40

As a corollary, we canl prove that there are perpeni- 4

dicular zero isoplethis onl the maps of (UV') in the neighbor- ' . ~ ~ /
of the map (UV) in thle neighlborhood of the pole is // -2

[0CSinll~X, [(,Cos (X-X,)] 0- 0-

we have (- cs-20 -

or /2 \40 + 40
,siln [2(?,->,)] for e>O./ / / \ \

This pattern, pattern 2, is shlown in figure 2. In1 tile same / I
manner as above it canl be showvn that patterni 2 is con- / / I
servative under addition, subtraction, and the operation // \ \
of taking thle mean. 50 -40 -20 0 +20 +40 .50

Maps of tile standard deviations of Uand of V will hlave FIGoRE 2.-A pattern 2 map, (C2/2) sin [2(t-?QI for 0=10 kt.
non-negative values everywhlere in the neighlborhood,
0< e<cEM, but will hlave indletermuinate values at the pole.
The stanldard deviation of V is: 3. RULES FOR ANALYSIS OF MAPS OF

__ 1 ý ALMOST-CONTINUOUS 2 QUANTITIES
8(V)=VNl {_,02Ccos2( )-[YCcos

N-1 1. Zero isopletlls of U and V canl be drawn as though
thley pass smoothlly through the poie, but the actual values

Ill tile neighborhiood, not only will S(L7) and S(V) be at thle pole aire not defined.
Ilon-negiltive ait every poin~t for e>0, but tlley will be 2.No-eospet fUanVtthplereind
constant along tiny mleridian since, from above, as shown-z in figure 1. UadVattepl aekne

[S(V)] =0= b [8(U)] 3. Mvaps of U aind V for tile same period ihave one
4 zero i501)letll of U perpendicular to one zero-isopieth of

where O=Iatitude. If tile sample is sufficiently lar-ge and 17athpoe

random, 8(U) and S(V) should be almuost equal to some 4. The absolute value of any U or V kinked isopletle

positive value throughlout tile region, 0<e<m ,,,fand thle at thle 1p01e call not exceed the value of the wind speed

standard deviations of tile quantitics XC may be taken as 'It the pole.

positive constants in the neigh~borhlood of thle pole. 5. At thle pole thle value of the miaximumi kinked
Maps of tile correlation coefficients isoplotll is the same for both the U and the V malps.

-(,Y coy (AC, Y) ad r(UV) coy (U:.V) The following two rules ]told anywhere onl the maps

r(, (X) . 8(Y) 8S(U) - 8(V) considered.

6. Any product nuip (XY) will hlave zero isoplethis
will have their zero isopletlhs in the salmee place. as the cor-
responding covariance maps, but in general, will not be oihereanolywr, the map of )' ilas zero isopleths, fayeit
pattern 1 or patter!n 2 maps. Again we shiould repeatortl niofYaszoioptlifnyes.

thlat the functions of U and Vlitre not defined at t ie poles. 7. A Inap of the correlation coefficient of XC and Y
From both phlysical and mathlematical reasonillgs it can will have its zero isopletlis in thle same place its thle zero

be shlownI that tllis method is not appllicable folr deter- isoplethis 011 the map of thle covarianece of X find Y, if
mnining tile pattern of the divergence fields, such as, V. t illy exist.
in a small neighlborhlood of tile pole.

From thle preceding we hlave formulated the following ,'AIroeaa-coriuu eeaenees Ord,, there are a readnable ,,,,,,ler of discoentinuous pl,,in,
rules for aid in analyzing maps. in, II. field.
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The remaining four rules apply only in the neighborhoods 10. A map of the covariance of U and V has perpen-
of the pole, assuming that C0 0. dicular zero isopleths and is a pattern 2 map in the

8. In the vicinity of a polo there is one zero isopleth vicinity of the pole.
of the map of (XU) which is perpendicular to somd one 11. A map of the correlation coefficient of U and V
z701- isopleth of the map1 of (XV) at the same pole. If has perpendicular zero isopleths at the pole but is not
X ',s non-zero and continuous in the neighborhood of necessarily a pattern 2 map in the vicinity of the pole.
the pole, then these two zero isoploths will be the only REFERENCES
zero isopleths, and both the map of (XU) and the map
of (XV) will be pattern 1 maps in the neighborhood of 1. A. A. Barnes, Jr., The Energy Balance of the Slralosphere During
the poethe IGY, Ph. D. Thesis, Dept. of Meteorology, Massaehusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., 1962.
9. A map of (UV) which includes a pole has perpen- 2. F. B. IHildebrand, Adtanced Calculus for Engineers, Prentice-

diculahu zero isopleths as shown in figure 2. Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1948.
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A Preliminary Study of the Potential to Kinetic Energy

Conversion Process in the Stratosphere

By ROBERT M. WHITE' and GEORGE F. NOLAN
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge, Massachusetts

(Manuscript receivei September i9, 1959)

Abstract

The potential to kinetic energy conversion process in the lower stratosphere associated
with the vertical exchange of warm and cold air is evaluated using adiabatically derived
vertical velocities for the North American region for a five-day period. Preliminary results
suggest the possibility that on the average the kinetic energy of stratospheric motions may
not result from a conversion of potential energy witlhin the stratosphere by this process.
The further implication is that stratospheric motions are mnaintained by the motions in the
adjacent layers of the atmosphere.

x. Introduction rate of change of the kinetic energy of the hori-

A fundamental question about stratospheric zontal wind and the total potential and internal
motions refers to the manmer of the maintenance energy of the entire mass of the atmosphere as

of their kinetic energy. It seems clear that the fo ows:
kinetic energy of the motions of the troposphere d (

is maintained by the conversion from available - k di Jcossdin - D dn (I)
potential energy as described and verified by
many investigators, most recently by LORENZ
(1955) and WHITE and SALTZMAN (1956), and d fdQ
that this process is associated with the rising N (O +1)din = jwa din + (2)
of warm and sinking of cold air. On the other At M A"
hand, it has not been established that a similar
Frocess operates in the stratosphere. This where d.. is the element of mass and the inte-
preliminary study represents an attempt to gration is carried out over the entire m6ss of
evaluate from observations the nature of this the atmosphere, k is the kinetic energy of the
potential to kinetic conversion process in the dp
stratosphere. horizontal wind, CO = - is the individual time

z. Procedure rate of change of pressure, c is the specific
volume, D is the rate of frictional dissi-

Following WHITu. and SAtLTZMAN (1956) we pation of kinetic energy, 05 is the geopotential,
mary write the equations expressing the tine dQ

-ay Trieie avers e essmrnce onspassy I is the internal energy, and is the net rate of
I Present address: Tise Travelers Insurance Company,

Hartford, Cosns. heat addition. The appearance of the integral
Tellus XII (1960), 2
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fwomdo: with opposite signs in both equations ted and an analysis of the covariance of o= was
M performed in a maimer entirely analogous to
represents the process of potential to kinetic that of WmTa and SALTZMAN (1956). Followingenerg.y conversion in the atmosphere which is their procedure we may write:
familiarly associated with the vertical exchange
of warm and cold air.

The critical problem in evaluating this inte- - {[} {[•] {o]" ["}
gral lies in the determination of co which is + {[co' •']} + {[c0]}'".{[.]}'" (4)
closely related to the field of vertical velocity.
In this investigation co was evaluated by the where the single, double and triple primes de-
adiabatic relation note deviations from east-west, north-south, and

PT time averages respectively, the brackets indicate
-+ v. vT an average in the east-west direction, the braces

S PT (3) an average in the north-south direction and the
d T bars an average in time.
Pp c, The left side of equation (4) is a more repre-

sentative measure of the integrand average than
where T is the temperature, v is the horizontal the term {[coc]} alone, since the second term on
wind vector on an isobaric surface, and C, is the left side must vanish when the average is
the specific heat at constant pressure. taken over the entire hemisphere and will give

The finite differmce form of equation (3) rise to spurious non-zero values if not subtracted
was evaluated from constant pressure charts at out because of the limited area treated. The first
200, A00, 50 and tndinb over the region of term on the right is a measure of the conversion
North America extending froml 30' to 6o'N process due to overturnings in the north-south
and from 700 to 120°W. These charts had been direction, the second is a measure of the process
carefully analyzed for other purposes by Mr. due to overturnings in the east-west direction.
S. Muench of the Atmospheric Circulations The lhst term is associated with temporal pul-
Laboratory, Air Force Cambridge Research sations of the space average values of a) ando.
Center, and kindly provided us by Mr. W.
Hering and Mr. S. Muench for this investigation. 3. Results
The available data consisted of seven 2oo, zoo,
and So nib and six 25 mb charts covering the The values of co obtained are reasonable.
period 28 January to 3 February, 1957, a period When transformed by means of the hydrostatic
of intense stratospheric warming as descibed by equation to equivalent vertical velocities, the

CaAIG and HERING (1959). The wind velocities standard deviation is o.86 cm sec-i at ioo mb

were evaluated geostrophically and the tempera- and 1.35 cm see-' at 5o nib. A typical example
tures hydrostatically. Contour height values of the distribution of the vertical velocity in
were abstracted at a grid system of 273 points relation to the temperature and contourheight

spaced 2.5 degrees apart and the os were ob- fields at 50 mb is shown in Fig. I for 29 Janu-

tained at a grid system of 6o points spaced 5 ary, 1957.
degrees apart. The time derivatives were ap- The numerical values of the potential to ki-

proximated by finite differences over 24 hour netic energy conversion processes are shown in
intervals. The computation yielded fields of the Table I.
24-hour average values of co and a for the layers Table i. The rate of conversion between poten-
200-50 mb and ioo-a5 nib which were taken tial and kinetic energy. A minus sign indicates a

to be representative of these fields at the 0oo and conversion from potential to kinetic energy. Units

50 mb levels. in ergs grn-' sec-.

Using the values of co and a thus derived it 3 I 1 4

was possible to sample the integrand for this
region of the hemisphere for the short period of -{-{ [ { ( [ .
time as indicated, and for the layers of the {[0){} (M)

atmosphere at approximately the height of the 5o0 nbi 7.51 -- 1 1 7.5 1 0
1oo and 5o mb levels. Average values of the io bi__,51 --. 3 1 -- 4 1 0.2 1
integrand coo over space and time were compu- . 32
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Fig. i. The vertical vclocity, temnperature, and contour hecight distribution at So nab for January 29, 1957, 03
GMT. Vcrtical velocity units in. ci secc'.

The first column of Table 7 indicatcs that at conversion process is associated with over-
so nib the conversion process is opposite to that turnings in the east-west direction as indicated
found in the troposphere being from kinetic to in column 3. The contributions of the other
potential energy in this region of the stratos- two terms in columins .2 and 4 are negligible.
phere. The sense of this conversion process was At i00 mb the conversion rates associated with
the same on each of 'the four individual days each of the individual terms arc small.
examirned. At ioo mb the magnitude of the Since the i00 tnb data arc representative of
conversion term is not essentialy different from the layer between 200 and 5o mb, this layer will
zero and the six individual daily values on wh-ichi be wholly contained in the stratosphere only
the mean is based vary in sign. at high latitudes and will be partially within

A more detailed analysis of this conversion the 'troposphere at low latitudes. It should be
process is given in columns 2, 3, and 4 of table possible upon exam-ination of the latitudinal
x. At 50 mb the principal contribution to the variation of the term [o'cx'] to detect whether
T'".us XII (1960). 2
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I•2 on a hlcin.ispherical basis and over longer periods
of tnie then the implications seem far-reaching.

50mb If the kinictic energy of the stratospheric mo-
tions is :aot maintained by conversion from
potential. cuergy within the stratosphere by the
processes associated with the vertical exchange
of warni and cold air then it must be main-

bob rtained by boundary interactions with the adja-
-- omb cent layers above and below. Such processes

' o0 •'o g • , , 605...0 involve the vertical transport of existing kinetic
LT 5E 40 35 30 energy through the top and bottom boundaries

of the layer as pointed out by STARR (1959)
"JI .10b and other boundary processes associated -with

variations in the height of the bounding
S200•b pressure surfaces. Should general verification

- of these concepts be obtained, one possible. ý t " • " "°•*s implicatiaonwould be that stratospheric motions
300. must to a large extent vary in response to

troposph.eric changes, and that the explanation
for many observedcharacteristics of the stratos-

Fig. 2. The latitudinal variation of the potential to kinetic phere, scich as the size and motion of circulation
energy conversion process due to cast-west overturnings
in units of ergs gn-r sec-

1
. Also shown is the latitudsinal systems and the seasonal and latitudinal distri-

variation of the mncan tropopause height as a function of bution of ozone, may very well lie in a better
pressure. understan-rdinig of the linkages between the

stratosph-ere and troposphere.

there is any systematic difference in the sense of
the conversion process as one proceeds from 4. Critical Remarks
troposphere to stratosphere. The latitudinal As in all such limited investigations care must
variation of this term at both Ioo and 5o mb be exercised iii generalization before confir-
together with a plot of the mean tropopause mation on the basis of more extensive data.
height is shown in Fig. 2. This particular study suffers from the following

It caal be seen that the sign of the conversion deficiencies:
process changes at approximately that latitude a. The results are based on a sample of data
(430N) where the mean tropopause crosses the from a sinall area of the hemisphere and for
IOO mb level, being from kinetic to potential a very short period of time.
to the north and from potential to kinetic to the b. The period of time studied was one of ab-
south of this latitude. This observational feature norinal high level temperature changes, and
agrees with the concept of a reversal of the the results may not be typical of more nor-
potential to kinetic energy conversion process mal conditions.
rom troposphere to stratosphere., c. The verticad velocity computations on which

If these observational findings are further the results fundamentally depend are based
substantiated by more extensive investigations upon the adiabatic assumption.
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